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Abstract

Data, now more than ever before, are continuously being generated in huge volumes, and

at rapid speed. Data may originate from various sources, for instance: sensor readings,

financial transactions, social networks, etc.. A data stream is a continuous sequence of

data arriving in almost real-time and often at a high speed.

In this thesis, we are interested in benefiting from the availability of such data and

developing methods for detecting the occurrence of events from data streams, such as a

text stream and a price time-series stream. Hence, we have explored event identification

from structured and unstructured data streams in the domain of finance.

We employ the Directional Change (DC) approach to high frequency time-series

streams to identify significant price transitions (i.e. events). DC is an event-based

approach for summarizing price movements based on a fixed, a-priori threshold. We

propose a dynamic threshold definition method, which replaces the fixed threshold and

is appropriate for markets that operate over specific opening and closing times. A

dynamic threshold provides more flexibility and extends the DC approach allowing the

identification of price changes in continuously changing environments.

With the proliferation of social media data reporting on all aspects of human activ-

ity, being able to automatically identify events is becoming increasingly important. We

present a framework for detecting the occurring events on a daily basis, via social net-

work streams. We develop and extend a Frequent Pattern Mining method by proposing

a dynamic support definition method to replace the fixed support. As the number of

text posts streamed each day is not fixed, a dynamic support, can adapt to the nature

of data streams and can improve the identification of events.

Finally, we explore whether we can bring together the insights from the time-series

stream and the social network stream to understand if events as identified from both

streams can be correlated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The amount of data generated, nowadays, is extraordinary. This includes data pro-

duced from sensor readings, financial markets, social networks, web logs, click streams,

etc.. In general, one cannot reason using such data streams easily, as they are of an

unbounded size and their data elements arrive at an irregular rate [7]. Furthermore,

it is not possible to backtrack over the past arrived data elements or review and keep

track of the entire history. Data streams are infinite continuous data feeds, ordered by

time, and generated at high speeds [8].

Data streams can be considered as one of the main sources of what is referred to as

Big Data [9]. The concept of Big Data is commonly used to describe huge amounts of

heterogeneous data coming from different sources, which can be analysed using special

types of tools in order to obtain the advantage and insight of that data. In 2011,

Gartner [10] defined Big Data as: high volume “increasing size of data”, high velocity

“increasing rate at which data is produced”, and high variety “increasing range of data

formats including structured (e.g., relational databases), semi structured (e.g., XML

documents) and unstructured data (e.g., emails)”, and in 2012 Gartner with others [11],

expanded the definition to include high Veracity “increasing uncertainty to origins of

data”.

There has been an exponential growth in the generation of unstructured data, and

furthermore, the amount of unstructured data has exceeded the amount of structured

data [12]. In addition, in 2016 it was estimated that 80% of the world’s generated

data is unstructured1. Sources of unstructured data include: web pages, emails, images,

medical records, mobile content, social media contents, etc.. Unstructured data do not

typically have a defined data model due to the heterogeneous sources of the data, and

1
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such data may also not be easy to process using available tools [13]. In this context,

text mining is an extension of data mining but for text, and is conducted to reveal value

from unstructured, textual data [14].

Revealing insights from streams of data is becoming of an increasing interest, ex-

amples of such streaming analysis are: using sensors to detect pollution levels [15–17],

discover influenza areas [18, 19], and capture the state of a city’s traffic [20–23]. Other

examples would be using social networks to spot disasters such as earthquakes [24–26]

and to sense the effect of public mood [5,27,28].

In this thesis, we are interested in developing and extending event identification

methods for structured and unstructured data streams. We want to focus on the meth-

ods that deal with the changing nature of the data streams. Instead of considering the

dynamic and changing nature of data streams as a challenge and as a barrier to face,

in this research, we will try and see this as an advantage and strength, and develop

event identification methods that can accommodate and function in such data streams

to provide better and more effective analysis. Thus, we seek to adapt to the changing

nature of those streams, where the stream volume is extremely high, and the arrival rate

of its data elements is unpredictable in advance. Particularly, we want to develop event

detection methods for high frequency time-series data streams and social networks data

streams (i.e. text streams). We will also try to explore whether the insights derived

from the two streams can be correlated and brought together.

1.1 Research Aim and Objectives

In this thesis, we are interested in developing methods and techniques by which to

detect the occurrence of events from various types of data streams, typically a text

stream and a high frequency time-series data stream. We intend to focus on methods

that deal with the changing nature of the data streams. Hence, the main aim is to

study current state of the art event detection methods for structured and unstructured

data and extend and develop them to deal with streams of data. Guided by the above

aim we look to achieve the following core objectives: event detection from unstructured

data streams, event detection from structured data streams, and cross-reference across

various data streams.

1https://www.ibm.com/blogs/watson/2016/05/biggest-data-challenges-might-not-even-know/
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1.1.1 Event detection from unstructured data streams

From a social network stream (Twitter) consisting of unstructured data, we aim to

collect text posts relating to a certain major event and seek to develop methods that

detect the occurrence of topics/events within that major event. An event in SN is defined

in [29] as “an occurrence causing change in the volume of text data that discusses the

associated topic at a specific time, and often associated with entities such as people

and location”. Twitter is an online social network platform where users can post and

interact using messages known as tweets. Twitter is a popular microblogging website,

in 2013, twitter was described as the “the SMS of the Internet” [30]. Furthermore, in

2016, it was named as the largest source for breaking news after receiving 40 million

tweets in a single day —the US presidential election day in 2016 [31]. Therefore, it was

considered as the source of data for our investigated text stream rather than any other

microblogging sites.

We intend to develop a method for identifying the occurrence of daily events in

a social network text stream (Twitter), using a Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) [32]

method and a dynamic support value instead of a fixed given value. We want to see if

the topics which are detected using the proposed dynamic support can better fit with

the changing nature of text streams or not.

1.1.2 Event detection from structured data streams

From a price time-series data stream consisting of structured data, we are interested

in developing methods to detect events (i.e. significant price fluctuations) once they

occur. We want to study the financial market using a High Frequency Data (HFD)

stream. HFD are referred to as extremely large amount of financial transactions at

daily frequencies or even finer time scale [33].

In financial markets which operate over certain opening and closing times, we aim

to develop a method for detecting the occuring events using a Directional Change (DC)

[34, 35] approach and a dynamic threshold to replace the fixed given one. In DC, an

event is identified in price time-series data streams once a significant price change is

spotted (i.e. price change between two points satisfies a given threshold value).

We seek to find out if a dynamic threshold that is daily defined can lead to the more

effective detecting of events than a fixed threshold value that is used throughout the
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whole stream (i.e. does not change).

Furthermore, we wish to explore the application of the dynamic threshold as part

of a trading strategy and compare this with other trading strategies that have been

developed based on the DC approach such as [36–38]. Hence, we want to find out if a

trading strategy based on a dynamic threshold that is defined daily is more profitable

than a fixed threshold or not.

1.1.3 Cross-reference across various data streams

Finally, we seek to cross-reference over data streams and identify correlations between

the identified events. We want to bring insights from both streams together, and explore

the relation between the events identified from them. Hence, we aim to put together

the events identified from both streams, process them, and then look for correlation

between them.

We intend to draw inferences from the two streams in order to disclose hidden rela-

tionships. We will try to identify correlations between the detected events from different

data streams (structured and unstructured data streams), and see how and in what way

they may affect each other. Thus, we will explore and further investigate the relation-

ships between various data streams to see what links can be found, if any.

In addition, we want to find out if there is a correlation between events identified

from the social network stream (Twitter), and those obtained from the high frequency

time-series data stream. In particular to determine whether regional or global events

are more correlated with stock market price changes.

1.2 Contributions

The work presented in this thesis contributes to the development of event identifica-

tion methods from streams of data, both structured and unstructured. We have chosen

the domain of finance as the domain of application as this is an area that is data rich

and structured data can be obtained for study and experimentation. In particular, this

thesis develops and extends event detection methods to be able to deal with the dynamic

and changing nature of data streams. The main contributions are as follows:

1. In the text data stream (i.e. unstructured stream) analysis and event identifica-

tion, we are using the FPM approach on a social network stream (Twitter) in
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order to identify the occurring topics/events. Previous work on text streams using

the FPM approach to obtain the occurring frequent patterns (i.e. events) require

determining the number of terms to be selected in advance [39–41], in other words,

they were using a fixed support value. In contrast, we think that in changing and

dynamic environments such as text data streams, it is difficult to specify the suit-

able number for items (i.e. terms in text streams) to be retrieved in advance. This

is because the number of items received is not fixed and may vary from one batch

to another.

Thus, we propose a new method to define the support value (i.e. threshold)

dynamically for every window-batch separately, to better cope with the nature of

data streams. Using a dynamic defined support value to identify events from text

data streams, addresses the problem of having fixed support values (Chapter 3).

2. In relation to the high frequency time-series data stream (i.e. structured data

stream) analysis and event identification, we use the DC event approach to identify

the financial market price fluctuations (i.e. events). An event in the DC approach

is detected if the price change between two points exceeds/is below the given

threshold value. A fixed threshold has always been the case when using the DC

approach [6, 35–38,42–51]

We improve the operational performance of the DC approach by introducing a

novel method for dynamically defining the threshold on a daily basis instead of

setting it as a fixed value. Using dynamic threshold values, events of different

magnitudes can be detected, which is not applicable with fixed thresholds (Chapter

4).

3. The DC approach has been used to define and use trading strategies in different

markets. One of the issues in designing a strategy is finding the most profitable

threshold value [37, 38, 51, 52]. Thus, we introduce a trading strategy (named the

DT-TS) based on the DC approach and the dynamic defined threshold value so

as to further evaluate the usefulness of the method for defining the daily dynamic

threshold (Chapter 5).

4. Finally, we perform a study to explore the relationship between the different data

streams, one originating from social networks (unstructured data) and the other

originating from the stock market (structured data). We explore the relation
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between the events identified from both streams and try to cross-reference between

them. This is especially important in supporting decision making in domains such

as the financial markets (Chapter 7).

1.3 Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured into eight main chapters.

Chapter 2 provides a literature review and discusses the related work, to show what

has been done in the area to be studied. It consists of seven main sections, starting with

a section on the semantic web, which shows the role and importance of the semantic

web in relation to the data available on the World Wide Web (WWW). This is followed

by the stream reasoning section, where we define a data stream, and compare between

traditional reasoning and stream reasoning. In the next section, we present the topic

detection methods, which are the document-pivot method, the feature-pivot method,

and the probabilistic method. The fourth section reviews some attempts at event iden-

tification in relation to Twitter. After that, we describe the FPM method, and illustrate

attempts at using the FPM for detecting events occurring on Twitter. In section six

we explain the DC approach, which is an approach for summarizing price movements in

financial streams. Section seven highlights some work linking and connecting financial

market data with Twitter data.

Chapter 3 describes the developed method for detecting events/topics from a social

network data stream (text stream). In more details, we show how the FPM method

was extended and developed to cope with the nature of data streams by introducing a

dynamic support definition method to replace the fixed given one for detecting the oc-

curring topics/events. Then we present the experimental work, which starts by showing

how the data (i.e. text posts) were collected, then how the dynamic support value was

set and how the experiments were carried out to identify topics/events, and finally, we

discuss and analyse the findings. We conclude the chapter by evaluating the performance

of our topics detection framework and discuss the evaluation results.

Chapter 4, describes the developed method for detecting events (i.e. price tran-

sitions) from high frequency time-series data streams. In more details, we show how

the DC approach was employed to the price time-series data streams along with de-

scribing the dynamic threshold definition method. In addition, a comparison between
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the detected DC events using the dynamic threshold and different fixed thresholds is

conducted, and finally a discussion and analyses of the findings is presented.

After that, in the fifth chapter, we propose a trading strategy, named the Dynamic

Threshold-Trading Strategy (DT-TS), based on the DC approach and the daily dynamic

defined threshold. We evaluate the performance of DT-TS against various fixed thresh-

old values and different trading strategies. Furthermore, in Chapter 6, we explore the

functionality of that trading strategy (i.e. DT-TS) on a lower frequency data stream to

see whether it performs equally well in that circumstance. We discuss and analyse the

performance of both data streams (the high and lower frequency data streams).

In Chapter 7, we explore whether we can bring insights from the two streams together

(the text stream and the price time-series data stream) and correlate over them. We

apply the Correlation Coefficient test and the Granger Causality method in order to

put together and draw inferences across events detected from both streams.

Finally, in Chapter 8, the thesis concludes with a summary and some conclusions

regarding the work presented and the findings, and the planned future work is outlined.

1.4 Publications

The following publications were produced as a result of the work undertaken as part

of this PhD project:

1. N. Alkhamees and M. Fasli, “Event detection from time-series streams using di-

rectional change and dynamic thresholds,” 2017 IEEE International Conference

on Big Data (Big Data), Boston, MA, 2017, pp. 1882-1891. doi: 10.1109/Big-

Data.2017.8258133

2. N. Alkhamees and M. Fasli, “An exploration of the directional change based trad-

ing strategy with dynamic thresholds on variable frequency data streams,” 2017

International Conference on the Frontiers and Advances in Data Science (FADS),

Xi’an, 2017, pp. 108-113. doi: 10.1109/FADS.2017.8253207

3. N. Alkhamees and M. Fasli, “A Directional Change Based Trading Strategy with

Dynamic Thresholds,” 2017 IEEE International Conference on Data Science and

Advanced Analytics (DSAA), Tokyo, 2017, pp. 283-292. doi: 10.1109/DSAA.2017.48
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4. N. Alkhamees and M. Fasli, “Event detection from social network streams using

frequent pattern mining with dynamic support values,” 2016 IEEE International

Conference on Big Data (Big Data), Washington, DC, 2016, pp. 1670-1679. doi:

10.1109/BigData.2016.7840781



Chapter 2

Literature Review

While attempting to develop methods for event detection from various types of data

streams, in this chapter we present a background and a literature review of related topics.

The literature review chapter covers seven main topics, in sequence: the Semantic Web;

stream reasoning; topic detection methods; event identification from Twitter; Frequent

Pattern Mining (FPM); the Directional Change approach; and finally, linking financial

market data and Twitter data.

2.1 Semantic Web

The development of the Semantic Web is promising to revolutionise the World Wide

Web (WWW) and its use by providing content which can be ‘understood’ by computers.

This has opened the door more widely to the possibility of taking full advantage of

everything that is available on the web. In [53], the Semantic Web is defined as an

extension of the current Web in which information is given well-defined meanings, to

better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation.

Generally, to be able to reason with data from the Web, there must be a data model

to represent the data and an ontology to be followed which allows communication with

that data. An ontology is a defined abstract model of a domain from a particular point

of view/perspective, it describes the objects (terms) and their relations and can be used

for providing a common understanding of the underlying domain of application. It is

the key to machine-processable data on the Semantic Web [54].

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [55] is a data model and is the foun-

dation upon which the Semantic Web has been built. It is used for data representation

9
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and exchange on the Web. An RDF graph contains subject- predicate- object triples.

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [56] is the language defined for representing

ontologies in the Semantic Web; it was developed by the World Wide Web Consortium

(W3C) Web Ontology Working Group. It is used to process and analyse the contents

of the Web, not just to present it. An OWL ontology can be stored or exchanged when

specified using the RDF or Extensible Markup Language (XML) syntaxes, respectively.

An OWL ontology consists of a head, a class and properties.

The Semmantically-Interlinked Online Communities (SIOC) [1] is an ontology de-

signed for use on the Web to describe user communities (message boards, wikis, and

blogs); it depends on RDF and the OWL ontology, and was developed by the Science

Foundation, Ireland. An overview of SIOC is shown in Figure 2.1. Later in this chapter,

we will show some efforts using the SIOC ontology with Twitter data.

Figure 2.1: SIOC Overview (Image taken from [1])

Several studies including, but not limited to, [57–62] show that by using ontologies

one can “reason” and understand the meaning of web pages, processes and analyse them

more effectively.

2.2 Stream Reasoning

A data stream is a continuous sequence or flow of data over time produced in real-

time or near real-time and often at high velocities [8]. Data streams produce a huge

amount of dynamic data, and this can come from different sources: sensors, website

click streams, tick prices, social networks, etc. In addition this data is either implicitly

ordered by arrival time or explicitly by timestamp [63].
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Examples of such streams are produced by real-time traffic monitoring systems where

sensors are distributed among a city to capture information about traffic jams and road

congestion, such in [20, 21, 64, 65]. This is of interest not only to citizens (in order to

avoid congested roads), but it is also of interest to city managers, who can reason with

those streams to better manage and further plan the city. In addition, the streams are

of interest to event planners who also can reason using these streams – to sense the

impact of current events as well as to choose better venues for future events. Another

example of a data stream is that of share prices streamed at high frequency [66–68].

HFD are referred to as observations taken at fine time intervals. In finance, HFD

refers to observations taken daily or at even finer time scales [33].

Due to the compelling need to reason using such streams in real-time or near real-

time, stream reasoning was first explored by Della Valle et al. in 2009 in [7]. They

commented that stream reasoning was “an unexplored, yet high impact, research area”;

such reasoning is applied in real-time to noisy data streams, so as to support deci-

sion making. Table 2.1 shows a comparison between traditional reasoning and stream

reasoning, showing how the reasoning is performed and when it starts and terminates.

Traditional Reasoning Stream Reasoning

Analysis applied to all available data.
Hard to apply to all data; hence only
applied to parts of it.

Processing starts when a query is fired
and ends when answer is found or
all data has been scanned.

Continuous processing is required; it
does not end.

Table 2.1: Traditional VS Stream Reasoning

Stream processing systems can be categorised as Data Stream Management System

(DSMS), which were developed by the database community, or as the Complex Event

Processing (CEP) systems, which was developed by the event based research community

[69].

The DSMS [70] inherits the relational data model and its expressive query language

is adapted from the Data Base Management System (DBMS). The Continuous Query

Language (CQL) is used with DSMS; here queries run continuously, and can be ex-

pressed using the SPARQL language [71]. In DBMS, data are saved in tables and users

can submit queries to retrieve it. On the other hand, in DSMS users submit queries

which are run continuously as new data arrives. The Large Knowledge Collider project

(LarKC) is a web-scale reasoning platform started in 2008 which adopts DSMS func-
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tionality, and was built as part of the EU 7th framework project LarKC. Developers can

implement their plugins and deploy them to the LarKC platform [72].

The CEP system is commonly used in event driven environments where a time

element must be associated with streams; its main principle is continuous processing

carried out to detect the occurrence of events [73]. Instead of queries, rules are defined

which specify what constitutes the occurrence of an event; this is done via an Event

Processing Language (EPL) or can be expressed using the TESLA language [74]. Esper

is a system for complex event processing, it is open source and available in the Java

and C# programming languages; it was developed by EsperTech in 2006 [75]. Next, we

show some efforts using stream reasoning systems with social networks data streams.

2.2.1 Stream Reasoning with Social Networks Data

In [76], the authors used the data available on social networks in order to find out

about the impact of city-scale events. They were interested in finding out about the

popularity of events happening in a city. They presented a Streaming Linked Data

(SLD) framework to collect data streams, analyse them, and finally to show the results

they obtained on a dashboard. They used RDF as their data model and SIOC as the

ontology to represent their data; for this study, they considered the London Olympic

Games 2012 and the Milano Design Week (MDW) 2013 as the two social city scale

events to be focused on.

For the London 2012 Olympic Games they wanted to detect events which were taking

place in one of the three main Olympic venues: the Olympic Stadium, the Aquatic

Centre, or the Water Polo Arena. To validate the events that they found mentioned

in the data streams, they used the Olympic Games calendar. They were able to use

a stream of three million tweets produced in the period between the 25th July and

the 13th August 2012, across London. A continuously active C-SPARQL query which

counted the number of tweets posted from an area every 15 minutes was “fired”. It

looked for bursts, taking the view that bursts are signals that an event is occurring, and

it used a sliding window which “slid” every 1 minute. A burst was said to have occurred

if the number of tweets from a location within a 15 minute period was greater than the

average number of tweets collected in the last 2 hours + double the standard deviation.

Moreover, if a burst was found from public transportation near the venue, and then was

found in areas outside the venue, and finally was found in the venue itself, then it was
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posited that an event had been found.

For the MDW 2013, the authors of [76] wanted to detect events and analyse the

crowd’s opinions and sentiments concerning these events. During that week they col-

lected tweets in real-time; they looked for all tweets posted from Milan city as well as

tweets posted from world-wide locations that mentioned any of the 300 words in the

keyword list related to MDW 2013; they collected a total of 107,044,478 tweets. The

posts in the RDF streams were each associated with a value ranging from [-1, 1]; this

value represented the sentiment of each tweet. Sentiment measurement was performed

using a dictionary based sentiment classifier. A query was run every 15 minutes to count

tweets and isolate the ones with a positive impression score in the range [0.3,1] and also

tweets with a negative impression score in the range [-1,-0.3]. The in-between scores

indicate neutrality. The total number of tweets broken down into positive, negative and

neutral rating were calculated every 15 minutes.

From both of the cases discussed these researchers were able to detect the popularity

of events from the numbers of tweets posted from particular locations. Many tweets were

missed because users did not enable the location property – although they were, perhaps,

actually at the event venue. Also, this research was limited in terms of reasoning because

it only considers the number of tweets posted from a location and ignores the tweet text.

If the tweet text had been included in the reasoning, this would perhaps have provided

even better event popularity sensing because then only tweets related to the event in

question would have been included.

Another study, [2], was conducted to gain insights from people’s opinions posted on

social media; in this case, this was done in order to rate restaurants and coffee shops

in the Insadong district, Seoul, Korea. The authors built an application offering recom-

mendations related to Point Of Interest (POI)s across a particular district of Seoul city,

based on public opinion as discovered from social media. They used two types of data:

the social media streams (Twitter); and static descriptions of POIs collected from the

websites and portals of 319 restaurants, resulting in a geo referenced knowledge base

providing 44 attributes for each restaurant (name, image, address, specialities, etc.).

From Twitter they collected 200 million tweets sourced over three years (4 Feb 2008

to 23 November 2010). The vast majority of tweets from that district were not related

to its restaurants; indeed it was found that only 109390 tweets were concerned with

about 245 restaurants. They designed the BOTTARI ontology (see Figure 2.2) which
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extends the SIOC ontology by defining TwitterUser as a special case of UserAccount

and Tweet as special case of Post. The most distinct thing about the BOTTARI ontol-

ogy is the addition of the talksAbout property: this can indicate a user talking about

something positively, negatively or neutrally. The stream reasoning resulted in RDF

streams which indicated positive, negative, and neutral ratings for each restaurant. The

reasoning activity was based on using the LarKC platform and depended on the BOT-

TARI ontology. To calculate the number of recommendations, four C-SPARQL queries

were applied: the first one counts the number of positive ratings for each POI, daily;

the second aggregates the result of query 1 for a whole week; the third computes the

aggregation from query 2 for a month; and finally the fourth further aggregates query 3

for a whole year.

Figure 2.2: The BOTTARI Ontology (Image taken from [2] page 4)

In this research, the reasoning which was applied depended on the BOTTARI ontol-

ogy definition which was developed especially for it, and as they were looking only for

tweets related to Insadong restaurants, the number of tweets examined was small and

so the streaming did not flood the system at all times. This means that the reasoning

was not put under the kind of pressure that is usual in this type of investigation and

the queries which were run did not experience the volume of tweets which could have

degraded the aggregation task.

A study in [77], sought to discover the popularity of particular social events which

occurred in a city. In relation to this, the researchers proposed an event-tweet pair

coefficient as a metric for measuring event popularity. The dataset that was used for
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the experiment consisted of two parts. First, a data-set collected from websites and

portals reporting on social events occurring across London which contained, for each

event, the title, the description, the date and time, the performer, the location, and the

type of event. The second part of the dataset was the collection of tweets posted on

Twitter from the 6th March to the 11th April 2013. The total number of the social

events collected was 10033 and the total number of streamed tweets was over 4 million.

Streaming, in this research, was performed by applying CEP principles. The event

stream processing was performed using the Esper [75] software package. For each event

in the social event list, they aimed to detect all tweets posted between the beginning

and the end time of that event. Moreover, for every event-tweet pair an Association

Coefficient method (AC) was performed (see Equation 2.1) to calculate the degree of

association between the event and the tweet.

AC = 0.5 ∗ P + 0.25 ∗W + 0.125 ∗ L+ 0.125 ∗B (2.1)

where P , B, and L are Boolean variables (equal to either 0 or 1). In more detail: if

the event’s performer is mentioned in the tweet’s text, then P = 1 , otherwise P = 0; if

the event location is mentioned in the tweet’s text, then L = 1 , L = 0 otherwise; and if

a brief description of the performer is mentioned in the tweet’s text, then B = 1, if not

then B = 0. The value of W on the other hand is equal to the number of words of the

event title which also appear in the tweet’s text, divided by the total number of words

in the event title. The weights assigned to the metrics were based on common sense.

The period examined for this experiment was short, less than five weeks; we believe

that given this, the study and its results cannot necessarily be generalized and serve as

a foundation for future research into detecting events from Twitter. Also the processing

used is only feasible when dealing with certain kinds of events (e.g., social events) which

are known to be happening in advance, because in order to detect events the methods

depend on the availability of the social event data-set.

Another, recent, study on social data analytics proposed the Social Set Analysis

(SSA) approach, which is more tied to the sociology of associations, the mathematics

of set theory, and advanced visual analytics [78]. The concepts were demonstrated by

showing the way in which people’s actions on social media reflect real world events. More

precisely, these researchers related user interaction on a social network (Facebook) to
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real world events (before events, during events, and after events). This was presented

via a Social Set Visualizer, which is an interactive visual analytics dashboard.

The garment industry in Bangladesh was chosen as a case study. They started by

looking for events which were associated with garment factory accidents in Bangladesh;

after this, news reports relevant to these, published via the traditional news media,

were manually collected. Subsequently, using the SODATO tool [79], they retrieved

the Facebook wall archives of the companies which were most frequently mentioned

in these media reports (Benetton, Calvin Klein, Carrefour, H&M, JC Penny, Mango,

Primark, Walmart, Zara, PVH, and E.C. Ingles). Once this was done, they designed and

developed a “Social Set Visualizer” dashboard in order, mainly, to visualize a time-line

of Bangladeshi garment factory accidents and Facebook Wall Activities.

In general, most research which has been applied to reasoning using social networks

streams has mainly focused on post volumes rather than the text of the posts. However,

we believe that the post text is also important and can provide further insights; at the

same time, looking at the texts of posts could help in eliminating unrelated posts. Social

media are filled with spam, advertisements, bot accounts that publish large volumes of

posts, and internet memes [80]. As a result, in our study we will try to consider both

the contents of the posts and the volume of the posts when reasoning to identify events.

2.3 Topic Detection Methods

Topic detection methods are generally classified under three major categories [81]:

document-pivot methods, feature-pivot methods, and probabilistic topic methods.

2.3.1 Document-Pivot

In document-pivot methods, a topic is represented as a set of related documents.

Typically such methods compute a similarity measure between either pairs of documents

or between each document and a cluster. If the similarity measure exceeds a certain

threshold value, then the document is added to the cluster, and if not, a new cluster is

created.

Document-pivot approaches mainly differ in the ways in which they calculate the

similarity between a pair of documents or between a document and a cluster. For

instance, in [82] the similarity calculations were based on the Term Frequency-Inverse
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Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme. In general, the TF-IDF [83] scheme

counts the frequency of a word (i.e. term) in a specific document compared to the inverse

proportion of that word over the entire document corpus. It is used to evaluate how

important a word is to a document in a corpus. Given a document corpus or collection

D, a word w, and an individual document d ∈ D. The TF-IDF calculation is shown in

Equation 2.2, where fw,d is the number of times w appears in d, |D| is the size of the

corpus, and fw,D is the number of documents in which w appears in corpus D [83, 84].

wd = fw,d ∗ log(|D|/fw,D) (2.2)

So in [82], the similarity was calculated by comparing the TF-IDF score of the

incoming tweet with the TF-IDF score of the first tweet in each cluster, along with

the TF-IDF score for the most common words in that cluster. This comparison results

in either the adding of that tweet to the best matching cluster or to the creation of a

new cluster. Petrovic et al. in [85] aimed at detecting the first document discussing a

topic in a large corpus, which is called the First Story Detection (FSD) approach [86].

Conventionally the FSD identifies a new story if the incoming document’s similarity

with other clusters is lower than a certain threshold.

In [85], they proposed a modification of the FSD approach which involves the use

of Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH), which is able to find the best matching/most-

similar document (the nearest neighbour in a vector space) in a faster way. Another

approach, proposed in [87], uses a graphical model named Location-Time Constrained

Topic (LTT), which identifies the content, time and location of each social post. As a

result, a post is represented as a probability distribution and the similarity between two

posts is calculated based on the distance between their distributions.

As stated in [88], a general issue with document-pivot approaches, when used with

social media streams, is that not all documents (i.e. posts) are related to relevant topics

(e.g., memes and spam are generally not). In addition, document-pivot methods are not

always scalable with respect to large amounts of data, as this requires batch processing.

2.3.2 Feature-Pivot

The feature-pivot approach mainly focuses on grouping terms based on their occur-

rence as representing a topic. It is a two-step approach, starting with selecting targeted
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terms based on their frequency or burstiness, then clustering terms based on some inter-

term similarities.

Feature-pivot approaches mainly differ with respect to the term selection criteria.

For instance, in [89], term selection was based on an “energy” measure for each term.

The term’s “energy” was calculated from both the term’s frequency and the importance

of the user who made the post. Depending on its “energy”, a term was clustered using

a graph based algorithm; the results of this process were used to detect events. In [90],

the term selection was based on “bursty” terms (i.e. terms with a frequency higher

than usual). Then bursty keywords were grouped using a greedy search to discover the

emerging trends. Finally a trend analysis was applied in order to find keywords that

were not necessarily bursty.

An alternative, segment based, term selection procedure was adopted in [91]. It

was based on bursty segments (multi-words segments) rather than bursty single terms.

Another approach, used in [92], is Event Detection with Clustering of Wavelet-based

Signals (EDCoW), which selects terms by applying a wavelet analysis based on the

frequency of terms then clusters the selected terms based on a modularity-based graph

partitioning technique for representing an event.

The Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) method, [32], has been used in feature-pivot

approaches to measure the co-occurrence of n terms instead of the co-occurrence of

pairs of terms [93]. Some studies which use FPM to detect topics are: [4, 39–41] (these

approaches will be discussed further in the coming sections). In this thesis, we present a

dynamic way to create a term selection criteria for a text stream; this dynamic method

is based on the size of a sliding window and the frequency of the terms within it.

2.3.3 Probabilistic Topic Model

The probabilistic topic model treats the topic detection issue as a probability infer-

ence problem. A topic is represented as a distribution between both terms and docu-

ments.

A survey of probabilistic topic models in [94] showed that the most well-known prob-

abilistic topic model is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [95], whereby documents

are represented as mixtures of latent topics. The learning and interpretation in LDA is

performed, quite naturally, using variational Bayes [96] and other approaches including

Gibbs sampling [97]. Furthermore, supervised versions of LDA were proposed in [98],
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and in [99], with application to Twitter. Another probabilistic topic model is Proba-

bilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) [100].

2.4 Event Identification from Twitter

In the current social network era almost everyone has now become a virtual broad-

caster sharing an incredible number of messages, especially in this age of smart phones

and the availability of mobile networks. Furthermore, the 2011 McKinsey survey [101]

on the ages of social network users showed a 7% increase in the number of users within

the age range 25-34, and a 22% increase in the number of users within the age range

35-45, even more surprising is the increase in ages 55-65 has been 90%. Although not

all data generated through social networks is useful, we can benefit from the availabil-

ity of the data in social networks across many areas and domains including, health,

government and business.

Social networks are defined in [102] as web based sites that offer users the opportunity

to build their own (public or private) profiles, in order to share posts and navigate though

different connections belonging to other users. Twitter is a social networking service;

it was launched in July 2006. A member in Twitter can post messages (tweets), follow

accounts they are interested in, and other users can follow them in return — with their

permission, if they have a private account, or without, if they have a public one. On

your time line, you can view the tweets posted by you and the people you follow in real

time. A tweet is a 140 character (in Nov 2017, the limit was doubled) message that a

user creates to share what is happening, their opinions, and so on. In a tweet, you can

include a hashtag (this # symbol proceeding a word or topic) to show that this tweet

belongs to or discusses a certain topic. If you click that hashtag you will see all the

tweets posted containing that hashtag. Also in a tweet, you can mention a specific user

by using the symbol @username. Moreover you have the options to re-tweet or like a

tweet which appears on your time line. The Twitter website is www.twitter.com.

For [86], an event is defined as a real world occurrence of something when it is

associated with a real-world time-period and place. More specifically, the kind of event

we are concerned with, in the context of social media in [103], is defined as the occurrence

of something in the real world, which in turns initiates a discussion related to that

event by different users just after it has occurred, or sometimes, in anticipation of its

www.twitter.com
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occurrence. Another definition is found in [29], wherein an event is defined as “An

occurrence causing change in the volume of text data that discusses the associated

topic at a specific time. This occurrence is characterized by topic and time, and often

associated with entities such as people and location”. Event identification is the process

of looking for such events.

From the investigations conducted in [104, 105], it can be seen that Twitter can,

essentially, be adopted as a medium for event detection. In more detail, Petrovic et al.

in [104] compared Twitter with traditional newswires. They found that major events

were covered by both newswires and by Twitter. However Twitter took the lead when

it came to reporting on small or local events along with sports, political or business

events. In [105], the authors examined how Facebook, Google Plus and Twitter report

breaking news. They found that all the social media streams report similar events;

however Twitter takes the lead in providing timely news, as compared to other Social

Media streams.

One of the earliest attempts at detecting references to target events (such as an

earthquake) in Twitter streams in real-time was in [25]. These authors considered

Twitter users to be sensors who feel the occurrence of an earthquake, and the posted

tweets as sensor readings. So they produced an algorithm to monitor tweets and to

detect posts related to a target event. To classify tweets as either positive (referring to

the target event) or negative (not related to the target event) they built a classifying

model, using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm, and trained it on a set

of tweets containing both positive and negative examples — so that it could, later,

automatically classify tweets. For each tweet they assigned values to the attributes A,

B, and C (see below), and then from these calculated the probability that the tweet

referred to the target event.

A= the number of words in the tweet and the position of query words.

B= the word id determined for each word in a tweet.

C= words before and after query word.

They performed an experiment on a Twitter stream sourced from Japan. The pur-

pose was to find target events using the Twitter stream search API; this was applied

every second with the following query words {earthquake, shaking}. For each retrieved

tweet they found A, B, and C (as above); then they calculated the probability of the

tweet referring to an earthquake event that had occurred, Poccur(t), as per Equation
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2.3. Where n0(1− e−λ(t+1))/(1− e−λ) is the number of sensors at time t, and λ = 0.34.

Poccur(t) = 1− P n0(1−e−λ(t+1))/(1−e−λ)
f (2.3)

If (Poccur(t))>0.95, then it was considered that an earthquake event had been de-

tected via the Twitter stream, and so an email was sent to registered users. As a result of

this work, email notifications were sent faster, and before the Japan Metrological Agency

(JMA) could do so — that is from the body responsible for broadcasting earthquake

events in Japan.

TwitterMonitor, in [90], was another contribution to this field. This is a system

that performs trend detection on Twitter streams. It identifies the emerging topics (i.e.,

the trends) via a three step approach. This starts with finding the bursty keywords,

then it proceeds to the discovery of emerging trends; this is performed (second step)

by grouping the related bursty keywords via a greedy search strategy. Lastly a trend

analysis is performed whereby tweets related to the detected trend are linked together in

order to discover further keywords associated with that trend (that are not necessarily

bursty). For each trend a chart is produced showing its popularity, and this is updated

for as long as the trend is popular.

Another study is [91], proposed a segment-based event detection system for tweets.

Basically tweet-segments are used instead of unigrams for the purpose of detecting

events; this requires that a tweet-segment may consist of one or more tweet words.

Then event-segments are formed by finding bursty tweet-segments; these are identified

by applying a Gaussian distribution based on a predefined fixed time-window along

with a consideration of the user frequency, which means looking at the number of users

tweeting about a certain segment. Candidate events are found by using a clustering

algorithm to group event-related segments. Finally Wikipedia 1 is used as a knowledge

base to filter the detected events.

TwiCal was a system created by the authors of [106] which extracted events from

Twitter and categorized them into an open calendar. It extracted a 4-tuple representa-

tion of events from Twitter, which comprised the attributes: named entity, event phrase,

calendar date, and event type.

These authors started by targeting tweets which mentioned temporal keywords (to-

day, tomorrow, next week, month names, etc.), and in this way collected 100 million

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main Page
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tweets in a corpus. From the collected tweets they extracted named entities using Nat-

ural Language Processing (NLP) tools specially trained on tweets [107]. After that, to

find event phrases, which could potentially occur using various different parts of speech,

they applied their Part Of Speech Tagging (POS) tagger which was built using dictio-

naries of event terms gathered from WordNet [108]. Finally, the extracting of temporal

expressions was achieved using TempEx [109] which takes as input a reference date such

as for instance “next Friday”, “tomorrow”, or “August 21”, plus some text, and also an

indication of the part of speech of the latter — from their tagger. Classifying and rank-

ing the extracted events was performed according to the frequency of tweets appearing

with the same named entity and date (the higher the frequency, the more significant the

event). In addition, events had to be tied to unique days, which means not appearing

in most calendar days, this was done to avoid insignificant events.

A subsequent work which also extracted events was the work by Zhou et al. [110].

These authors wanted to improve the TwiCal [106] process, which extracts events by

looking for representations of named entities, event phrases, calendar dates, event types,

and locations. Each of these items of data was stored as part of a tuple.

The four-value tuple adopted was (y,d,k,l), where y stands for named entity, d for

date, l for location, and k for event related keywords. First they performed a pre-

processing step to assign values to these elements within the tuples. Hence, to recognize

time expressions in order to fulfil the d tuple, they used SU-Time [111] method which

is a temporal expression recognizer. This takes, as input, text such as “next week”, or

“tomorrow” plus the text’s posting date and then outputs a more expressive date.

Extracting named entities (the y tuple value) from tweets was based on news articles

published at (roughly) the same time that the tweets under examination were posted.

Using the Stanford named entity recognizer [112], they looked for named entities in

news articles. They decided to do this because tweets suffer from spelling mistakes and

abbreviations, besides a study carried out by Petrovic et. al. in [104] found that events

mentioned in tweets are also found in news articles at around the same time period. So

they created a dictionary containing the recognized named entities from news articles,

and used that dictionary to extract location named entities l and non-location named

entities y from tweets. Finally, to find event related keywords k they used a POS tagger

trained on tweets by [113], in which only words tagged as noun, verb, or adjective are

taken account of. Stemming was applied to these words as well, and words appearing
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less than three times were removed.

The output of the pre-processing step (y,d,k,l) was used to find events via their

proposed Latent Event Model (LEM). In the LEM model, an event is represented as a

joint distribution of named entities, dates, locations and keywords. This representation

encourages events sharing the same named entities and keywords, and appearing at the

same time and location to be combined as the same event. They applied an experiment

on a data set containing 2468 tweets already associated with 21 events in advance,

from [104]. With their method of extracting events, they outperformed TwiCal [106],

which they considered their benchmark, by over 7%.

A study by [114] was dedicated to identifying the content which was most relevant

to events from Twitter in real-time. Their aim was to use the TF-IDF algorithm on

documents, rather than on single tweets, in order to construct vectors. As the TF-IDF

performs better on long paragraphs rather than short, noisy sentences (i.e. tweets).

They wanted to benefit from the use of hashtags (#) in tweets to identify events and

the content relevant to events. Thus, they used the Twitter stream API to retrieve tweets

and these tweets were then sliced according to their time of posting into frames. In every

frame, all hashtags which appeared more than five times were considered potentially

relevant hashtags, afterwards a hashtag based document was created for every such

hashtag.

Next, they used the Twitter Search API to retrieve all the tweets which included at

least one potentially relevant hashtag within a certain time period. All tweets related

to any one of these hashtags are placed in a document corresponding to the hashtag.

Subsequently, they stemmed every document and then analysed it by removing stop

words, repeated characters, twitter notations, and URLs. The remaining words were

tokenized on a unigram basis using Mahout. These tokens were the document based

vectors and were then used to find event relevant content. The union of all these vectors

created the hashtag-based vector.

A more recent attempt at event detection, described in [115], identifies bursty topics

from Twitter using a sketch-based topic detection model. Bursty topics are detected via

a two-step method: first, a “sketch” data-set maintaining the total number of all tweets,

the occurrence of each word and the occurrence of each word pair was constructed.

Bursty topics were identified using the sketch data-set. Second, to cope with scalability

but maintain topic quality, a hashing reduction technique was applied.
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A recent and detailed survey on research into event detection from Twitter streams

can be found in [103].

2.5 Frequent Pattern Mining

Frequent patterns are sets of items or transactions that occur in a dataset with a fre-

quency of no less than a predefined threshold value, which is referred to as the minimum

support [93]. In general, Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) searches for repeatedly occur-

ring relationships in a given dataset. The minimum support is a predefined value that is

related to the frequency of occurrence of patterns. A pattern is said to be frequent if its

support (occurrence frequency) is no less than the predefined minimum support value.

An itemset or a transaction is formed of a collection of one or more items. An example

of an itemset that may appear frequently in a supermarket database is milk, bread, eggs,

where the items are milk, bread, and eggs. Frequent patterns have played an essential

role in finding correlations, mining associations, and many more data analysis tasks.

FPM was first proposed for market basket analysis research by Agrawal et al. [116].

In that application, it was used to analyse customer shopping baskets in order to find

associations between the items that they had bought. The FPM method introduces

three basic frequent itemset mining methodologies: [32] a-priori [117], FP-Growth [118],

and Eclat [119].

FP-Growth is a frequent itemset mining method which requires fewer numbers of

database scans than the other techniques, necessitates no candidate generation, and

works in a divide-and-conquer way. It is suitable for situations where there are very

large numbers of database transactions and also for situations where there are relatively

long patterns [3].

Generally, FP-Growth is a 2-step strategy, starting with the construction of a com-

pact tree (the FP-tree) that is then mined to find frequent patterns (the mining is step

2): thus eliminating the need to mine the whole dataset. Specifically, step 1 starts by

scanning the given dataset to find frequent items (only items satisfying the minimum

support value criterion are retained), along with sorting the set of items or transactions

in a descending order according to their support count. Then the FP-tree is built from a

single root node, and such that there is a tree branch for each transaction in the dataset

(this requires a 2nd dataset scan). Figure 2.3 shows the FP-tree construction process
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in more detail, wherein the dataset is only scanned twice in order to build the FP-tree.

Step 2 consists of mining the constructed FP-tree to find the set of frequent patterns

evident in the given dataset via the FP-tree (Figure 2.4 shows the overall picture re-

garding step 2). From the FP-tree, the mining starts with the least frequent item as

the initial suffix of a pattern, and construct its conditional FP-tree. The conditional

FP-tree consists of the set of prefix paths in the FP-tree co-occurring with that suffix.

This results in the size of the dataset needing to be searched in order to find frequent

patterns being reduced, only the conditional FP-tree need to be examined in order to

find the frequent items related to the specific suffix. Recursively the same process is

applied for each item until the most frequent item is reached. Concatenating the suffix

pattern with the frequent patterns generated from its conditional FP-tree leads to the

generation of frequent patterns.

Figure 2.3: FP-tree Construction (Algorithm taken from [3] page 58)

2.5.1 Frequent Pattern Mining from Online Data Streams

Online data streams share a number of features which are currently considered rea-

soning challenges. These data streams are of unknown size, their data arrival rate is

irregular, and only a single scan, with no backtracking, is possible [120]. Examples of

such streams are readings from sensors, Internet and web traffic, stock exchange data,

etc. The traditional methods for data mining frequent itemsets in a static DB require a
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Figure 2.4: The FP-tree Mining (Algorithm taken from [3] page 67)

number of DB scans. However this is not applicable to online data streams due to mem-

ory and computational constraints. Therefore traditional methods cannot be applied

directly to data streams.

It is impossible to consider the whole data stream in a single scan, only a subset

of it can be looked at. According to [121] mining frequent itemsets from data streams

methods fall into one of the following categories: landmark [122], tilted-time window

(fading) [123], or sliding window [124].

A landmark model considers all data from a specified point in time “a landmark” to

the present time. Usually the start point is the beginning of the stream; and it treats

all data equally within that period. A fading model works in the same way as the

landmark model except it assigns different weights to different items of data. New data

transactions are given higher weights than older ones, on the basis that it considers the

latest data to be the most important. Finally the sliding window model uses a sliding

window that slides over the data stream to find frequent itemsets. This window can

either be a transaction based window, consisting of a fixed number of transactions, or a

time based window of a fixed length of time.

Finding frequent itemsets in a datastream using the frequent pattern mining either

depends on the complete arrival of transactions to form a batch (i.e. all transaction
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batches are of the same size), such efforts as [122–126], or depends on the timing aspect

(e.g. an hour) to form a batch rather than the transaction count for finding frequent

patterns, such efforts as [121, 127, 128]. A detailed review on mining frequent itemsets

from online data Streams can be found in [129].

2.5.2 Event Identification from Twitter Stream Using FPM

Delaying the mining process until a batch is formed (which constitutes a fixed number

of transactions) is not always feasible; this is the case when, for instance, identifying the

frequent patterns from a Twitter stream. Thus mining depending on time stamps and

regardless of the number of transactions which arrive makes more sense in these cases.

The first attempt at using Frequent Pattern Mining to detect topics from Twitter

was in [4], where they used the Frequent Pattern Stream Mining Algorithm (FP-Stream)

proposed by [123]. The FP-Stream algorithm uses the fading model to identify frequent

patterns from a stream by constructing a frequent pattern tree to handle frequent and

sub-frequent itemsets with a tilted-time window table for each frequent pattern that is

able to answer to queries at multiple time granularities.

In order to be able to apply the FP-Stream algorithm, each tweet was treated as

a transaction, and each word in the tweet was treated as an item. In addition, the

FP-Stream tilted-time window table was updated to include a batch number, which

corresponded to a batch for a certain time. This batch number was included because

the researchers were looking for topics happening within certain time-frames, rather

than based on complete arrival of data chunks. Two types of thresholds were used: the

support (σ) and the error rate (ε). A pattern is frequent if its support is greater than

σ, it is sub-frequent if its support is below σ but not below σ-ε, otherwise the pattern

is infrequent. Both frequent and sub-frequent patterns were kept while the infrequent

ones were dropped. Sub-frequent patterns were kept because they may become frequent

later on.

An experiment was conducted by [4] on tweets collected from Twitter regarding the

Swine Flu topic from 26 April till 3 May 2009. The tweets pre-processing phase was

applied, which consisted of data cleaning and stop word removal. Each day’s tweets

(transactions) formed a batch; the size of a batch was not fixed. The support threshold

was set on a fixed manner to σ = 0.03 and the error rate was set to ε = 0.001. The

frequent patterns found were considered Twitter hot topics; refer to Figure 2.5 for a
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table showing the hot topics found via the experiment.

Figure 2.5: The Found Hot Topics in [4] (Table taken from [4] page 4)

A limitation in this research was the duration of the experiment, which was too short

— 7 days only. In addition, every frequent topic was identified regardless of whether

or not it was just an element of another, more comprehensive one; Figure 2.5 gives the

topics identified. The hot topics found were rather general, especially when longer time

periods were considered.

Another study, by Petkos et al. in [39], was also dedicated at detecting topics from

Twitter. They applied a “softened” version of the FPM, namely the Soft Frequent

Pattern Mining (SFPM) algorithm, which consists of three phases:

Phase 1 is term selection from the corpus under consideration. This is based on

calculating the probability of a term occurring in the corpus at hand (a corpus of tweets

related to the event under consideration) and the probability of it occurring in the

reference corpus (a reference corpus is an independent corpus consisting of randomly

collected tweets), as shown in Equation 2.4. Here, Nw is the number of times term w

appears in the corpus, δ is a small constant (to regularize the probability estimate) set

to 0.5 , and n is the number of term types which appear in the corpus.

P (w|corpus) =
Nw + δ

(
∑n

uNu) + δn
(2.4)

Afterwards, for every term in the studied corpus the ratio of the term occurring in

both corpora is calculated by taking the probability of the term occurring in the studied

corpus and dividing this by the probability of the term occurring in the reference corpus,

as shown in Equation 2.5. Terms with higher ratios are selected as significant terms.

P (w|corpusnew)
P (w|corpusref )

(2.5)
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Phase 2 is Co-occurrence-vector formation. After discovering what the significant

terms are, in phase one, phase two is performed to detect topics. This is done by

defining S, which contains the set of terms that is then forming a topic. S is greedy, and

is created by adding terms that frequently occur with terms already in S. To calculate

the similarities between a term, t, and the terms in S, a vector, Ds, was maintained for

S and a vector Dt for the term t. The length of both vectors is n, where n is the number

of documents (tweets) in the collection. The ith element of Ds states the number of

terms in S appearing in the ith document, while the ith element in Dt is a binary value

indicating whether term t appears in the ith document or not. S is expanded once the

best match between the vector Ds and Dt is found. For the expansion to happen, the

cosine similarity between the original term and its best match in S must exceed a certain

threshold, otherwise expansion is stopped, as shown in Equation 2.6.

θ(S) = 1− 1

1 + exp((|S| − b)/c)
(2.6)

This phase is applied for all selected terms from phase 1, each time S is initialised with

term t. Refer to [39] for the full SFPM algorithm on how topics are found.

Phase 3 is the post-processing phase. In this phase the duplicated topics were

removed by calculating the term similarity between each possible pair of topics, if this

was greater than 75% then the smaller (less frequent) topic was removed.

An experiment was carried out in order to test the SFPM algorithm on three datasets

relating to three different events (the U.S.A. Super Tuesday Primaries held on March

2012, the FA Cup Final held on May 2012, and the U.S.A. Elections held on November

2012). The method for evaluating the results was based on collecting topics manually

for the three data sets using the mainstream media (the Wall Street Journal, CNN,

Fox News, The Washington Post, the Guardian, and the Huffington Post). The total

number of topics found in the Super Tuesday data-set was 22, for the FA Cup there

were 13 topics, and for the U.S.A. Elections there were 64 topics. Also, for every topic

a set of mandatory terms, optional terms and forbidden terms were identified. The test

results showed that the SFPM algorithm performs well and it outperforms competing

methods.

A drawback of the SFPM algorithm is that it tends to produce a great many topics

— that are not necessarily significant or relevant. The authors of [39], when evaluating

their identified topics, relied solely on the topic recall measure, and did not use the
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topic precision measure. Precision and recall, are the basic evaluation metrics used

in information retrieval [130]. Precision measures relevance, while recall measures the

completeness of results (we will discuss these metrics further, later in the thesis, when

evaluating the topics we, ourselves, detected from text streams). In addition, applying

phase three was a must, in this method, in order to get rid of duplicated topics. We

believe that it is more practicable, in terms of processing resources, to stop the expansion

process of S once it is discovered, at the time, that a duplication is occurring; this would

make topic identification process faster and would reduce computational costs.

An improved version of SFPM [39] was presented in [41], where the data stream

was split into windows, and the list of keywords used to refine Twitter stream were

continuously refined to include new emerging keywords, if any.

A more recent study, [40], proposes a High Utility Pattern Clustering (HUPC)

framework for detecting topics from micro-blog streams. This describes a two-step

framework, starting with detecting representative High Utility Pattern (HUP)s from

the micro-blog stream and then going on to grouping these pattern into topic clusters.

To identify the HUP patterns, a top-K HUP mining algorithm was applied, where

K was a number of patterns which is specified in advance. They used the FP-Growth

algorithm with a minimum support set to to zero or almost zero — in order to find all

the frequent patterns. Then every pattern was scanned once more and was compared

with all the other HUP patterns, in relation to a specified value (δ). This was in order to

find out the overlap degree, which is a metric for being a HUP pattern, until k-patterns

were found. Refer to [40] to view the top K-HUP mining algorithm.

Afterwards, clustering was applied in order to group related HUP patterns together

in order to form a topic. The KNN process was used, based on the kth nearest neighbour.

In this particular work they used a value of almost zero for the minimum support, as

a result a huge number of patterns were found. To then restrict this, they selected the

top 3000 most frequent terms from each day’s tweet batch. In addition, they limited the

number of required patterns to k-patterns, where k was determined in advance. This

led to the problem that it was difficult to specify k, the required number of HUPs (i.e.

number of required patterns) in advance.
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2.6 Directional Change Approach

The Directional Change (DC) is an event-driven approach used for analysing fi-

nancial time-series and summarizing price movements [34, 35]. Traditional methods for

identifying price movments and transitions in time-series data streams depends on phys-

ical time, such as by looking at daily closing prices. Physical time observations, which

depends on a specific time unit (seconds, minutes, hours), fails to capture the full activ-

ity of price movements [34,131]. The DC, on the other hand, samples data at irregular

time intervals using intrinsic time rather than a static physical time, which makes it

able to picture significant points in price movements that the traditional physical time

methods cannot. Intrinsic time was first used by [132], where they proposed a “trans-

action clock” based timing which ticks at every worldwide transaction. In the DC [34],

intrinsic time is defined by directional change events (i.e. DC is an event-based-time

view).

DC is based on a defined directional change threshold value, and yields two possible

forms of events: a downturn event, and an upturn event. The period between a downturn

event and the next upturn event is called a downward run, while an upward run is the

period between an upturn event and the next downturn event [133].

In a downward run, the last low price, pl, is continually updated to be the minimum

of either the current market price p(t) or the last low price. Similarly, in an upward run,

the last high price, ph, is continually updated to be the maximum of either the current

market price p(t) or the last high price. Initially the last low price, pl, and the last high

price, ph, are both set to the initial market price p(t0) [133].

In a downward run, an upturn event is said to have been found when the current

price p(t) exceeds the last lowest price, pl, by a given fixed threshold value, ∆xdc, see

the formula in 2.7.

p(t) ≥ pl × (1 + ∆xdc) (2.7)

In an upward run, a downturn event is said to have been found when the current

price p(t) is lower than the last highest price, ph, by a given fixed threshold value, ∆xdc,

see the formula in 2.8.

p(t) ≤ ph × (1−∆xdc) (2.8)

The starting point of a downturn event is called the downturn point (the point where

the price last peaked), while the end point is called the downturn confirmation point
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(the point where the price has fallen by the fixed threshold from the downturn point).

On the other hand, the starting point of an upturn event is called an upturn point

(the point where the price last reached a low), while the end point is called the upturn

confirmation point (the point where the price has increased by the fixed threshold value

from the price at the upturn point).

An Overshoot Event (OS) occurs at the end of the current directional change event

and lasts until the beginning of the next directional change event. An OS can be of

one of two types: a downward overshoot event following a downturn event or an upward

overshoot event following an upturn event. Algorithm 1 from [6] defines the occurrence

of DC and OS events in time T. Figure 2.6 shows the DC concepts illustrated via

a graph — with reference to the FTSE 100 data stream. It shows a downturn event

starting on the 1st Feb at 8:01 am (downturn point) and ending on 2nd Feb at 8:36 am

(downturn confirmation point), then a downward OS event starting on 2nd Feb at 8:37

am and ending on the 11th Feb 9:30 (the beginning of the next upturn event).

Figure 2.6: DC Concepts

The DC approach has shown its potential for studying and analysing financial time-

series, in relation to the Foreign Exchange Market [6, 35, 42–46, 52, 133, 134], and has

the potential to be applied to other market data [47–49]. Moreover, the DC approach

has been included as an element in trading strategies [36, 37, 52, 134] and forecasting

[44,46,47,50] studies. It has typically been applied with a fixed threshold, and a dynamic

threshold may be more appropriate for markets whose nature is inherently dynamic.
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Algorithm 1: Defining DC and OS events (Algorithm source [6])

Require: initialise variables (DCevent is upturn event, ∆xDC (Fixed ) ≥ 0,
tDC,0 = tDC,1 = tOS,0 = tOS,1 = t, ph = pl = p(t) at time t)

1 if DC event is upturn event then
2 if p(t) ≤ ph × (1−∆xDC) then
3 DCevent =downturn event
4 pl = p(t)
5 tDC,1 = t // End time for a downturn DC event
6 tOS,0 = t+ 1 // Start time for a downward OS event

7 else
8 if ph < p(t) then
9 ph = p(t)

10 tDC,0 = t //Start time for a downturn DC event
11 tOS,1 = t1 //End time for an upward OS event

12 end

13 end

14 else
15 if p(t) ≥ pl × (1 + ∆xDC) then
16 DCevent =upturn event
17 ph = p(t)
18 tDC,1 = t // End time for an upturn DC event
19 tOS,0 = t+ 1 // Start time for an upward OS event

20 else
21 if pl > p(t) then
22 pl = p(t)
23 tDC,0 = t //Start time for an upturn DC event
24 tOS,1 = t1 //End time for a downward OS event

25 end

26 end

27 end
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2.7 Financial Market Data and Twitter

Several studies including, but not limited to [5, 135–146] have tried to make links

between market data (e.g., stock prices) and tweets retrieved from Twitter. Some of

this work has attempted to show that there is a correlation between stock prices and the

posted tweets [5,142–145], while other studies have attempted to show that the sentiment

of tweets may affect the stock prices and help in stock price prediction [5, 135–141].

Work has been undertaken by J Bollen, et al. in [5] to investigate whether public

mood correlates with economic indicators. More precisely, they wanted to find out

whether the mood of Twitter tweets can correlate with the prices included in the Dow

Jones Industrial index.

Basically, they looked only at tweets which described the mood of the people who

posted them (tweets containing for example: I feel, I am feeling, I’m feeling, I don’t feel,

etc.); tweets were collected day by day. Then the sentiment representing the public mood

was evaluated by analysing the daily collected tweets using both the OpinionFinder 2

(OF) software (which measure mood in terms of whether it is positive or negative), and

the Google Profile of Mood States (GPOMS) [147] lexicon, which measures the following

six moods (calm, sure, kind, vital, alert, and happy).

The result of this step was the assigning of a sentiment measure to every day included

in the experiment, so they were able to create a mood time-series using seven moods.

Also they looked at the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) daily closing price from

Yahoo Finance to help examine the correlation between the daily mood compounded

from the tweets and the DJIA daily closing price. For this purpose, they used Granger

causality; this states that if X causes Y, then changes in X will precede those in Y. It

was then concluded that among the seven moods examined, the “calm” mood was more

likely to represent changes in public mood and matched changes in DJIA values with a

3-4 day latency, see Figure 2.7.

2http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/opinionfinderrelease/
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Figure 2.7: Correlation between Calm mood and DJIA prices (Image taken from [5]

page 4)

Figure 2.7 shows 3 graphs, the red one is the “calm” time-series, the blue graph is

the DJIA time-series, and the third one shows them both together, with the calm values

on days (d-3) predicting the rise or fall in DJIA values on day (d).

A subsequent work, [135] (based on [5]), aimed at finding the correlation between

public sentiment — inferred from Twitter — and market sentiment. Twitter data was

used to predict the public mood, then the public mood along with the previous day’s

stock prices were used to predict the stock market movements. The Twitter stream was

filtered such that only tweets that expressed feelings were looked at; they retrieved the

DJIA prices from Yahoo! Finance. The public mood and the DJIA stock prices were fed

into their proposed framework, which was a self-organizing fuzzy neural network model

that learned to predict DJIA future prices.

Moreover they applied the Granger causality test [148] to find-out how predictive

one indicator was of another after a specific time-lag. They found that with a 3 or 4 day

time-lag, recognition of the calm and happy moods achieved an 75% prediction accuracy

(in relation to the DJIA index).

Another study, [136], also looked at the effects of Twitter sentiment on stock price

returns. The proposed procedure detect an event as a Twitter volume peak is identified;

then the sentiment polarity was computed as being either positive or negative. Finally

the event was related to stock prices. They collected tweets relating to certain stock

companies — i.e., tweets containing the relevant cash-tag (e.g., “$NKE” for Nike) —

and in terms of the market data they retrieved the stock company closing price. A

low Pearson correlation and Granger causality was found across both time series for

the investigated time period, but a significant dependence was found between Twitter

sentiment and the abnormal returns which occurred during Twitter volume peaks.
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In [145], the authors wanted to see if stock prices and the trading volumes are corre-

lated with Twitter tweets. From Twitter they retrieved tweets relating to a particular

company. A tweet found within a time interval was represented by an interaction graph,

wherein nodes denoted tweets, users, URLs, and hashtags, while the relationship be-

tween nodes was expressed by edge labels such as retweet, authorship, and referencing.

For stock data on the other hand they obtained selected stock’s daily closing prices and

trading volumes.

They found that a stock’s trading volume was slightly more correlated with the

number of connected components in its graph, rather than being correlated with the

number of tweets. The stock price in contrast was not strongly correlated with any of

the extracted features; it was only correlated with the number of connected components

and only to some extent.

The majority of these research studies, which consider Twitter as an additional

source of data when studying the financial markets, focus on tweets that mention the

studied asset (a tweet is retrieved if the name of the stock is explicitly mentioned). In

contrast, we are concerned with retrieving tweets that are related to a certain event

(such as the GE 2015) that is not, necessarily, tied to the financial market.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed subjects related to analysing different types of

data streams, also we have examined and analysed different related studies. We mainly

focused on event detection methods from streams of data, typically a text stream (un-

structured data stream) and a high frequency time-series data stream (structured data

stream). In the following, we summarize the key findings in the literature:

Trying to identify events/topics from texts streams using the feature pivot method

mainly depends on the targeted terms selection criteria. The FPM approach uses the

support value to retain items (i.e. targeted terms) with frequency satisfying the support

value in order to identify the frequent patterns (i.e. topics). A fixed support value has

always been the case when using the FPM on streams of text data [4,39–41]. However,

we think that there is a need for a dynamic support definition method to be introduced

instead of a fixed support value to effectively cope with the dynamic nature of data

streams.
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Sampling high frequency time-series data streams depending on intrinsic time rather

than fixed physical times is very crucial [34, 131]. The DC observes time-series data

streams based on intrinsic time, and uses a threshold value as the basic determinant

for identifying price movements (i.e. events). Using a fixed threshold has always been

the case when employing the DC approach on high frequency time-series data streams

[6, 36–38, 42–50, 134]. However, we think that it is more appropriate for the threshold

value to be set in a dynamic manner rather than having it as a fixed a-priori one, so

that to be able to detect events with different magnitudes.

Combining an additional data stream when analysing time-series data streams focus

on streams that mention the studied assets or shares explicitly. We will look at social

media text streams that are not related to financial markets. We are interested in

developing methods for identifying events from different types of data streams: time-

series streams/structured data streams and social media streams/unstructured data

streams and see if we can identify any possible correlations between them.



Chapter 3

Social Network Stream Analysis and

Event Identification

3.1 Introduction

In this era of Social Media and Social Network, almost everyone has now become a

virtual broadcaster, sharing an incredible number of messages. This has been facilitated

by the widespread use of smart phones and the availability of mobile networks. The

Pew Research Centre survey in 2015 on social network users [149] showed that three out

of four people online use social networks. Even more surprisingly, it showed that it is

not only young people who are increasingly using social networks, but that the number

of people of age 65 and over who use these has more than tripled since 2010. We are

interested in benefiting from the availability of data in Social Network (SN) streams to

develop methods for detecting and identifying events.

Sometimes events spread faster on social media rather than via other forms of media,

as they are widely discussed there. This is clearer with regards to unplanned events

than already known and planned ones. Consider, for example, the shooting event that

happened in Ferguson, Missouri, USA, which turned into a national and international

news item with 3.6 million tweets posted from the 9th of August (the day of shooting)

until the 17th of August. The first story emerged on Twitter before any other news

channel reported it1. Furthermore, when tracking events published on social networks,

one can sense people’s reactions towards the event. In comparison, news wires are more

formal and objective; refer to figures 3.1 and 3.2 for a comparison between tweets posted

from news channels and those originating from public users regarding the Ferguson

38
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shooting event.

Figure 3.1: Some Ferguson Public Tweets

Figure 3.2: Some CNN Ferguson Tweets

An event is defined as a real world occurrence of something with an associated place

and time period [86]. Event identification is the process of looking for events.

In this work, and using a SN stream (text stream), we want to develop methods

for detecting the daily occurring events —if any. We aim to adopt the FPM [32]

approach as being one that is capable of running on streams of data even more effectively

when using a dynamic support instead of a fixed given one. In order to run any FPM

algorithm, the support threshold, which is a metric for item retrieval, must be specified

in advance. Any item with a frequency greater than or equal to the minimum support

value is retrieved. Using a fixed support value on a data stream consisting of several

windows (for instance, where each window is related to a single day’s posts or messages)

is not always effective. Such windows may be of different sizes, and hence, the fixed

support value will function differently depending on each window size. Sometimes (for

some windows) it will properly identify events, while at other times (on other windows

representing different circumstances) it will not be able to identify “true” events.

Thus, using the FPM method with a dynamically defined support value, we want

to identify the daily occurring frequent patterns which represent the detected events.

Our premise is that a dynamic support that is defined daily can cope better with the

nature of data streams (i.e. text streams, where the number of daily posts or messages

is not fixed nor is it predetermined). An event is identified by tracking topics which

1http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/08/20/cable-twitter-picked-up-ferguson-story-at-a-
similar-clip/
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are widely discussed and frequently mentioned within the investigated SN text stream.

Given the close link between events and topics, in the remainder of the thesis we use the

two terms interchangeably when we refer to events being identified from SN streams.

Our motivation is to provide an event detection method that is capable of identifying

events from a text stream regardless of the window size, using a dynamically defined

threshold based on people’s engagement with a major event (to replace the fixed one

which is normally used). This framework can be utilised by any person or software that

is interested in knowing the effects and the growth of major events — to discover the

source topics/events.

Typically, from every day’s window-batch (each one consisting of a day’s text-posts)

we have to dynamically define an appropriate support value, and then use that support

value to detect the occurring events (i.e. topics). The support is a critical value, an

accurate definition of it can lead to accurate and valid identified events. Moreover, a

low support value may lead to mixed topics or events with too many selected terms,

while on the other hand, with high support values fewer terms are selected, and this

may lead to very generic topics or events. Thus each day, we aim to define the support

value based on the window size and the occurrence and frequency of keywords.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In the following section (section

3.2) we show our event detection framework and the support definition method; this

is the core of the chapter. Section 3.3 begins by describing the collected text data,

then presents the applied experimental work, and concludes with an evaluation of the

detected events/topics using our framework and an alternative framework. Finally the

chapter ends with a summary and conclusions in section 3.4.

3.2 Developing Methods for Event Identification

Before describing our framework for event identification, we first provide some defi-

nitions and clarifications. Let a SN stream S represent the text-posts present at a given

time interval T . Let the current window-batch ST , represent all the recent text-posts ar-

riving in a fixed time interval (e.g. a single day), and so the text-posts that arrived within

the previous time interval (i.e. previous day), will then belong to the previous window-

batch, ST−1. Thus, a SN stream S consisting of a sequence of window-batches arriving

over time with unknown ending time is represented as S = {S1, S2, S3, ..., ST−1, ST , ...},
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where T is the current time interval.

Each text-post, sj, belongs to a window-batch Si, and is represented as a bag-of-

words [150], where Si(i = 1, 2, ..., T ) and (j = 1, 2, ...,m), m is the number of text-posts

in a window-batch Si. In addition, a window-batch Si size is not fixed, it may consist

of any number of text-posts. Each window-batch Si will have a dynamically defined

support value Sppi depending on that window-batch’s received text-posts. The current

window-batch, ST , which has the dynamic support SppT may have no detected events

at all ET = {∅}, or multiple N events ET = {E1, E2, ..., EN}.

In order to process data from a SN stream and identify events, a number of steps

are required in our approach. These are illustrated in Figure 3.3. There are three

main components to be applied on each window-batch: Support definition, Detection

of Frequent Patterns (FPs), and Post-processing. Once a window-batch for the current

time interval (ST ) is received (i.e. the text-posts posted during the current day are

received) from the SN stream S, we want to dynamically set its support value (SppT ).

In the next step, and by using the support value (SppT ), we want to employ the FPM

algorithm in order to identify and detect the frequent patterns in each window-batch.

Finally a post-processing step is carried out on the frequent patterns which have been

found in order to represent the detected events more concisely and compactly.

Figure 3.3: Event Detection Abstract Model

3.2.1 Dynamic Support Definition Method

The FPM is an approach for extracting and finding the frequent patterns that occur

within a dataset. A pattern is said to be frequent if its support (frequency of occurrence)

is greater than or equal to the predefined minimum support value [93].
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When using the FPM on a text stream, the support is a metric used for term

selection and retrieval. Terms with a frequency which satisfies the support value are

retrieved while the others are ignored. Each day (for each window-batch Si) a different

support value (Sppi) will be set, depending on that day’s text-posts.

We seek to develop a dynamic support value that has the potential to allow for the

detection of events. In particular, a low support value may lead to a very large number

of detected topics or events (frequent patterns) with too many selected terms. While on

the other hand with a high support value fewer terms are selected and this can lead to

very generic and vague topics or events. Hence, we must aim to obtain support values

that are proportional to and reflect the window size. This means a higher support value

for big windows and a lower one for small sized windows.

Essentially, for each window-batch (Si), the support value should be defined in a way

that it can enhance the terms’ selection criteria. Thus, in order to select the targeted

terms, a number that is less than the number of distinct terms (in a window-batch

the distinct terms (d t) are the number of terms without repetition) is needed. If we

divide the distinct number of terms (d t) by the total number of terms (t t stand for

all terms with repetition), then we will get a number less than 1 unless the number of

distinct terms are equal to the total number of terms (d t = t t in this case, all terms

are occurring only once without any repetition). As a result we define the SppT as in

Equation 3.1. By Equation 3.1 a number that is less than the number of distinct terms

is found for the current window-batch ST .

SppT = d t× (
d t

t t
) (3.1)

Consider for example the number of d t = 2000 in two different windows S1 and S2,

while the number of total terms (number of terms with repetition) t t = 4000 in S1 and

t t = 5000 in S2, then using Equation 3.1 the Spp1 = 1000 and Spp2 = 800. Window

S2 was larger and with higher terms repetition than window S1, however Spp2 was

lower than Spp1. Although the number of total and distinct terms may provide some

indication of frequency, this method fails to reflect or take into account the window size.

Hence, this method for defining the support value was discarded.

From the previous support definition method, it was realized that the definition of

the support value in a text stream should mainly focus on terms frequency, as it gives
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an impression on the window size and terms occurrence. So, we decided to calculate

the average frequency of terms in each window batch Si, as this will help in measuring

the terms repetition size. Equation 3.2 shows how the average (mean) frequency of the

terms for the current window-batch ST is calculated, where d t is the number of distinct

terms in the current window ST , and fx is the frequency of each term belonging to the

current window-batch ST , where x =, 1, 2, ..., d t.

Avg(ST ) =
1

d t

d t∑
x=1

fx (3.2)

In most windows the number of terms whose frequency exceeds the average frequency

will be relatively large, and we are looking for patterns that are truly frequent and are as

concise as possible. We can conclude that it is insufficient to use the average frequency

of terms Avg(ST ) found in a window-batch, on its own, as a metric for term retrieval,

the support must be defined using additional information as well.

Next, consideration was given to using a window’s median value median(Si) as an

indicator conveying potentially relevant information that could be used as part of the

support threshold definition. The median is a statistical value that separates higher

values from lower ones, it is the middle value of a sorted list [151]. The median of a

list of terms sorted according to term frequency is the middle frequency of that list.

This also means that half of the terms are with frequency lower than the median and

the other half are of frequency higher than the median. We considered this indicator

because we were looking for support values that are greater than the average frequency

and at the same time are proportional to the window size. A high median value is found

in windows where terms occur with high frequencies, as the middle value of a list sorted

according to such frequencies will still be high. While a lower median value is found

when terms are less frequent, as the middle frequency of a list sorted according to such

frequencies will be relatively low.

Thus, for the current window-batch ST , a list (LT ) of distinct terms along with

their frequencies (fx) was sorted in descending order according to frequency LT =

{f1, f2, ..., fH}, where fH is the highest term frequency in window-batch ST . The me-

dian for that window-batch (median(ST )) was then the frequency of the middle item of

that list (fH
2

or
fH

2
+f

(H2 +1)

2
depending on the number of items fx in list LT ). Equation

3.3 shows this method for the calculation of the support for the current widow-batch,
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which multiplies the average frequency of the terms for the current window Avg(ST ) by

that window’s median value median(ST ).

SppT = Avg(ST )×median(ST ) (3.3)

Using Equation 3.3 the average frequency of the terms in a window is multiplied

by a number that represents the middle frequency value in that window. The middle

frequency value is dependent on the size of the term frequencies in that window, i.e. the

higher the terms frequencies the higher is that value.

An issue which needs to be taken into account when defining a dynamic support

value is very small sized windows, in another words less active days (i.e. windows) in a

text stream need more attention. Very small size windows will result in defined support

values which are also very small. This in turn could lead to vague or insignificant

detected events (as such a threshold is easily satisfied); this is especially a problem in

relation to streams belonging to social networks because such are full of rumours and/or

fake posts [152,153]. Consider for example, a support value of 20, this means the terms

present in any tweet which is retweeted at least 20 times satisfy the support value. A

support value which is too low will lead to finding of frequent patterns which are vague

and do not represent any event.

Therefore, a stricter support value is needed for less active days (window-batches

with fewer text-posts) to avoid detecting spurious events. So, depending on the number

of text-posts found in a window-batch (window-batch size), the support value will be

defined by either Equation 3.4 or 3.5. Equation 3.5 is the small sized window equation,

where we double the median value in order to have stricter support value. The determi-

nation of the window size as being large or small sized window was regarded as a 2-class

big or small classification problem. Hence, a Logistic Regression model is built based

on a training phase which is then applied on a testing phase, this is discussed later in

the experimental work section. So, we define the support value depending on the size

of the window as follows:

Large window-batch:

SppT = avg(ST )×median(ST ) (3.4)
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Small window-batch:

SppT = avg(ST )× (2×median(ST )) (3.5)

In Algorithm 2, we present the description of the Dynamic-FPM (D-FPM) algo-

rithm adopted for the dynamic support value definition, which is the basis of our event

detection framework from SN streams (i.e. text streams). It takes as an input the SN

stream S, and return the support defined value for each window-batch. In lines 3 and

4, both the total number and the distinct number of terms are calculated in order to

find the average and median values in lines 5 and 6. Depending on the window-batch

size a suitable support definition method is chosen in lines 7-12. Each window-batch’s

defined support value is used for retrieving terms with frequencies greater than or equal

to the support.

Algorithm 2: Dynamic Support Definition Method (the D-FPM)

Input : SNstream: Social Network stream
Output: SppT : the support calculated value for the current window

1 for each incoming window ST in SNstream do
2 No.tweets= counttweets(ST )
3 d t= countdistinctterms(ST )
4 t t= countallterms(ST )
5 avg(ST ) = calculateavg(d t,ST )
6 median(ST ) = calculatemed(d t,ST )
7 BigWindow= ClassifyWindow(No.tweets)
8 if BigWindow then
9 SppT = Avg(ST )×median(ST )

10 else
11 SppT = Avg(ST )× (2×median(ST ))
12 end
13 return SppT
14 end

3.3 Experimental Work

In the experimental work section, we want to employ a FPM method to text data

streams using our dynamic support definition method (the D-FPM in Algorithm 2)

in order to detect the occurrence of events (i.e. topics). Hence, this section begins by

showing the text streams collection and preparation steps. After that, we present how

the support values are dynamically defined for each window-batch in the text stream. In
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the following sub-section (Sub-section 3.3.3), we apply the FPM for each window-batch

(Si) using its defined dynamic support (Sppi) in order to identify the occurring events.

Next, we discuss and analyse the identified events from the investigated text streams.

Finally, this section ends by evaluating the identified events using our event detection

framework (the D-FPM) and an alternative framework (the SFPM) using Precision

and Recall metrics.

3.3.1 Data Collection, Description and Preparation

We aim to develop a method to identify events that are occurring or taking place

in a text stream. To focus the experimental work, rather than merely collecting data

on any event at random, we decided to consider specific large scale events that would

be unfolding over a period of time and which people would be talking about. Hence,

we had two text streams, one related to the UK General Election 2015 (GE 2015) and

the other related to the Greece Crisis 2015. The retrieved posts which formed the text

streams, were placed in a MongoDB2, which is a NOSQL database that is capable of

handling unstructured data. We used the Eclipse IDE3 for Java to implement our work.

From the Twitter stream and using the Twitter streaming API4 which facilitates the

extraction of tweets in real-time or near real-time, based on certain query parameters

such as: certain keywords, certain locations, etc. We obtained more than one million

tweets relating to the GE 2015 event; these were collected on weekdays from 9am-

5pm (to be in-line with our time-series stream which is focused on stock prices) in the

period from 15-4-2015 until 26-5-2015. We queried the Twitter API for the following

terms (British Elections, GE2015, VoteGE15, GE15, General Elections) in order to

collect tweets related to the GE 2015. In addition, we obtained more than 150k tweets

collected in the period from 29-6-2015 until 16-7-2015 for the Greece crisis 2015 event

using the following terms (greece crisis, greece bailout, greece referendum, grexit, greece

eu, greece eurozone). Refer to Table 3.1 for the data streams collection summary, and

to Appendix 1 for more details regarding the tweets collection process. As the GE 2015

stream was larger and had more windows than the other streams, we will focus mainly

on this when we come to showing the details of the SN stream and snapshots of the

analysis.

2https://docs.mongodb.com/
3https://www.eclipse.org/downloads/packages/
4https://dev.twitter.com/tags/streaming-api
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Event No. of tweets no. of windows

General Election 2015 1131926 29

Greece Crisis 2015 151804 17

Table 3.1: Data collection summary

Thus, the first step was connecting to MongoDB, and the next was retrieving the

tweets text along with the date and time the tweets were posted. After this we tokenized

every tweet text to tokens, not only taking into account white space but also keeping in

mind mentions @s, hashtags # and URLs [154]. Subsequently the pre-processing step

was carried out: this begins by removing punctuations, mentions, hashtags #, URLs,

and stop words 5. Moreover some words in tweets may be written with repeated letters

e.g., “yesssssss”; this is because Twitter is a social network platform that is used quite

informally by public users, thus we had to remove excess repeated letters where they

occurred within words. Following this, we applied the Porter stemming algorithm [155]

by using the Apache Lucene Snowball Library 6 on those tokens in order to stem them

and bring them back to their root words. As a result of this processing, a text file was

created containing every tweet, each on an individual line with its tokens separated by

commas. Figure 3.4 shows a snap shot of a text file containing some tokenized tweets.

As mentioned before, we are planning to use the FPM with the added ability to

dynamically define the support value. Thus, before applying the FPM on the Twitter

stream we had to choose between either the landmark, the fading, or the sliding window

model for scanning the data stream [121]. We found that the window model was the

one which most suited us because we are interested in finding topics that originate every

single day (to be able to reason across the identified topics and changes in the stock

prices) rather than topics occurring from the beginning of the stream till the current

stream time point.

Therefore in the next step, we had to define the window size which will be sliding

over the tweet tokens to find the occurrence of topics. Depending on the date on which

a tweet was posted, it will belong to a particular window. The total number of tweets

in each window is not fixed, for example in the GE 2015 data stream the total number

of tweets on the first day of our tweet collection, which was 15th of April 2015, was

23836 tweets, while on day 15, the 6th of May 2015, there were 57348 tweets. Figure

5http://xpo6.com/list-of-english-stop-words/
6http://snowball.tartarus.org/download.html
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Figure 3.4: Example of Tokenized tweets from GE 2015 (each token sepreated by
comma)

3.5 illustrates the required steps that are applied as a starting point to our work.

3.3.2 Setting the Dynamic Support Values

Here, we demonstrate how we applied Equations 3.4 and 3.5 to our SN text streams

in order to define the support value for each window-batch Si. We will also show the
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Figure 3.5: Event identification from Twitter main steps
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support values for all window-batches in the GE 2015 stream and the Greece crisis

2015 stream.

Initially, we simply counted the frequency of each term across all the text-posts which

belonged to a particular window-batch; in other words, we counted the frequency of each

term on a daily basis. We found that terms occurring only once (with a frequency of one)

are almost equivalent to one-third of the total number of distinct terms in a window.

Refer to Table 3.2 to see the number of distinct terms (we mean by distinct terms,

all the terms without repetition) in each window-batch with and without terms with a

frequency of one. As terms which appear only once will not help in finding the important

and frequent patterns, they are removed as a preliminary step. Figure 3.6 shows the

frequency value of some of the terms found in a single window-batch —displayed in a

text file.

Refer to Figure 3.7 and to Table 3.3 to see the number of terms which exceeded the

average frequency of the terms in their respective windows and the number of terms

which exceeded their respective support values, in comparison to the total number of

distinct terms in each window. Furthermore, Figure 3.8 provides a closer look at the

comparison between the number of terms which exceed the average frequency of the

terms in their respective windows and the number of terms which exceed the support

value. The large difference between the number of terms exceeding the average frequency

and the number of terms exceeding their support value can clearly be seen. The number

of terms exceeding their support value is a lot fewer than the ones exceeding their

respective average, for all the 29 window-batches from the GE 2015 stream. This means

that the terms with frequencies exceeding their support value are indeed frequent and

so are more important.

From the data stream which was related to the GE 2015, we realised that the

frequent patterns which were found just a few days after the election (more precisely from

Monday 13th of May onwards) were less related to events, but instead were concerned

with contentious issues and focused on disseminating information of various kinds. The

support values which were set in this period fell dramatically, as a result of the lower

numbers of posted tweets. Consequently keyword co-occurrence in these windows was

reduced as well.

Table 3.4 presents the number of posted tweets, the number of keywords, and the

support values set for the relevant period. It is clear that from window 20 onwards, the
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Window no. Distinct terms with
frequency of 1

Distinct terms without
frequency of 1

1 9973 6303
2 9906 6364
3 10231 6518
4 10484 6719
5 10930 7021
6 10273 6660
7 10114 6592
8 10189 6441
9 11463 7463
10 10919 7035
11 12783 8144
12 12793 8240
13 13106 8012
14 11294 6896
15 16834 10387
16 19543 12152
17 30445 18623
18 47752 28614
19 9154 4958
20 6609 3571
21 5508 3007
22 4714 2553
23 4403 2411
24 3581 1960
25 3054 1755
26 2610 1449
27 2579 1486
28 2815 1651
29 2023 1248

Table 3.2: Number of terms in each window with and without a frequency of 1 from
GE 2015

number of text posts fell significantly and so did the support values. In window 26 for

example, the support value was set to 21, this means that the terms belonging to any

tweet which was retweeted 21 times or more satisfied the support threshold. As a result,

the stricter version of the support definition method, given in Equation 3.5, had to be

used instead.

A window is considered a small sized window in the GE 2015 stream, if the number

of posted tweets in it is less than one-third of the average number of total tweets in the

stream. One-third of the average was set as the determinant for a small sized window,

because when comparing the detected, purported events with news related events found

in the WWW, we noticed the events detected in those windows were insignificant and
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Figure 3.6: Tweet Keys and Values from the GE 2015 Stream

less related to actual events. Thus, windows with a number of tweets in the range

defined by this value require the strict support method (Equation 3.5). For the GE

2015 stream, a window with less than 11k tweets was considered a small sized window.

So windows 20 to 29 are considered small sized windows and require the small window

support definition method (Equation 3.5).

Table 3.5 demonstrates a summary of the GE 2015 stream data analysis for all of

the 29 window-batches, showing the number of tweets, the total number of terms (all

terms with repetition), the total number of distinct terms (terms without repetition), the

average frequency of the terms, the median, and the support values after applying the

adjustment for small sized window-batches. After applying the relatively low support

value restriction, all the set support values reflect their window-batch size, and this, in
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window No. # words #words ≥ Avg frequency #words ≥ Spp
1 6303 1131 194
2 6364 1144 237
3 6518 1146 207
4 6719 1100 191
5 7021 1237 210
6 6660 1345 203
7 6592 1258 188
8 6441 1328 185
9 7463 1369 240
10 7035 1341 216
11 8144 1306 250
12 8240 1416 246
13 8012 1300 296
14 6896 1255 284
15 10387 1655 337
16 12152 1800 364
17 18623 2178 533
18 28614 2714 724
19 4958 864 179
20 3571 621 181
21 3007 546 118
22 2553 546 112
23 2411 502 117
24 1960 440 134
25 1755 417 70
26 1449 349 110
27 1486 344 101
28 1651 325 87
29 1248 266 76

Table 3.3: Number of terms exceeding the Avgi and the Sppi for each window-batch in
GE 2015 stream

turn, will help to retrieve only targeted and potentially significant terms. The defined

support value for window 18, which is the biggest window of 388966 tweets containing

(28614) distinct terms, is equal to 544, whereas the support value for window 26, which

is the smallest window of only 1607 tweets containing (1449) distinct terms, is 41. For

window 10, which is a medium sized window of 27023 tweets containing (7035) distinct

terms, the support is value 151.

When event detection is applied in real-time or in near real-time, the decision con-

cerning which support calculation to use cannot be made, as the size of the stream is

unknown in advance. Thus we regard the window size allocation and decision as a two-

class (large or small) classification problem. The decision as to whether any particular
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Figure 3.7: Number of terms exceeding the average and the support compared to total
number of terms from GE 2015

upcoming window-batch should be considered a large or small sized window was made

using the Logistic Regression (LR) model [156, 157]. The LR is a machine learning

algorithm widely used for binary classification. Essentially, it is a statistical modelling

method that estimates the probability of a binary response (outcome) based on one or

more predictor (independent) variables.

Logistic regression classification models have been used in many areas and domains

such as: spam detection [158], fraud detection [159–162], disease detection [163, 164],

etc. The LR model is shown in Equation 3.6, where β0 is the intercept and β1, β2, .., βn

are coefficients associated with the independent variables x1, x2, .., xn.

1

1 + e−(β0+
∑n
i=1 βixi)

(3.6)

We applied the LR to construct a prediction model that is able to classify each
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Figure 3.8: Number of terms exceeding the average compared to number of terms ex-
ceeding the support value from GE 2015

incoming window-batch in terms of it being either large or small. We have the number

of tweets streamed in a window as the independent variable which determines the size

of the window (either large or small). Building a classification model requires a labelled

training dataset containing both large and small windows. However we wanted to avoid

labelling the training set (window-batches) manually. Thus, since we noticed that the

detected events from the GE 2015 stream were insignificant, we realized that the num-

ber of tweets in those windows was less than one-third of the average number of total

tweets in the stream. As a result, a window was considered a small sized window in

the training set (from the GE 2015 stream) if the number of posted tweets is less than

one-third of the average number of total tweets in the stream. Table 3.6 illustrates the

training dataset for building the LR classification model. It shows, for each window-

batch, the number of tweets and the window size, where a value of 1 means a large size

window and the value of 0 means a small size window.

Our logistic regression model for deciding whether an incoming window-batch is

large or not is shown in Equation 3.7, where P is the probability of the window being

large. These probabilities must then be transformed into binary values in order to

actually make a prediction. The intercept for the β0 = −72.55 and the coefficient for
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W no. Tweets All-words distinct-terms Avg Median Spp
1 23836 151971 6303 24.11 6 145
2 24294 150417 6364 23.64 5 118
3 27210 174002 6518 26.7 6 160
4 33622 215318 6719 32.05 6 192
5 27759 188474 7021 26.84 6 161
6 23427 151191 6660 22.7 6 136
7 22511 144524 6592 21.92 6 132
8 22032 141516 6441 21.97 6 132
9 29957 193169 7463 25.88 6 155
10 27023 176840 7035 25.14 6 151
11 35546 238658 8144 29.3 6 176
12 34281 217300 8240 26.37 6 158
13 34410 227812 8012 28.43 5 142
14 27052 172363 6896 24.99 5 125
15 57348 347061 10387 33.41 6 200
16 73571 466232 12152 38.37 6 230
17 171829 998267 18623 53.6 6 322
18 388966 2595697 28614 90.71 6 544
19 13648 88096 4958 17.77 5 89
20 7942 47426 3571 13.28 4 53
21 5545 35827 3007 11.91 4 48
22 4081 24199 2553 9.48 4 38
23 3744 21982 2411 9.12 4 36
24 2429 15194 1960 7.75 3 23
25 2262 12920 1755 7.36 4 29
26 1607 10126 1449 6.99 3 21
27 2046 13349 1486 8.98 3 27
28 2215 15308 1651 9.27 3 28
29 1699 11242 1248 9.01 3 27

Table 3.4: Support Values Before the Strict Support Definition was Introduced from
GE 2015

No.tweets = 0.0583 (these values were set from the training dataset). Figure 3.9 shows

the logistic regression model graph when applied on the Greece Crisis stream to classify

its window-batches as being of either large or small sized window’s.

P =
1

1 + e−(−72.550+0.0538×No.tweets(T ))
(3.7)

So for the Greece Crisis stream, we explored 17 windows in the period from 29/6/2015-

16/7/2015. Table 3.7 shows the Greece Crisis stream data analysis for all of these 17

window-batches, showing the number of tweets, the total number of words (all words

including repetitions), the total number of distinct words (words excluding repetitions),

the average frequency of the terms, the median, and the support values. Windows 6 and
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W# Tweets All-words distinct-words AVG Median Spp
1 23836 151971 6303 24.11 6 145
2 24294 150417 6364 23.64 5 118
3 27210 174002 6518 26.7 6 160
4 33622 215318 6719 32.05 6 192
5 27759 188474 7021 26.84 6 161
6 23427 151191 6660 22.7 6 136
7 22511 144524 6592 21.92 6 132
8 22032 141516 6441 21.97 6 132
9 29957 193169 7463 25.88 6 155
10 27023 176840 7035 25.14 6 151
11 35546 238658 8144 29.3 6 176
12 34281 217300 8240 26.37 6 158
13 34410 227812 8012 28.43 5 142
14 27052 172363 6896 24.99 5 125
15 57347 347061 10387 33.41 6 200
16 73571 466232 12152 38.37 6 230
17 171829 998267 18623 53.6 6 322
18 388966 2595697 28614 90.71 6 544
19 13648 88096 4958 17.77 5 89
20 7942 47426 3571 13.28 4 106
21 5545 35827 3007 11.91 4 95
22 4081 24199 2553 9.48 4 76
23 3744 21982 2411 9.12 4 72
24 2429 15194 1960 7.75 3 46
25 2262 12920 1755 7.36 4 59
26 1607 10126 1449 6.99 3 41
27 2046 13349 1486 8.98 3 53
28 2215 15308 1651 9.27 3 56
29 1699 11242 1248 9.01 3 54

Table 3.5: GE 2015 Stream Data Analysis

Figure 3.9: Greece Crisis Stream Logistic Regression Model
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W# No. Tweets Window size
1 23836 1
2 24294 1
3 27210 1
4 33622 1
5 27759 1
6 23427 1
7 22511 1
8 22032 1
9 29957 1
10 27023 1
11 35546 1
12 34281 1
13 34410 1
14 27052 1
15 57347 1
16 73571 1
17 171829 1
18 388966 1
19 13648 1
20 7942 0
21 5545 0
22 4081 0
23 3744 0
24 2429 0
25 2262 0
26 1607 0
27 2046 0
28 2215 0
29 1699 0

Table 3.6: LR Training Dataset from the GE 2015 Stream

11 were classified as small sized windows with our LR classification model and required

the use of Equation 3.5 for calculating their support.

3.3.3 Applying Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM)

We employ the FP-Growth [3] algorithm using our dynamically defined support value

in order to find the frequent patterns from each window-batch. FP-Growth is basically

a 2-step approach, which starts by constructing an FP-tree, and then proceeds to mine

and traverse through that tree to find the frequent patterns. These patterns are assumed

to be the topics or events discussed on that particular day. FP-Growth was chosen from

the other FPM algorithms (Apriori and Eclat) because it best suits our data stream, it

requires fewer stream scans, and no candidate patterns are generated. The text-posts
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W# Tweets All-words Distinct-words AVG Median Spp
1 9294 57582 4429 13 4 52
2 19989 137878 6746 20.44 4 81
3 6888 46625 3226 14.45 4 57
4 3229 19735 1898 10.4 3 31
5 9287 62927 4304 14.62 4 58
6 1903 11317 1473 7.68 3 48
7 11241 76276 4775 15.97 4 64
10 6258 38105 2674 14.25 4 57
11 2219 15012 1535 9.78 3 60
12 6458 46488 3307 14.06 4 56
13 6058 39571 3215 12.31 4 49
14 17065 126024 6993 18.02 4 72
15 20083 142991 8328 17.17 4 68
16 5357 34957 3047 11.47 4 46
17 4695 32267 2675 12.06 3 36
18 3306 22127 2026 10.92 3 33
19 3143 19870 1857 10.7 3 32

Table 3.7: Greece Crisis Stream Data Analysis

(tweets) belonging to a window-batch are assumed to be the transactions or itemsets,

and the text-post terms are assumed to be the items.

We applied the FP-Growth for strings algorithm using SPMF: an open source data

mining Java library [165]. Snapshots of the frequent patterns found are shown for some

windows in figure 3.10.

The frequent patterns which were found after applying the FP-Growth algorithm

with our dynamically defined support values were partially duplicated (see figure 3.10),

and some others were irrelevant patterns. We are not interested in finding all the

frequent patterns from our SN stream, instead we only want to identify patterns which

may represent events.

In addition, some studies have shown that large number of tweets associated with

major events may be irrelevant or misinforming. A study of the Ferguson unrest in

2014, in [152], showed that almost 25% of the posted tweets were in fact concerned

with rumours. Another study in [153] considered the Hurricane Sandy event in 2012;

this study showed that more than 10k unique tweets out of 1.7m tweets contained fake

images. It was also found that 68% of the dissemination of fake tweets was via retweets,

and 30 out of a total of 10,215 users were the source of 90% of the fake retweets.

As a result, we needed to consider a further post processing step in order to dis-

cover more useful and compact patterns. Accordingly, only patterns belonging to large
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Figure 3.10: Frequent Patterns Snapshot

branches are preserved; a branch is said to be large if its size exceeds the set support

value for that window. We chose the support value as a determinant for a branch re-

tention, because we needed a threshold value, and again we can not have it as a fixed

value. Hence, if the branch size exceeds the support value then it is kept, otherwise it

is ignored. Applying this branch size restriction helped in avoiding non-relevant and

meaningless patterns which in most cases belong to small sized branches. Figure 3.11

shows examples of some non-relevant patterns.

Subsequently, we looked for the longest pattern within each retained large branch

and omitted all the subset ones, in order to avoid repetition. Snapshots of the fre-

quent patterns which were found in three different windows (after both the branch size

constraint and the patterns subset omission were implemented) are shown in figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.11: Non-relevant Patterns

Figure 3.12: Snapshots of Some Windows Frequent Patterns
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As some FPs from Figure 3.12 were related to the same subject and discuss the

same topic, similarity metrics need to be added in order to choose a representative

pattern rather than all of them. Cosine similarity [166] and Jaccard coefficient [167]

have been applied to keep only the longest pattern and discard the other similar ones;

the similarity threshold was set to 75%. So, if two patterns are at least 75% similar to

each other the longer pattern is kept while the other one is ignored. A relatively high

similarity threshold (75%) was set in order to limit that process to patterns that are

truly related to each other. In addition, other studies on Twitter stream have also used

that percentage for similarity retrieval [39, 41]. The cosine similarity equation is shown

in Equation 3.8, and the Jaccard coefficient equation is shown in Equation 3.9, where

A and B are the two frequent patterns being compared.

COS(ΘA,B) =
→
A ·
→
B

→
‖A‖
→
‖B‖

(3.8)

Jaccard(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

(3.9)

See Table 3.8 for a comparison between the two similarity metrics, the cosine sim-

ilarity and the Jaccard coefficient, applied on the patterns found in a number of the

investigated windows-batches. Generally, the cosine similarity was less strict and yields

better results; thus it was adopted in our work.

3.3.4 Discussion

Using our event detection framework from SN streams (text streams), which is based

on the dynamic support definition method (the D-FPM), we can detect events/topics

occurring every day, if there are any. The goal is not to identify all the daily occurring

FPs from every window-batch, but instead, to detect and find the FPs which may relate

to an event. Looking for the events/topics which may emerge each day is challenging;

we essentially depend on only a single window-batch to define its support value and to

identify and detect events if any.

Evaluating the events/topics which were found was done manually. We looked for

news headlines published on the WWW on the same day that an event (a frequent

pattern) was found and compared the two. We created a gold-standard list from the

BBC News Headlines, in Appendix 2, of news articles published during the GE 2015
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Cosine Similarity Jaccard Coefficient

W1 Spp1 = 145
lowtax revolution
wants farage nigel
ukips set free pledges

lowtax revolution
wants farage nigel
ukips set free pledges

rivals outright win
dem nick clegg says
lib launch

rivals outright win
dem nick clegg says
lib launch

W2 Spp3 = 118
irelands unique say-
ing bring northern
launches alliance
manifesto party voice
westminster

irelands unique say-
ing bring northern
launches alliance
manifesto party voice
westminster

activist concerns
husband labour snp
candidate join policies
millar linda

activist concerns
husband labour snp
candidate join policies
millar linda
bring northern
launches alliance
manifesto party voice
westminster

W3 Spp3 = 160
vat ulster union-
ist launches calling
money mental extra
cuts party manifesto
health

vat ulster union-
ist launches calling
money mental extra
cuts party manifesto
health

young use deadline
monday time people
vote register register

young use deadline
monday time people
vote register register
launches calling
money mental extra
cuts party manifesto
health

Table 3.8: Similarity Metrics Comparison
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period. If a detected event or topic keywords matched some news headline keywords

and was found on the same day that the corresponding news item was published, then

the indicated event was said to be a true event, and to be a false or spurious event

otherwise. According to [39, 41] there is yet no official baseline method to evaluate the

identified topics against. Previous works [39, 41] have used a manually created ground

truth as an evaluation metric for their identified topics.

Accordingly, we created a gold-standard list to compare our identified events against;

also we used the SFPM algorithm [39] to evaluate our identified topics. We will evaluate

both the identification technique used along with the results achieved.

The frequent patterns which were found from the GE 2015 stream were related to

news headlines and were found on the same day that the associated news headline was

published on the WWW. This was so, except in regard to window 18, which was one

day after the date of the election; on that day the lingering effect of the elections results

was still showing. The detected events still seemed to be associated with the aftermath

of the elections, and often concerned with topics that people has been discussing during

the elections like the NHS, disability allowances etc. Table 3.9 shows the detected events

in the GE 2015 period, where each window is shown with its detected FPs along with

the associated news headline.

In the Greece crisis 2015 stream, all events detected using our event detection frame-

work along with the LR model did match news headlines, Table 3.10 presents the de-

tected events with the matching news headlines. Furthermore, the nature of the Greece

Crisis event was different from the GE 2015 event. This was clear from the high number

of detected events for some windows, where events were unsustainable, successive and

fast. In fact, non English identified FPs were eliminated.

It is worth mentioning that some of the identified frequent patterns from the Twitter

stream which occurred after major announcements (such as for instance, those which

occurred after Greece officially announcing not being able to pay back the IMF by the

agreed deadline), reflected people’s reaction toward what had been announced as this

was more frequently discussed than the event itself (especially on Twitter; because it

is a free online social network platform, where users communicate and interact through

their posted tweets). Table 3.11 shows some examples of the found FPs from the

Greece Crisis stream, where we show the date, the identified FP, a Tweet sample, and

the matching news article. The identified FPs matched news headlines although they
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Window no. Frequent pattern News headline

1

lowtax, revolution wants farage nigel ukips set

free pledges

rivals outright win dem nick clegg says

lib launch

UKIP would make working people better through a ”low-tax revolution”, Nigel Farage has said as he

launched his party’s manifesto.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2015-32312687

Nick Clegg has said no party will win an outright election victory and warned voters they face a choice between

the Lib Dems, the SNP and UKIP over who holds the balance of power. (launching his manifesto).

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2015-32311736

2

ireland unique saying bring northern launches alliance

manifesto party voice Westminster

activist concerns husband labour snp candidate join

policies millar linda

The Alliance Party will bring a ”unique” voice to Westminster, ensuring the people of Northern Ireland are heard.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2015-northern-ireland-32334446

Former Labour candidate Linda Millar and activist husband join SNP after concerns over policies.

www.thenational.scot/.../former-labour-candidate-linda-millar-and-activist-husband-jo

3

vat ulster unionist launches calling money mental

extra cuts party manifesto health

young use deadline monday time people vote register register

The Ulster Unionist Party outlines tax reductions and extra money for mental.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2015-northern-ireland-32348636

Election 2015: Have you registered to vote? https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2015-32267376

More people register to vote ’than ever before (news on mon 21/4) https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2015-32401218

4 No found frequent patterns

5
rattled badly obviously polls sir snp john

says tories majors speech

SNP says Sir John Major’s speech ’very foolish’. This attitude doesn’t respect democracy and is completely wrong.

The Tories are obviously badly rattled by the polls.

http://www.theguardian.com/politics/live/2015/apr/21/election-2015-live-labour-john-major-blackmail-snp-nicola-sturgeon-

ed-miliband?page=with%3Ablock-55361517e4b046f7a16b5992

6 No found frequent patterns

7
underestimates aware ifs says cuts miliband

lab scottish labours gets excited

Nicola Sturgeon has also been responding to the IFS report on Twitter.

“Before Scottish Lab gets excited about IFS, they should be aware that Ed Miliband says it underestimates Labour’s cuts”.

http://www.theguardian.com/politics/live/2015/apr/23/election-2015-live-ifs-verdict-labour-conservatives-liberal-democrats-

snp-tax-and-spending-plans?page=with%3Ablock-553900cbe4b0401b98b64bdd

8 No found frequent patterns

9
breaking dems news lib snp labour poll

scotland new tns

BREAKING NEWS: New TNS Scotland poll (SNP 57, Labour 1, Lib Dem 1).

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/general-election-2015/11566036/Poll-Labour-reduced-to-one-seat-in-Scotland.html

10 No found frequent patterns

11

forget votes win win scotland seats working

polls lets stronger elections

enough labour people says jim murphy need

change east end years glasgow correct

forms voting candidates east labours postal

major hull missing including cockup

Poll: SNP on course for clean sweep in Scotland.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/SNP/11570881/polls.html

Again we stand here tonight proud to be Labour.

With Labour change is coming to the east end of Glasgow, East end of Manchester, Liverpool,Cardiff, Edinburgh.

http://www.scottishlabour.org.uk/blog/entry/no-more-waiting.-no-more-wasted-lives.-jim-murphy#sthash.SvcIUJfo.dpuf

A major election cock-up in Hull. The council has sent out a large batch of postal ballot papers in the Hull East

constituency which have omitted the names of the Labour candidate Karl Turner and the Green candidate Sarah Walpole.

http://news.channel4.com/election2015/04/29/

12
running stop vote snp snp time sun sun

Scottish country

The Sun and its sister paper, the Scottish Sun, have endorsed different parties in the general election.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2015-scotland-32523804

13
shortest history suicide note scottish political

says let miliband tories work

Miliband said. “If the price of having a Labour government was coalition or a deal with the

Scottish National Party, it’s not going to happen.”.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/general-election-2015/politics-blog/11576757/Ed-Milibands-SNP-lie-could-damage-him-

more-than-Nick-Cleggs-tuition-fee-promise.html

14
condemns violent aggressive event protestors

izzard eddie campaign labour glasgow

Scottish Labour leader Jim Murphy and comedian Eddie Izzard were heckled by opponents during general election

campaigning in Glasgow.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2015-scotland-32581803

15 No found frequent patterns

16
pinned throttled wall galloways supporters

told george bradford fucking jew

A burly Asian man in a black suit and sunglasses rushes up and grabs me round the neck, pinning me to a low

perimeter wall. “Get out, you fucking Jew,” he shouts.

http://www.politico.eu/article/galloway-bradford-elections-uk-ge2015/

17 No found frequent patterns

18

teacher time poor sick old disabled unemployed

immigrant student unless alive nurse doctor

disability suffer family kind congrats lose job

get tory voters hope sick better

vulnerable mourning environment rip today

day nhs rights human national welfare state

19

fee licence rid equalities secretary secretary

wants minister voted bbc against culture

justice hanging

BBC licence fee in doubt as John Whittingdale is named culture secretary.

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2015/may/11/john-whittingdale-culture-secretary-bbc-charter-renewal

20
fee equalities secretary secretary voted wants

minister bbc against

The BBC will be forced to slash its drama output if the licence fee is cut, according to the man who commissioned

hits like Poldark, Sherlock, Call the Midwife and Wolf Hall.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-32702746

21
enquiries reports make kent following seat

police south fraud electoral thanet

Kent Police investigate allegations of election fraud after Ukip leader Nigel Farage’s general election defeat in South

Thanet.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/nigel-farage/11602620/Police-probe-allegation-of-electoral-fraud-in-Thanet-South.html

22-29 No found frequent patterns

Table 3.9: GE 2015 Stream Detected Events and Matching News Headlines
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W# Frequent Patterns News Headlines

1

sit greece bailout campaign indiegogo crashed money crowdfunding raise popular,

multiplying bills apparently greece crisis debt got control huge losing,

bbc appeal rejects news eurozone debt debt crisis bailout greece,

advised ert greek referendum tsipras called lenders dragasakis accept

tells deputy offer suggests,

ministers finance extend continue greece bailout eurogroup eurozone talks refuses,

bid alexis makes lastminute tsipras new crisis greece

Greek bail out crowdfunding campaign crashes Indiegogo after raising 250,000 in ONE DAY News article Here

Greece debt crisis: Athens fails to repay IMF as bailout runs out, News Article Here

Eurozone rejects bailout appeal. News Article Here

Greek Deputy PM Dragasakis advised Tsipras to accept lenders’ offer & suggests referendum could be called off News Article Here

Eurozone finance ministers have rejected a Greek government call to extend its bailout News Article Here

Greece say a last-minute offer was made by creditors on Monday night. Mr Tsipras appealed to Greeks to reject the creditors’ proposals.

News Article Here

2

rank greece greece crisis tsipras seeking outside scapegoats berlin blasts,

washington post slams sunday door europe greece referendum talks,

takeover soars ignores greece crisis talks asx asx aus aus

Greece crisis: Berlin accuses Tsipras of seeking scapegoats outside own ranks, News Article Here,

E.U. slams the door on talks with Greece before Sunday referendum News Article Here

ASX Australian shares soars on takeover talks, ignores Greece Crisis,News Article Here

3

takeover soars ignores greece crisis talks asx asx aus,

twice forgotten origins blame think make crisis greeces,

time bluff called germany ahead vote bailout greeces,

greece referendum vote lnl europe proud decent adams talking phillip,

greece greece vote bailout talks talks eurozone chiefs rule ruled

The ASX is on track for a third day of gains. News Article Here

The forgotten origins of Greece’s crisis will make you think twice about who’s to blame, News Article Here

How Germany Called Greece’s Bluff Ahead of Bailout Vote. News Article Here

Yanis Varoufakis backed his prime minister’s recommendation of a ‘No’ vote and repeated the assertion by Alexis Tsipras that the government may resign

if the result goes the other way. News Article Here,

Eurozone rules out talks until after referendum. News Article Here

4

reject alexis voters greece referendum bailout tsipras blackmail,

shattered greece euro long quite happy crucified limp manages,

devaluing greece euro economic example fear following recovery

icelands leaving defaulting,

eurocrats greek euro care care people best failed project march

greece referendum vote support massive today paris,

updates thousands referendum ahead live europe sunday rally solidarity

Greece debt crisis: Tsipras urges ’No’ to ’blackmail’ News Article Here

EU is quite happy to see Greece crucified as long as the shattered Euro manages to limp on. The EU does NOT care about what is best for Greece.,

News Article Here,

Greece should have no fear of leaving Euro, defaulting, devaluing & following Iceland’s example of economic recovery (express.com). News Article Here,

All those running the EU care about is their project. They care not for the best wishes of the Greek people, but simply for sustaining,

News Article Here,

Thousands of protesters in European cities are rallying in solidarity with Greece. News Article Here

5 NO frequent patterns

6

inspired greece give give chance campaign case saying feels,

breaking introduce parliament head currency european new wins

says todays greece referendum vote,

sunday greece referendum vote bailout greeks greeks athens voting high stakes

A tweet by Mark Rufallo encouraging the All we are saying is give Greece a chance. @Indiegogo campaign in case anyone feels inspired

to give those 3s:Greece bailout crowdfunding,News Article Here

Greek referendum: No campaign storms to victory with 61.31% of the vote,News Article Here

Greece voters overwhelmingly rejected the latest bailout package from European creditors in Sunday’s referendum, News Article Here

9 worked referendum greeks tsipras say wait amazing berlin steps strategy Greek referendum: smart response from Tsipras, but triumph may be brief, News Article Here

10 harsher demands voted terms offer nears zone just oxi euro greece grexit Greece debt crisis: Athens accepts harsh austerity as bailout deal nears, News Article Here

11

wrapup promising hikes sends tax reform plan greece new,

ministers finance make tomorrow major decision decision eurozone greece

bailout plan,

tolerating grexit verhofstadt ttip push prevent

alde banker order mobster moldovan

Greece sends reform plan to EU promising new tax hikes. News Article Here,

EUROZONE FINANCE MINISTERS will make a ’major’ decision tomorrow on the latest proposals from Athens on a fresh bailout plan,

News Article Here,

Guy Verhofstadt and ALDE are tolerating a Moldovan mobster banker in order to prevent a Grexit and push TTIP.,

News Article Here

12

sources talks demand zone ministers bailout euro greece,

mulling european source fiveyear plan germany grexit temporary

Euro zone ministers demand Greece do more before bailout talks. News Article Here,

Germany mulling five-year ’temporary Grexit’ plan. News Article Here

13

sidelines euro merkel summit tsipras hollande meeting meeting

tusk eus suspends,

discussion financial latest exit greek summit greece crisis euro temporary leaders,

tricky efficiently modern run greece eurogroup wednesday wants country basically,

amt eurogroup document timeout total proposals reform needed

reprofling grexit debt debt temporary offer offer new media restructure stuff freaking,

partnership greece crisis bank dead obama insider cuba beltway brazilian grateful opens

‘Greek compromise proposed’ by Tsipras, Hollande and Merkel. News Article Here

Greece debt crisis: EU summit cancelled as talks over a third bailout deal for Greece continue. News Article Here

Basically the Eurogroup wants Greece to become a modern, efficiently run country by Wednesday. Could be extremely tricky and near impossible. News Article Here

Here’s the full 4pg eurogroup document on #Greece, inc “time-out”, total amt needed (82-6bn) & reform proposals. News Article Here

EU leaders have reached agreement that paves the way to a third Greek bailout, if Athens parliament approves tough austerity measures News Article Here

Brazil has angrily attacked last week’s £1.6bn International Monetary Fund payment to Greece on the same day as a report from

the fund identified a new £9.6bn black hole in Greek News Article Here

14

parallel secret ious drachma plans reveals varoufakiscurrency grexit,

grexit grexit varoufakis day reveals age planb send neolithic,

pla bailout deal greeces syriza against leftist leftistgroup party considering

voting lawmakers ruling source,

radicals clash opposed faces syriza tsipras eurozone bailout greece,

seeks backing bbc news tsipras eurozone debt crisis deal greece,

gets debt crisis crisis greece greece greece greece greece bailout bailout deal,

play grexit currency alan digital yong say read role

Varoufakis reveals his secret plans: Parallel currency IOUs, Grexit, Drachma. News Article Here

Varoufakis 2011: Grexit will send us back to Neolithic Age.. 2day he reveals Grexit was his Plan B! News Article Here

Source tells CNBC that the ECB will next consider Greek ELA (funding level for Greek banks) on Thursday. A leftist group of lawmakers in Greece’s

ruling Syriza party may vote against.., News Article Here

Tsipras faces clash with Syriza radicals opposed to eurozone bailout for Greece. News Article Here,

Tsipras seeks backing for eurozone deal. News Article Here,

Deal reached after marathon all-night summit. News Article Here,

Will Digital Currency play a role in Grexit? Read what Alan Yong has to say. (Tweet 13 July) News Article Here

15

plans secret far report needs relief imf debt Greece,

water conditions camp moria migrants unbearable hundreds near sleep toilets,

controversial bailout debt debt greeces european banks unpunished barely

Greece needs debt relief far beyond EU plans - secret IMF report, News Article Here,

Greece forgotten crisis: Lesbos on verge of ’catastrophe’ as 1,000 refugees arrive ashore daily, on Twitter 14 July on news 17 July,

News Article Here,

The Problem of Greece is Not Only a Tragedy: It is a Lie.,It is less than the debt of European banks whose “bailout”

in 2007-8 was barely controversial and unpunished., News Article Here

16

linebyline bailout deal varoufakis yanis greeces just completely takedown trashed,

tsip greece bailout vote vote way minister parliamentary awaits paving

prime test alexis,

negotiator greek vote plan new tonight reforms case ready negative

Yanis Varoufakis just trashed Greece’s bailout deal with a line-by-line takedown, News Article Here

Greece Awaits Crucial Parliamentary Vote Paving Way for Bailout, News Article Here

In case of negative vote of Greek reforms plan tonight, the EU is ready with a new negotiator. (Tweet) MPs to vote on crucial reforms News Article Here

17

hour greece like text baes latenight message screaming fight brussels,

reopen lifeline cash ecb new banks greek debt crisis greece

Screaming fight between Greece and EU ends in late night text message,News Article Here

New ECB cash lifeline could reopen Greek banks.News Article Here

18 mps vote talks debt crisis german bailout greece German MPs vote ’yes’ to bailout talks. News Article Here

19
banking greece bailout reforms hurdle approves deal clearing measures

involve overhaul
Greek parliament approves bailout measures as Syriza fragments. News Article Here

Table 3.10: Greece Crisis stream Identified Events with matching News Headlines

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/30/briton-crowdfunding-campaign-greece-debt-thom-feeney
https://www.theguardian.com/business/live/2015/jun/30/greek-debt-crisis-day-of-decision-for-tsipras
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33325886
https://www.cnbc.com/2015/06/30/live-blog-greece-on-verge-of-default-markets-cautious.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33325886
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33322754
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/01/greece-crisis-berlin-blasts-tsipras-scapegoats-germany
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/greece-eases-snub-of-bailout-demands-but-deal-prospects-remain-unclear/\2015/07/01/bc168214-1f68-11e5-a135-935065bc30d0_story.html
http://www.smh.com.au/business/markets/asx-soars-on-takeover-talks-ignores-greece-crisis-20150701-gi25fq.html
http://www.smh.com.au/business/markets-live/markets-live-asx-to-tread-water-20150701-gi33zs.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/07/01/the-forgotten-origins-of-greeces-terrible-crisis-will-make-you-think-\twice-about-whos-to-blame/
http://time.com/3943909/greece-germany-alexis-tsipras-merkel-bluff/
http://www.euronews.com/2015/07/02/varoufakis-echoes-syriza-defiance-before-greek-referendum
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33357382
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33378057
http://t.co/mmEQdmhXp5
http://t.co/mmEQdmhXp5
http://t.co/mmEQdmhXp
https://www.rt.com/news/271468-greece-solidarity-protests-europe/
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/greek-bailout-fund?#/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/live/2015/jul/05/greeces-eurozone-future-in-the-balance-as-referendum-gets-under-way--eu-euro-bailout-live
https://uk.businessinsider.com/greece-referendum-live-blog-of-yes-no-vote-on-grexit-2015-7
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/06/greek-referendum-alexis-tsipras-moment-triumph-may-be-brief
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/09/greece-debt-crisis-athens-accepts-harsh-austerity-as-bailout-deal-nears
http://www.ooyuz.com/geturl?aid=7369354
http://www.thejournal.ie/greece-bailout-proposals-2208719-Jul2015/
https://www.politico.eu/article/tsipras-verhofstadt-speech-grexit-greece/
http://www.reuters.com/article/eurozone-greece-eurogroup-additional-idUSB5N0ZA04O20150711
https://www.yahoo.com/news/germany-mulling-five-temporary-grexit-plan-european-source-171141074.html?ref=gs
http://www.france24.com/en/20150712-live-eurozone-leaders-meet-decide-greece-fate-bailout-debt-european-union
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33497353
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-eurozone-greece-idUSKBN0P40EO20150712
https://www.rt.com/news/273247-greece-timeout-bailout-grexit
https://www.theguardian.com/business/live/2015/jul/12/greek-debt-crisis-eu-leaders-meeting-cancelled-no-deal-live
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financialcrisis/10214504/Brazil-expresses-Latin-Americas-fury-as-IMF-continues-to-support-Greece.html
http://t.co/o8q8vVKLOR
http://www.newstatesman.com/.../2015/.../exclusive-yanis-varoufakis-opens-about-his-five
https://www.cnbc.com/2015/07/13/greek-latest-europe-leaders-edge-towards-compromise.html
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/13/athens-and-eurozone-agree-bailout-deal-for-greece
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33515427
https://www.theguardian.com/business/live/2015/jul/12/greek-debt-crisis-eu-leaders-meeting-cancelled-no-deal-live
www.sustainabilitydegrees.blogspot.com/2015/07/will-digital-currency-play-role-in_2.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-eurozone-greece-imf-report/exclusive-greece-needs-debt-relief-far-beyond-eu-plans-secret-imf-report-idUSKCN0PO1CB20150714
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/greece-forgotten-crisis-lesbos-verge-catastrophe-1000-refugees-arrive-ashore-daily-1511330
www.informationclearinghouse.info/article42358.htm
http://t.co/Tg9Lnf50Ia
http://www.ooyuz.com/geturl?aid=7454122
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33616177
https://mashable.com/2015/07/16/greece-text-message/
 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/16/greece-debt-crisis-ecb-cash-lifeline-reopen-greek-banks
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33560366
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-eurozone-greece-idUSKBN0P40EO20150716
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did not share many keywords with them. It was possible to associate them to news

headlines as the frequent patterns found were manually evaluated. In general, this was

only noticed after major announcements, as a reaction to what had been just announced

or what had just happened (people were still debating about the impact of what had

just been announced). In the GE 2015 stream this effect was in evidence after the

announcement that the Conservatives had won the GE 2015 elections, and in terms of

the Greece Crisis stream, after the announcement that Greece were not going to pay

the IMF by the agreed deadline, and when the Eurogroup announced a list of reforms

that Greece must meet in order to remain in the EU.

Date FP Tweet Sample Matching News Article

30 June

multiplying bills
apparently greece
crisis debt got
control huge
losing

Greece has officially said
that it won’t pay back the
money it owes to the IMF
by the midnight deadline.
News Article Here

12 July

undo december
greece eurogroup
want implement
stay changes mou

Basically the Eurogroup
wants Greece to become
a modern, efficiently
run country by Wednesday.
Could be extremely
tricky and near impossible.
News Article Here

Table 3.11: Identified Frequent Patterns After Major Announcements

3.3.5 Evaluation

In this section, we will evaluate the events which were identified by our event de-

tection framework (the D-FPM), and also those which were detected by an alternative

framework (the SFPM [39]) by applying the metrics Precision and Recall [168, 169],

and then comparing and analysing results.

Precision and Recall are the basic evaluation measures which are used in information

http://www.ooyuz.com/geturlaid=7194690#sthash.d47ukfCi.dpuf
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-eurozone-greece-idUSKBN0P40EO20150712
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retrieval [130]. Precision is the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to

the total number of irrelevant and relevant documents retrieved; in other words it is the

percentage of correct retrieved items to all retrieved items (it measures how useful the

retrieval results are). Recall on the other hand, is the ratio of the number of relevant

documents retrieved to the total number of relevant documents (the latter includes all

relevant documents even the ones not retrieved); in other words it is the percentage

of correct items that are retrieved (it measures how complete the retrieval results are).

Equations 3.10 and 3.11 show how Precision and Recall are calculated, where tp refers

to true positives, fp refers to false positives, and fn refers to false negative.

A perfect precision with a score of 1.0, means that all the retrieved documents

were relevant, however it says nothing about completeness, whether all the relevant

documents were retrieved or not. In contrast, a perfect recall with a score of 1.0, means

that all relevant documents were retrieved, but says nothing about how many irrelevant

documents were retrieved as well.

Precision =
tp

tp+ fp
(3.10)

Recall =
tp

tp+ fn
(3.11)

True positives (tp), is the total number of items that are correctly identified as

belonging to a particular category. False positives (fp) on the other hand, is the total

number of items that are incorrectly identified as belonging to the particular category.

True negatives (tn), refers to the total number of items that are correctly identified as

not belonging to the particular category. False negatives (fn), refers to the total number

of items that are incorrectly identified as not belonging to the particular category.

For example, take the case where the particular category was the events/topics found

in the gold-standard list. The gold-standard list, is a manually created list showing the

events found from news outlets during a certain period of time. Refer to Appendix

2 for a table showing the gold-standard list for the GE 2015 period (in Table A2.1),

where you can see the list of news headlines as announced each day by the BBC NEWS

(http://www.bbc.co.uk/news).

Accordingly, tp refers to the total number of events that are retrieved and found

in the gold-standard list, fp refer to the total number of events that are incorrectly
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retrieved as events (not found in the gold-standard), tn refers to the total number of

events that are correctly classified as not relating to an event, and finally fn refers to

the total number of missed events (being not classified as events) while in fact they are

true events found in the gold-standard list.

The F-measure [170] is a combination of both precision and recall; it is calculated

by finding the harmonic mean of both. The balanced F-measure balances recall and

precision in such a way that each of them is given equal weight. It is calculated using

the following equation (Equation 3.12).

F1−measure = 2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall

(3.12)

The SFPM [39] is an approach that uses the FPM to find and extract topics from

a textual stream (for more details refer to sub-section 2.5.2). It was chosen as an

alternative method to be implemented to find the topics which emerged during the GE

2015 period. Thus we were able to compare findings between the SFPM and our event

detection framework (the D-FPM). Table 3.12 shows the topics detected during the

GE 2015 period (topics are separated by commas) using the SFPM, where b = 10

and c = 2. In more detail, it shows the identified topics from each window-batch (each

day), along with the number of top selected terms, K, for each window (the value

of K is a fixed number provided in advance). For each window-batch, K was set to a

value matching the number of distinct terms satisfying the dynamic support value in our

event detection framework. This leads to there being the same number of terms selected

by both approaches, which in consequence allows us to straightforwardly compare the

detected topics yielded by the two approaches.

W# K Topics

1 193 [alternative austerity ukip want, cleggs alex going salmond]

2 231 [literally year nowcast sun attack faked , northern bring westminster

unique irelands , camerons turning miliband interview , message parlia-

ment strong students politicians , activist millar linda concerns , deal

scottish year]

3 204 [launches ulster calling cuts unionist , nurses gps hell promising , country

numerous ukip receives grammatical]
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4 177 [independence trending leader number , undermine oppose parliament

scottish let , deadline registered trending registration]

5 199 [scotland year registered westminster , comments affront year democracy

, arriving started year stronger , basically accuses left pushing making ,

launches role play , rattled obviously majors affront , murdoch sun tells

miliband]

6 200 [murdoch thinks want rupert , portobello morning year trail , members

girls year teenage , welfare poor year poverty , winning scottish year

westminster , foodbanks food year record]

7 175 [underestimates scottish excited miliband , projection ldem ukip weeks

, campaign quirky spotted pics bbc , attack literally sun confirms ,

debt leader voters]

8 176 [inherited property million worth george wealth , misses cycle voters

jacket , camerons voters english , brief endorsement voters history , con-

fidently world voters miliband]

9 226 [scotland year ukip dem breaking, main promised equality want , bus

owners year business let letter , crisis year ukip dem]

10 212 [interview humanist brand , independence scottish humanist overview]

11 246 [elections let seat scottish strong , hunt building jeremy surrey momen-

tum , including cockup missing hull]

12 241 [reminder bbc year tonights , snp scottish year sun, unfair state de-

fende electoral , conservative ukip dem , compared bankers years , get-

ting audience year miliband]

13 297 [chamber face shop going commons , exdefence sec left right , referendum

westminster sco scottish let shortest]

14 271 [protestors shouted ukip chaos , condemns aggressive ukip violent ,

lib ukip scottish miliband endorses brand , tour warm reception con-

tinues , tells shouted dead shout democracy]

15 334 [scotlands westminster year pension , kingdom parliament year united

, saltire standing year girl , broken promises year , crowd eddie izzard

scottish , lying pension state letter westminster , crisis year ukip]

16 360 [donts dos legally , jews accurate fucking angry]
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17 531 [sacrificed suffragettes voted protected , fucking angry idiot accurate ,

pensions protected overs voted tuition , adorable choosing eating weird

sure , schizophrenia folly evasions hatred , losing bad voted protected]

18 721 [absolutely long unemployed disabled old , women parliament female ,

foodbanks using nearly message loud , student unless poor disabled un-

employed , disappointed fucking voted , disability suffer family congrats

better , david cameron year , feeling feel happier , takes responsibility

poor miliband sources , majority conservatives confirm , leadership quits

resignation resign miliband lib , kingdom voted united , meet bucking-

ham palace success]

19 162 [representation proportional leader ukip , form electoral leader bit bar

context , conservatives leader voted rid bbc want , breaking westminster

leader ukip]

20 72 [conservatives held year meeting tory , labour by election hed voters ,

snp agree lords nicolasturgeon abolishing , bankers modern britain letter

politicians , scotlands westminster voted rid bbc want against , widely

website share , pollsters entire polls , unresigned byelection hed farage

forward , stories pics writing send article , attack hardwon rights]

21 44 [gebot scotland ukip lost , mps elected labour , business party ukip ,

results result election general , underestimated admits stole votes , plans

tory voted scottish , westminster reports south electoral thanet kent win]

22 32 [scotland highest snp , party labour voters scottish , buying spent tories

election , results week amnesty running protect human , right hardwon

rights fight human , voters cameron election result]

23 39 [lab labour number share increase constituencies highest , north england

thousands , result week election evidence coverage newspapers , tory

voters voted young , mps parliament things , scottish politics political

labour lab , leadership chuka umunna]

24 32 [politics big david cameron precious speech nhs , electioni elect election

sits houseofcommons commons house , north labour lost ukip]

25 18 [general election politics political tories , cameron majority won tories ,

political politics election general tories]
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26 19 [politics hunt snp south edin dundee constituency west , cumbernauld

result election]

27-

29

42-

39-

26

No found topics

Table 3.12: The SFPM Identified Topics

Table 3.13 shows the calculated precision, recall, and F-measure for our approach

—the Dynamic-FPM (D-FPM) and also for the SFPM approach; in addition, it shows

the number of news topics from the gold-standard list each day. When there were no

news topics published on a certain day, this was shown in the gold-standard column as

‘no topics’. The highest F-measure value achieved between both approaches is shown in

bold for each window.

An overview of the evaluation results is presented in Table 3.14, where we show the

averages of precision, recall and F-measure. In general, a high precision score means

that a particular approach has returned more relevant results than irrelevant ones, while

a high recall means that the approach has returned most of the relevant results. Our

approach (the D-FPM) clearly outperforms the SFPM, especially in terms of precision

values (73% for the D-FPM approach but just 23% for the SFPM approach), which

means that the D-FPM approach identified topics included in the gold-standard list

topics more than the SFPM approach did. In most cases, the SFPM detects more

events than the D-FPM approach does, however most of the events it detects are false

positives (not matching events in the gold-standard list) and so degraded the SFPM’s

precision value. A reason for the low precision value yielded by the SFPM approach

could be the term selection criteria, which depends on an independent text stream. On

the other hand, in the D-FPM approach, the terms selection criteria depends on the

current day’s window size and its term frequencies.

In contrast, the recall values for both approaches are close to each other: 52% for

the D-FPM approach and 53% for the SFPM. As the recall is the number of correctly

identified events over the total number of events found in the gold-standard list, these

close results could possibly mean that the events which are missed are not frequently

mentioned in the Twitter stream (most likely the value of fn is the same for both
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D-FPM SFPM

W# Gold-
standard

Precision Recall F-
measure

Precision Recall F-
measure

1 3 2/2=1 2/3=0.67 0.8 1/2=0.5 1/3=0.33 0.4

2 4 1/2=0.5 1/4=0.25 0.33 2/6=0.33 2/4=0.5 0.4

3 2 1/1=1 1/2=0.5 0.67 1/3=0.33 1/2=0.5 0.4

4 No topics Nothing
detected

Nothing
detected

NA 0/3 0/0 0

5 2 1/1=1 1/2=0.5 0.67 1/7=0.14 1/2=0.5 0.22

6 No topics Nothing
detected

Nothing
detected

NA 0/6 0/0 0

7 1 1/1=1 1/1=1 1 1/5=0.2 1/1=1 0.33

8 1 0/0 0/1=0 0 0/5=0 0/1=0 0

9 2 1/1=1 1/2=0.5 0.67 1/4=0.25 1/2=0.5 0.33

10 No topics Nothing
detected

Nothing
detected

NA 0/2 0/0 0

11 3 3/3=1 3/3=1 1 2/3=0.67 2/3=0.67 0.67

12 2 1/1=1 1/2=0.5 0.67 2/6=0.33 2/2=1 0.5

13 1 1/1=1 1/1=1 1 0/3=0 0/1=0 0

14 1 1/1=1 1/1=1 1 1/5=0.2 1/1=1 0.67

15 No topics Nothing
detected

Nothing
detected

NA 0/7 0/0 0

16 2 0/1=0 0/2=0 0 0/2=0 0/2=0 0

17 No topics Nothing
detected

Nothing
detected

NA 0/6 0/0 0

18 2 0 0 0 1/13=0.077 1/2=0.5 0.133

19 2 1/1=1 1/2=0.5 0.67 1/4=0.25 1/2=0.5 0.33

20 2 1/1=1 1/2=0.5 0.67 2/10=0.2 2/2=1 0.33

21 1 1/1=1 1/1 =1 1 1/7=0.143 1/1=1 0.25

22 2 0/0=0 0/2=0 0 1/6=0.16 1/2=0.5 0.25

23 No topics Nothing
detected

Nothing
detected

NA 0/7 0/0 0

24 No topics Nothing
detected

Nothing
detected

NA 0/3 0/0 0

25 No topics Nothing
detected

Nothing
detected

NA 0/3 0/0 0

26 No topics Nothing
detected

Nothing
detected

NA 0/2 0/0 0

Table 3.13: Precision, Recall, and F-measure Using GE 2015 Stream
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approaches). Finally, for the F-measure value, which is the harmonic mean of the

precision and recall, and provides a single measurement (so it is ideal for examining

precision and recall together), the results are shown in the last column of Table 3.14.

For the D-FPM approach, the F-measure score is almost double that yielded by the

SFPM approach, 60% for the D-FPM approach and 30% for the SFPM approach.

Precision Recall F1-measure

D-FPM Approach 12.5/17=0.73 8.92/17=0.52 10.15/17=0.6

SFPM 3.82/17=0.23 9/17=0.53 4.96/17=0.3

Table 3.14: Precision, Recall, and F-measure Overview Using GE 2015 Stream

In general, the SFPM missed many events because in most cases the terms identified

forming the topic are very general. A sample of the identified topics from the first

window-batch in the GE 2015 period as yielded by the D-FPM approach, the SFPM

approach, and those yielded by the news headlines (from the gold-standard list) for that

day are shown in Table 3.15. There were 3 news events found in the news headlines,

but both the D-FPM approach and the SFPM approach detected 2 events only (they

both missed one event). However it is clear that the terms identified by the SFPM

are very general, and are hard to be tied to an event. Whereas using the D-FPM

approach, important terms matching the news events are identified and can be linked

with the published news events. In more detail, Table 3.15 shows the first event, which

is “The Liberal Democrat leader launches his party’s manifesto”; the terms forming the

event in the D-FPM approach were “rivals, outright, win, dem, nick, clegg, says, lib,

launch”. From the identified terms we can say that the topic is related to the Liberal

party manifesto launch. On the other hand the terms the SFPM identified as forming

the event were “cleggs alex going salmond”. It is obvious that the event discusses

something related to Nick Clegg (the Liberal Democrat leader) but it is not clear what.

Furthermore, if you look at the second topic from the news in Table 3.15, which was “The

UKIP party low-tax revolution” and compare the terms identified by both approaches,

you can clearly see that the event was detected by the D-FPM approach but not by

the SFPM approach.
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D-FPM SFPM BBC News on 29/4/2015

rivals, outright,

win, dem, nick,

clegg, says, lib,

launch

cleggs, alex, go-

ing, salmond

Leader Nick Clegg launched his party’s man-

ifesto “Every vote for the Liberal Democrats

matters”. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/

in-pictures-32315512

lowtax, revo-

lution, want,

farage, nigel,

ukip, set, free,

pledges

alternative,

austerity, ukip,

want

UKIP would make working people better off

through a “low-tax revolution”, Nigel Farage

has said as he launched his party’s election

manifesto. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/

election-2015-32312687

NA NA In Northern Ireland SDLP leader Alasdair

McDonnell unveiled his party’s manifesto at

the Holiday Inn Hotel, Belfast. http://www.

bbc.co.uk/news/in-pictures-32315512

Table 3.15: Detected Topics Sample on 29/4/2015 by D-FPM and the SFPM approach

Compared to News

Before we conclude this chapter, we want to summarize the targeted terms selection

criteria, which is the main aspect for topics detection using the feature pivot approach

(discussed in Chapter 2). Table 3.16 shows a summary for the terms selection criteria

considered in the following studies [39–41] (again were discussed in Chapter 2) along

with our own intended framework (the D-FPM) for detecting the occurring events from

streams of data. The SFPM [39, 41] selects the top K-terms with the highest ratio of

appearance in both corpora (the investigated and the reference corpus), K is a number

which is given as an input. The HUPC [40] on the other hand used a very low fixed

threshold value but only considers the top 3k frequent terms.

Accordingly, in our topic/event detection framework (the D-FPM), we wanted to

overcome the limitations inherent in determining the number of selected terms in ad-

vance; this pre-determination is especially problematic with respect to changeable and

dynamic environments (i.e. data streams) such as social networks (Twitter). Thus, the

term selection threshold (the support value) was dynamically defined by considering the

number of terms and their frequencies across each text-post or message received.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-pictures-32315512
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-pictures-32315512
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2015-32312687
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2015-32312687
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-pictures-32315512
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-pictures-32315512
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SFPM HUPC D-FPM

Determine

no. of terms

in advance

Yes Yes No

How? Select the top K-terms.

K is a number given as

input. The selection of

top K-terms is based on

the probability of ap-

pearing in the current

corpus and an indepen-

dent corpus [39,41].

Select the top 3k

frequent terms to

represent a batch.

Each batch contains

a fixed number of

terms [40].

Terms with frequency

satisfying the defined

support value are

only selected. No. of

terms in each window

is not fixed.

FP formula-

tion thresh-

old

Partially calculated

(Qb,c).

Fixed threshold

(very small value

that is close to 0).

Dynamic calculated

support value.

Specify no.

of FPs in ad-

vance

No Yes No

Table 3.16: Terms selection comparison

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have had introduced the Dynamic-FPM (D-FPM), which extends

the FPM method by using a dynamic support value in order to replace the fixed a-priori

set support value. We have developed a dynamic support definition method to be used

with a FPM approach to detect the daily occurring events from text data streams.

The D-FPM differs from other approaches using the FPM on text streams [4,39–41]

to identify the occurring topics/events, by dynamically defining the support value for

every batch in the text stream, rather than having it as fixed value that dose not change.

Specifically, we employed the FP-Growth algorithm along with our dynamic support

definition method in order to detect the occurring events/topics from a Twitter stream.

The identified events depend on what is frequently mentioned and extensively discussed
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in the investigated stream. The support is defined separately for each day, and is then

used for detecting the events which occur in that day (using that day’s window-batch).

The support definition method mainly depends on the current day’s window-batch size

and the frequency of occurrence of keywords.

A strict support definition method was proposed for small windows to avoid the

detection of insignificant events, hence, two versions of the support definition method

were presented. A logistic regression model is used in order to classify each incoming

window-batch for being either large or small window. The size of each incoming window-

batch must be specified prior to defining the support value. Essentially, the dynamic

support value in a window-batch is set based on the average frequency of the terms and

the median value.

Experiments were conducted on Twitter streams related to the UK General Election

2015, and the Greece Crisis 2015, to detect the occurrence of events and to evaluate

the dynamic support definition method. The detected events were associated with what

was published on the same day on the news wires. If the detected event was found on

the same day a related news headline was published, then it was said to be a true event

and it was said to be a false or insignificant event otherwise.

We evaluated our event detection framework against the SFPM approach in [39];

this is a topic detection approach which is based on the FPM method. We compared

the detected topics from both approaches with a gold-standard list of topics. The gold-

standard list was created based on news articles published by the BBC News, regarding

the GE 2015 period, see Appendix 2. We applied the precision and recall metrics in

order to evaluate the identified topics yielded by both approaches. The results showed

that the precision of our approach (the D-FPM) was three times higher than that of the

SFPM approach, the recall on the other hand was almost the same for both approaches.



Chapter 4

Time-Series Stream Analysis and

Event Identification

4.1 Introduction

With respect to the financial markets, capturing significant price movements is cru-

cial as this presents investment opportunities. Looking at a high frequency time-series

data stream in relation only to physical time (e.g., by looking at daily closing prices)

fails to capture the full activity of price movements [34,131]. In finance, High Frequency

Data (HFD) refers to data observations taken daily or at even finer time scales [33].

Detecting events (i.e., significant price movements) from high frequency time-series

data streams is challenging due to their (the streams’) characteristics — data elements

arrive in real-time or near real-time and at high velocity, and the streams are of un-

bounded size. A further challenge is that, it is not possible to backtrack over the data

elements which have arrived in the past, or keep track of and review the entire history.

The Directional Change (DC) approach, observes price fluctuations depending on

intrinsic time rather than on physical time [34, 35]. Intrinsic time is an event based

timing system (irregularly spaced in time), as opposed to physical time — which is a

point based timing system depending on fixed time intervals [34, 131]. The DC is an

event-driven approach for summarizing price movements; these movements consist of

two type of events: downturn and upturn [133]. A DC event is detected if the market

price change exceeds a fixed a-priori threshold value (positively or negatively).

A real world event is defined as the occurrence of something associated with both a

place (where the event happened), and a time (when the event happened) [86]. Event

78
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detection is the process of searching for indications of events. In DC, an event is said

to have been found (either an upturn or a downturn), if the price change between two

values exceeds a given threshold value [35] (positively or negatively). In addition, this

threshold value is fixed and is used for the entire data stream (i.e. it does not change).

The reasons behind the occurrence of such events are various and not easy to predict

in advance (except with respect to regular events whose timing and duration are known).

Events may also be of varying magnitude and significance. Hence, a threshold which is

considered to be adequate for the detection of events under certain circumstances may

not be able to facilitate the detection of events under different circumstances. Thus,

using a fixed threshold value to detect events across the board is not always effective,

especially for changeable and dynamic environments. Therefore, a dynamic threshold

may be more appropriate — in order to allow for the detection of events of different

magnitudes.

Usually when using the DC approach, more events are detected when a relatively

small threshold value is set; this is desirable if the trend being examined is likely to

continue in the same way for some time as investors can take action before prices go

up or down even more. On the other hand, a small threshold is not desirable when

there are transient events which play out over a short time and have limited effects. In

addition, when large threshold values are used only larger scale and “true” events (i.e.,

those which have an influence beyond the stock price movements) are detected, but by

the time an event is detected, generally the peak price has almost been reached. Hence,

we believe that replacing a a-priori fixed threshold with a dynamic one may deal with

these issues, by having a daily defined threshold value that is used only on that day to

detect DC events if any.

Several studies including, but not limited to, [171–175] have shown that stock prices

may respond to different kinds of events. These studies looked at associating particular

events with particular stock price changes. Different types of events — economic, po-

litical, disasters, etc. — can have different effects on the different markets world-wide.

These effects may be of different magnitudes and therefore they may have different

“impacts”, i.e., fluctuations in the price. Consider for example the on-going sovereign

debt crisis in Europe. In particular, on the 27th October 2011, European politicians

announced a deal for cutting the Greek debt in half. As a result, the S&P 500 index

rose by 3.4%, while French and German stocks gained 5%. But just over the following
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week, all these stock gains were wiped out as Greece’s Prime Minister announced a

referendum on that deal. In subsequent days, and when other Greek politicians voiced

their opposition to the referendum, stocks rose sharply again [176].

In this present study, we are not explicitly interested in identifying the various types

of events and their nature or even their exact magnitude; what we are interested in

is developing methods for event detection from streams of structured data — i.e., for

detecting significant price fluctuations in price time-series data streams, so that investors

or artificial software agents can detect movements in the market that they can potentially

react to and take advantage of. We aim to adapt the DC event approach so that it

becomes capable of running on high frequency data streams even more effectively. This

we hope to achieve by using a dynamic threshold instead of a fixed, a-priori one. Our

motivation is to provide (i) decision support methods for traders/investors; and (ii)

automatic event detection/identification methods for software trading agents.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section (Section 4.2) dis-

cusses the high frequency time-series stream analysis and event identification framework;

followed by a description of the dynamic threshold definition method, which is the core

concern of this chapter. The subsequent section (Section 4.3) presents the experimen-

tal evaluations, analysing and discussing the experiments conducted and their findings.

The chapter ends with a summary and conclusions in Section 4.4.

4.2 Developing Methods for Event Identification

In this section, we first formulate the problem of event identification from high

frequency time-series data streams in general, and then we introduce our framework.

Significant price movements within high frequency time-series data streams tend to

be unevenly spaced; hence using physical, fixed time interval data (the daily closing

price for example) to capture the state of a financial market may result in the missing

of significant intraday price fluctuations [34, 131]. Moreover, this could cause investors

to miss a buying or selling opportunity. Thus, we will employ the DC approach to price

time-series data streams for markets that operate over specific opening and closing times.

Price fluctuations will be considered as an event occurrence indicator. In addition,

we aim to introduce a method to dynamically define the threshold value, instead of

setting it, a-priori, at a fixed value, as has been typically the case in the use of the DC
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approach [6, 36–38, 42–50, 52, 134]. We believe that a dynamic threshold will enable us

to better identify events.

A DC event is said to have been found when the current price p(t) moves higher

than the last lowest price (pl) by a given threshold value, or the current price p(t) moves

lower than the last highest price (ph) by a given threshold. DC events can be one of two

forms: an upturn event or a downturn event. An upward run is the period between the

current upturn event and the next downturn event, it consists of an upturn event and an

upward OS event. While a downward run is the period between the current downturn

event and the next upturn event, it consists of a downturn event and a downward OS

event.

Such a “DC event” may or may not be an actual event that has been or will be

reported via news outlets. So, once a price change between p(t) and pl/ph exceeds the

threshold value (positively or negatively), then a DC event is triggered — without taking

into account or considering any other influence. Other aspects which might be taken

into account could include, for instance, the time elapsed between the current price p(t)

and that of the last pl/ph price. However, it could be said that the longer the elapsed

time between these two, the lesser, in terms of significance, the event becomes, and

thus the higher the threshold should be. The probability that an event will be triggered

in such circumstances could thus be reduced. Furthermore the previous day’s price

change, especially where that price change was in the opposite direction to the current

trend where pl/ph values remains with no change (i.e. prices does not decrease/increase

even more in the current trend), could be another such influencing aspect. Consider

the following scenario in an upward run with 2% fixed threshold. Suppose the share

prices which are being examined drop on a particular day by 1.9%. However, as long as

the threshold is not exceeded (negatively, in this case), no downturn event is detected

although the price decrease is significant. However, if on the next day the prices drop

by only 0.1%, an event (a downturn event) is now detected as the threshold has now

been met, even though this particular day’s price change is not significant.

Although events may affect the price movements on a specific day, typically events

may be unfolding over several days and hence it would be reasonable to examine and

take into account the price fluctuations of the previous day as this can be regarded as

a direct indicator of the occurrence of an event. So, detecting DC events from price

time-series data streams based only on the price change between the current p(t) and
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Figure 4.1: DC Abstract Model

the last ph/pl price is not enough, including the previous day’s price transitions as well

makes more sense. Hence, daily dynamic threshold values are defined in order to replace

fixed a-priori thresholds, and to detect the occurring events if any.

The aim of our work is to build on the original Directional Change approach, which

utilises a static threshold, and extend it to utilise a dynamic threshold. Our premise is

that a dynamic threshold may be more useful and enable the more accurate detection of

events — which can vary in magnitude and significance. To demonstrate and validate

the developed methods, we will be using minute-by-minute stream data, i.e. stock prices,

generated by a financial market.

The overall abstract model for the high frequency time-series data stream analysis

and event identification is shown in Figure 4.1. Once the time-series data stream receives

an opening price, then the dynamic threshold value is defined and used on that day to

detect DC events if any. Otherwise if the received price is not an opening price, then it

is just examined for event detection.

4.2.1 Introducing Dynamic Thresholds in the Directional Change

The threshold inherent to the DC approach is used to detect upturn and downturn

events. Whenever the current price p(t) is higher than the last low price (pl) during

a downward run, or is lower than the last high price (ph) during an upward run, by a

given threshold value, then it is said that an event has been found.

Accordingly, our dynamic threshold definition method considers the price change

between the current price p(t) and the last ph/pl, together with what of significance

occurred during the previous day. In the following, we describe how the threshold is

defined on a daily basis.

First, we start with the basic idea of the DC event detection aspect, which is cal-

culating the percentage change between the current day’s opening price (Cpopen) and
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the last high ph or low pl price reached in the course of the current upward/downward

run. This was considered in order to capture significant price movements, Equation 4.1

shows the upward run price change and Equation 4.2 shows the downward run price

change.

In the Upward run case:

upward PC =
ph − Cpopen

ph
× 100 (4.1)

While in the Downward run case:

downward PC =
pl − Cpopen

pl
× 100 (4.2)

After that, we go on to consider what happened on the previous day, specifically.

Hence, we consider the percentage change between the previous day’s opening price

(Ppopen) and the previous day’s closing price (Ppclose) to discover the overall effect of

the price transitions that occurred on the previous day. If the difference between the

opening and the closing price is large, this could be considered an indication of an event,

see Equation 4.3.

previous PC =
Ppopen − Ppclose

Ppopen
× 100 (4.3)

Though by considering the price change that occurred the previous day may give

an indication of whether an event has occurred or not, there can be extreme situations

such as for instance, when the EU Referendum poll results was announced on Thursday

23 June 2016. The British Pound Sterling suffered its biggest one-day sell-off in recent

history, as a reaction to the unexpected news that the UK had voted to leave the

European Union. The Pound Sterling suffered a sharp drop in the early hours of Friday,

in London, from $1.50 against the US dollar to just $1.33 — though it closed at $1.36811.

Thus, to define the dynamic threshold, we also consider the percentage change between

the previous day’s closing price (Ppclose) and the current day’s opening price (Cpopen) to

uncover the price transition which has taken place overnight. The higher this percentage

is, the higher is the likelihood that an event has occurred/is occurring, see Equation 4.4.

overnight PC =
Ppclose − Cpopen

Ppclose
× 100 (4.4)
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The overall threshold is then defined to be the sum of the three aforementioned met-

rics up/downward PC, previous PC, and overnight PC (as per Equation 4.5), unless

something extreme is found on the previous day or overnight. If something has happened

the previous day, then the threshold is set to be the sum of the up/downward PC and

previous PC metrics only (Equation 4.6), otherwise if something significant has hap-

pened overnight which affected the difference between the previous day’s closing price

and the next day’s opening price, then the threshold is the sum of the up/downward PC

and overnight PC metrics only (Equation 4.7). This condition has been put in place

(the reduction of the threshold value by using Equations 4.6, 4.7) to ensure the detec-

tion of an event — as we can be confident that such has indeed occurred. In addition,

consider for example, something extreme (i.e. significant price change) happened the

previous day and continued to happen overnight (between previous day’s closing price

and the reporting of the current day’s opening price). If this provision were not made

(the reduction of the threshold value by using either Equations 4.6 or 4.7 instead of

Equation 4.5), it would results in a threshold value which was too high, and this would

then suppress the detection of further events.

Furthermore, to avoid the situation where events would be detected based only on

the price change between the current day opening price Cpopen and ph/pl, which is the

up/downward PC metric (such situations can take place in stable days when nothing

noticed the previous day or overnight, i.e. metrics previous PC and/or overnight PC

values are too small). We have considered adjusting the values of previous PC and

overnight PC using small weighting values (w1 and w2); this would be to increase the

values of these metrics in situations where they are too small and would have no effect.

Finally, if the values of previous PC or overnight PC are already large, these weights

are of small value and will still be satisfied within the day as prices are increasing or

decreasing.

Threshold = up/downward PC + (previous PC × w1) + (overnight PC × w2) (4.5)

Threshold = up/downward PC + (previous PC × w1) (4.6)

Threshold = up/downeard PC + (overnight PC × w2) (4.7)

1https://www.theguardian.com/business/live/2016/jun/24/global-markets-ftse-pound-uk-leave-
eu-brexit-live-updates
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These weights (w1 and w2) should help in preventing the spurious detection of events in

circumstances where the values of previous PC and overnight PC can have no effect

on the setting of the threshold value, and at the same time they should not reduce the

chances of detecting an event when the values of previous PC and overnight PC are

already large. Thus, we have considered the weights w1 and w2 for the various factors

just explained above, which can influence the setting of the dynamic threshold. But these

weights may differ from market to market and it may be more appropriate to identify

the best approximate values experimentally. We have determined experimentally the

best values for these weights in the specific market that we have used as part of our

experimental work. This is illustrated in section 4.3.2.

Algorithm 3 describes the method for defining the daily dynamic threshold, which

is then used to replace the fixed threshold when employing the DC in Algorithm 1.

It takes as an input the price time-series data stream and returns the threshold as an

output. Each incoming price from the time-series data stream is examined in relation

to DC event detection. In line 2 the incoming price is checked to see whether it is an

opening price, if so, then the current day’s dynamic threshold is defined; if not, then

the price is examined for DC event detection only. Lines 3-5 deal with the first day of

the stream when an initial, fixed threshold is used for detecting DC events. Lines 6 to

27 are the core of the algorithm; they show how the daily dynamic threshold is defined

as per the above.

Determining that something significant has happened the previous day or overnight

which is performed by lines 18 and 21 of the dynamic threshold definition algorithm,

Algorithm 3. In these circumstances, we can use either Equation 4.6 or Equation 4.7

for the dynamic threshold definition. A decision tree was built using a labelled training

dataset to help make a decision of which dynamic threshold definition equation should

be used. In other words, a decision tree was built to predict when Equation 4.6 and

Equation 4.7 can be used (the training dataset and the decision tree details are shown

later in the experimental work).

4.3 Experimental Work

In the experimental work section, we employ the DC event approach to high fre-

quency time-series data streams both using our dynamic threshold definition method
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Algorithm 3: Define a Dynamic Threshold Value for DC

Input : TSstream: Time-series stream
Output: Threshold: the threshold defined value

1 for each incoming price p(t) in TSstream do
2 if p(t) is opening price then
3 if p(t) is firstday opening price then
4 threshold=fixed threshold
5 else
6 Ppopen= previous day open price
7 Ppclose= previous day close price
8 Cpopen=pt
9 if Upturn Event then

10 Ph=last high price in current upward run
11 upward PC=percentage-change(Ph, Cpopen)

12 else
13 Pl=last low price in current downward run
14 downward PC=percentage-change(Pl, Cpopen)

15 end
16 previous PC=percentage-change(Ppopen, Ppclose)
17 overnight PC=percentage-change(Ppclose, Cpopen)
18 if something noticed the overnight then
19 Threshold=up/downward PC+(overnight PC × w2)
20 else
21 if something noticed previous day then
22 Threshold=up/downward PC+(previous PC × w1)
23 else
24 Threshold=up/downward PC+(previous PC ×

w1)+(overnight PC × w2)
25 end

26 end

27 end

28 end

29 end
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and using a range of different fixed threshold values ––– to detect the occurrence of

DC events (upturn and downturn events), and then compare and discuss results. We

begin (in Sub-section 4.3.1) by describing the financial time-series stream collection and

preparation process. Then, the dynamic threshold is set in Sub-section 4.3.2. We apply

the DC approach in order to detect the occurring events in the following sub-section.

Finally, we conclude this section by analysing and discussing the events detected using

the daily defined dynamic threshold and different fixed thresholds.

4.3.1 Data Collection, Description and Preparation

In order to demonstrate the application of the DC approach and the dynamic thresh-

old algorithm, we have collected data from the FTSE 100 index minute-by-minute prices

from “Reuters Thomson One” [177], for the period from July 2015-May 2017; see Fig-

ure 4.2 for a snapshot of our collected data. The FTSE 100 index intraday prices have

been collected on a week by week basis. The FTSE 100 is the index of the largest 100

companies in the London Stock Exchange (LSE). In the prices stream, if for any reason

no price is given (a single minute price is missing), we take the previous minute price

which was received. In other words, the last captured value is carried forward when

missing data arises [178].

We chose the FTSE 100 index for our experiments because it captures the overall

performance of the LSE market. Furthermore, afterwards when we want to put together

and draw inferences from the text stream and the price time-series stream (later in

Chapter 7), the FTSE 100 prices stream could be cross-referenced to the GE 2015 text

stream and the Greece Crisis 2015 text stream, as it is directly linked to the UK General

Elections (both are, of course, based in the UK) and also to the Greece Crisis as it can

be affected by European level events.

On a minute-by-minute basis we obtained the opening, high, low, and closing prices.

As there are generally no big differences between these four prices (opening, high, low,

and closing), we take their mean average. Furthermore, in order to access and analyse

any of the time-series data streams in JAVA, we had to download the Apache POI

Java library (the Java API for Microsoft Documents) [179]. This was so that we could

access the Excel spread-sheets and read the data in their columns and cells. Then we

implemented the DC algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 to attempt to detect the DC

events which may occur.
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Figure 4.2: Excel Sheet Snap Shot for FTSE100 Data

4.3.2 Dynamic Threshold Definition

Before we can define the daily dynamic threshold, we have to decide when it is re-

quired to use either Equation 4.6 or Equation 4.7 for the dynamic threshold definition.

The determination of when to apply which of these equations (Equation 4.6 and Equa-

tion 4.7) was performed by building a J84 decision tree using a labelled training dataset

(of more than 150 days of the FTSE 100 prices from the “Reuters Thomson One” [177]

from November 2016 till May 2017), using the WEKA data mining tool [180]. J48 deci-

sion tree is the JAVA implementation of C4.5 decision tree [181] in WEKA [180]. WEKA

is a data mining toolbox consisting of a collection of machine learning algorithms, it is

open source and is written in JAVA.

For each day in the training data set we had the following: date, previous day’s

percentage change, overnight percentage change, and whether something was noticed

the previous day/overnight or not. The decision regarding whether something was

noticed the previous day/overnight or not was manually made according to whether a

news event (i.e news article) was released by the BBC News (www.bbc.co.uk) regarding

the FTSE 100 on that day or not. There were 33 news articles relating to the FTSE 100

during the training period. So, in the “News Event” column of this training dataset, we
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had 33 rows with the value “Yes” and 112 rows with the value “No”. A snapshot of the

training dataset is shown in Figure 4.3. Appendix 3 shows the list of FTSE 100 News

from the BBC during the training phase period.

The decision tree which was built is shown in Figure 4.4. If the percentage change

between the previous day’s closing price and current day’s opening price (overnight)

exceeds 0.7%, or if the percentage change between the previous day’s opening and clos-

ing prices is greater than 0.76%, then it is deemed that something of significance has

occurred the previous day or overnight. Thus Equations 4.6 or 4.7 are used to define the

threshold value for that day. The overnight percentage (0.7%) was a little lower because

it is considered a stronger indicator that something has happened, and is continuing to

happen — more than the previous day’s prices (0.76%).

Figure 4.3: “Something has Happened” Training Dataset

In addition, we had to set the weights w1 and w2 values, these weights are used to

prevent the detection of DC events in cases where metrics previos PC (which measures

the previous day price change) and overnight PC (which measures the overnight price

change) have no or very limited effect. Refer to Table 4.1 which shows the values assigned

to w1 and w2, the number of detected DC events, and the number of missed and falsely
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Figure 4.4: Something has Happened Decision Tree

identified events (if an event was detected on the same day that a FTSE 100 news

headline was published, then the event was said to be a “true” event, otherwise it was

said to be a false event). Initially we did not use any weights at all; we then gradually

increased the value of both w1 and w2 to see how this would affect the threshold and so

the events which could be detected.

w1 (previous day
weight)

w2 (overnight weight) Detected DC
events

False/Missed
events

No applied weight No applied weight 24 5
No applied weight 10% 24 5
10% No applied weight 22 3
10% 10% 22 3
10% 15% 22 3
15% 10% 20 2
15% 15% 20 2
15% 20% 20 1
20% 15% 18 4
20% 20% 18 4
20% 25% 16 5
25% 20% 18 3

Table 4.1: Weights w1 and w2 Assigning Attempts

We looked at the different values which could be used for these weights and what

these values might represent, and we concluded that the metric overnight PC can

be given a higher weight than previous PC as we are almost certain that the price

change between the previous day’s closing price and current day’s opening price will even

increase/decrease more throughout the day (that price change was identified overnight),

thus a higher weight (and therefore threshold) will still be satisfied as prices will most
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probably continue to increase/decrease. The weighting values which facilitated the most

effective detection of events (detecting events on the same day as news headlines were

released) were assigned.

Hence the weighting values which were actually assigned are as follows:

w1 = 15%

w2 = 20%

As a data stream is, as the name suggests, a continuous stream of data, and the

dynamic threshold definition requires the previous day’s prices as an input, the thresh-

old for the day on which processing starts, in the absence of the previous day’s price

information, will be set in a a-priori fashion based on the limited information available.

The threshold will be set dynamically from the second day onwards. Each day, we aim

to have a threshold value that is appropriate for detecting true or significant events.

Threshold values that are too low, which can occur after the detection of a DC event

where the values of upward/downward PC are too low, as the values of ph/pl has been

just set, may cause the process to trigger the reporting of spurious or false DC events.

In order to avoid this, a minimum threshold was applied instead to ensure that this

was avoided. In fact, none of the detected DC events were detected by that minimum

threshold value.

The proposed dynamic threshold definition method can be used with real-time or

near real-time data since the calculations depends only on the previous day’s prices and

the current day’s opening price. Hence, as an API streams the prices, each streamed

price is examined in turn, if it is an opening price then the dynamic threshold is defined

and used for that day, otherwise the price is only examined for the purpose of DC event

detection.

4.3.3 Applying the DC Event Approach

We ran an experiment on the FTSE 100 minute-by-minute data stream which was

yielded from the period July 2015 until the end of February 2016. A dynamic threshold

was defined daily and was used to detect the occurrence of DC events. Verifying the

occurrence of events is not a straightforward matter, and for the purposes of this work

we examined and cross-referenced the DC events with events which were mentioned in

published news headlines from the BBC News (www.bbc.co.uk) regarding the FTSE 100

index. If a DC event was detected on the same day that a news headline was published,
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Figure 4.5: DC Detected Events from July 2015-Feb 2016

then the event was said to be a true event. In Appendix 4, we present the list of News

Headlines (in Table A4.1) appearing in the BBC News for the FTSE 100 index in the

period from July 2015 until February 2016.

During the investigation period we were able to detect 20 DC events from the minute-

by-minute prices stream using a daily dynamically defined threshold values, ranging from

0.014- 0.071. Figure 4.5 shows the FTSE 100 index for the investigated period; here,

each event is shown by a black triangle. Generally DC events alternate, the algorithm

does not detect two of the same type of event sequentially (e.g. two downward events),

but the latter will still be showing as an OS event. However, all the detected DC events,

using the dynamic threshold, matched news items relating to the FTSE 100 which were

published in major news outlets.

An event may be missed if the defined threshold value is too large and so is never

exceeded by the data which is being received. However, if prices continue to increase

or decrease an event may still be detected as the threshold value will change from the

beginning of the next day. Thus, in order to avoid large threshold values if something

significant has occurred the previous day and/or overnight, we consider either the per-

centage change generated by the previous day’s or by the overnight prices to define the

threshold value (Equations 4.6 and 4.7).

Furthermore, events may be missed if the price drastically changes immediately after

the opening price has been reported (a sudden price change); this will result in a defined
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threshold value that is not able to capture or reflect the actual prices encountered, and

so events may be missed. Consider Figure 4.6 for instance, where the prices are intensely

falling after the opening price on 4th Jan 2016. Dealing with this issue (a sudden price

Figure 4.6: After Opening Intense Price Change

change after opening price) by postponing the definition of the dynamic threshold value

until the fifth minute-by-minute value after the opening price, and use the average of

the first five (per minute) prices instead of the opening price by itself. We chose the first

five minutes only, because we did not want to delay the definition of the threshold any

longer than this — as it may cause other issues to come to the fore such as delaying the

detection of an event. At the same time, if no sudden price change occurs, taking the

average of the five minute-by-minute prices does not effect large changes to the threshold

value, as the prices do not diverge significantly from the opening price. We were able

to detect events in a more timely fashion when we considered the first five minute-by-

minute prices in this way, instead of just the opening price alone. In addition and as

a precautionary step in case a sudden price change does take place during the day, we

kept track of the streamed prices (on a minute-by-minute basis). Thus the process can

react if any such changes do indeed occur. Hence, we considered the percentage change

between the current day’s opening price and each minute-by-minute price. Once a price

change is noticed, we use the defined threshold regardless of its value (no minimum

threshold value is required).
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4.3.4 Discussion

In this sub-section, we show whether events are more effectively detected with a

static threshold value or with a daily dynamic defined one. We looked at four different

fixed threshold values (randomly chosen): the 3% threshold, which is considerably a low

value, the 4% and 5% thresholds, which are medium sized, and lastly the 6% which can

be considered a high threshold value. Fixed thresholds below 3% were not examined,

because we want the number of detected DC events to be not far away from the number

of published News events (i.e. News articles). As too low fixed threshold are easily

satisfied, and so will detect more events.

Figure 4.7 demonstrates the DC events detected by the use of the 0.03 fixed threshold

value; there were 22 DC events relating to the period from July 2015-Feb 2016. The

use of the 0.04 fixed threshold resulted in 14 DC events for the same period, see Figure

4.8. Furthermore, Figure 4.9 shows the DC events detected by the use of the 0.05 fixed

threshold; there were 12 DC events for the same period. With the use of the 0.06 fixed

threshold, the number of DC events drops to just 10, see Figure to 4.10.

Figure 4.7: DC Detected Events from July 2015-Feb 2016 by the 3% Fixed Thresold

In the following sub-sections, we show some snapshots relating to the investigated

period and discuss the detected DC events and findings. We will show different cases

by looking at the DC events which were detected using our dynamic defined threshold,

and also those which were detected using a number of different fixed threshold values.

In addition, we show the news events which were published along with the dates they
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Figure 4.8: DC Detected Events from July 2015-Feb 2016 by the 4% Fixed Thresold

were published via the BBC News (www.bbc.co.uk) — regarding the FTSE 100 index.

4.3.4.1 Low Fixed Threshold Values May Detect Transit Events

A snapshot of the DC events detected from the period 30/9/2015 until 30/10/2015 is

shown in Figure 4.11. A single upturn event was detected using our dynamic threshold;

this was detected using the fixed thresholds as well.

Event 1 (an upturn event) was detected on 1st Oct using the 0.03 and the 0.04 fixed

thresholds; also that day, an item of news was published regarding the FTSE 100 price

decrease which occurred from noon until the end of the day’s trading. The detected

event was an upturn event (due to a price increase); however, the news item related to a

FTSE 100 price decrease2, refer to Figure 4.11 to see the price decrease which happened

on the 1st Oct. Furthermore, using the 0.05 fixed threshold, an event was detected on

the 2nd Oct. The 0.06 fixed threshold detected an upturn event on the 5th Oct, and

later that day at 15:30 this upturn was detected using our dynamic threshold (which

was at 0.071); at the release of the closing price that day, a FTSE 100 price increase

was published in the news3. Using the 0.03 and 0.04 fixed thresholds an upturn event

was detected even though the prices in general on the day in question were going down.

Also, the 0.05 threshold detected an upturn event just before an attested, sharp FTSE

100 price increase took effect. Event 1 (an upturn event) was detected on the same

day that the news event was published by only two of the experimental set-ups: the
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Figure 4.9: DC Detected Events from July 2015-Feb 2016 by the 5% Fixed Thresold

0.06 fixed threshold and our dynamic threshold. At the time of this event, our dynamic

threshold was high as a result of the percentage change between the last lowest price

(Pl = 5878.71), reached on 29th Sept at 8:09, and the current day’s (5th Oct) opening

price (Cpopen = 6182.21). Additionally the percentage change between previous day’s

(2nd Oct) closing price (Ppclose = 6131.51) and the current day’s (5th Oct) opening

price (the average of the first five minute-minute-by-minute prices was 6231.70) which

had accumulated overnight was 0.016, hence the threshold on 5th Oct was 0.0712, and

it was exceeded at 15:30 by a price of 6299.13.

4.3.4.2 Fixed Thresholds May Detect Events Before or After Prices Change

Another snapshot of the DC events detected from the period 1/12/2015 until 31/12/2015

is shown in Figure 4.12. Two events (a downturn and an upturn event) were detected

using our dynamic threshold and also via most of the fixed thresholds (except for the

0.06 threshold which only detected a single DC event).

Event 2 (a downturn event) was detected using our dynamic threshold (which was

set as 0.016) on 3rd Dec at 15:06 (the same day at closing price the first piece of news

regarding the FTSE 100 price decrease was released4). Moreover an event was detected

by the 0.03 fixed threshold on the 4th Dec, and was detected on the 8th Dec by the

2http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34401041
3http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34441540
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Figure 4.10: DC Detected Events from July 2015-Feb 2016 by the 6% Fixed Thresold

Figure 4.11: October 2015 DC Detected Events using our dynamic and fixed thresolds

0.04 fixed threshold, finally on 10th Dec an event was detected using the 0.05 fixed

threshold (the second piece of news regarding the price decrease was released5). As,

however, according to the use of the 0.06 threshold, the FTSE 100 stream was already

on a downward run, no event was detected via this. The third item of news which was

released in relation to Event 2 (a FTSE 100 price decrease) was published on the 11th

Dec after the closing price was released - prices were again reducing sharply6. None of
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Figure 4.12: December 2015 DC Detected Events using our dynamic and fixed thresolds

the fixed thresholds we looked at were able to detect the downturn event in a timely

manner and where a fixed threshold was used, the event was detected essentially between

the release of the first and the second item of news.

Event 3 (an upturn event) was detected using the dynamic threshold (which was

set as 0.023) on the 15th Dec at 14:42, and the first news reference to this event was

released on the same day, after the closing price had been given7. Using the 0.03 fixed

threshold, this upturn event was detected one day after the first piece of news had been

published (the second piece of news regarding the price increase was released8), and

using the 0.04 threshold it was detected two days after the first piece of news had been

published. The 0.05 and 0.06 thresholds each detected an upturn event on the same

day that the third related item of news was released (on the 23rd Dec), which was six

days after the publication of the first item of news9. Furthermore, a fourth item of news

was released concerning this FTSE 100 price increase on the 29th Dec10. The first item

of news regarding the price increase was released on the same day that the dynamic

4http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34992913
5http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35059626
6http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35070184
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Figure 4.13: Feb 2016 DC Detected Events using our dynamic and fixed thresolds

threshold detected Event 3.

4.3.4.3 Dynamic Thresholds Can Effectively Spot Price Changes

A third and final snapshot of the DC detected events from the period 1/2/2016 till

19/2/2016 is shown in Figure 4.13. Once more, two events were detected using our

dynamic threshold and using the fixed thresholds. Event 4 (a downturn event) was

detected by the use of our dynamic threshold (which was set as 0.021) on 2nd February

at 8:36, and later that day the event was also detected by the use of the 0.03 fixed

threshold. The first related piece of news regarding this FTSE 100 price decrease11

was published on the same day, once the closing price had been released. Moreover, on

the 3rd Feb, this event 4 was detected by the use of the 0.04 and 0.05 fixed thresholds

(one day after the first piece of news had been published). Lastly, on 8th Feb an event

was detected by the use of the 0.06 fixed threshold, and on the same day and at the

time of the release of the closing price the second news item regarding this FTSE 100

price decrease was published12. A third item of news regarding this price decrease was

released on 9th Feb at closing price13. Event 4 (a downturn event) was detected on

7http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35100085
8http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35110494
9http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35166667

10http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35192384
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the same day that the first news event was published only by the use of our dynamic

threshold and the use of a 0.03 fixed threshold.

Event 5 (an upturn event) was detected by the use of the 0.03 fixed threshold on

12th Feb, and on the same date it was detected by the use of our dynamic threshold

(which was set as 0.032). The first item of news regarding this FTSE 100 price increase

was published on the same date once the closing price had been released14. Event 5 was

detected by the use of the 0.04, 0.05, and 0.06 fixed thresholds on the 15th Feb, and

the second item of news regarding this price increase was published on that same date

once the closing price had been released15. In addition a third item of news regarding

this increase was published on the 17th Feb once the closing price for this day had been

released16. The Upturn event (Event 5) was detected with our dynamic threshold on the

same day that the first news item was published regarding this FTSE 100 price increase.

All the DC events detected by the use of the dynamic threshold matched news

headlines — which were published on the same day that the DC event was discovered

at the closing price (22 News events in total in Appendix 4 reporting the first price

increase/decrease). While with the fixed thresholds we looked at, only a few of the de-

tected DC events matched news events, in most cases, the detected DC events identified

either before or after a news event was published. Table 4.2 shows an analysis of the

detected DC events for the different thresholds used (fixed and dynamic), specifically, it

shows true and false detected events and sets the precision and recall values. In more de-

tails, all the identified DC events by the dynamic threshold were true events (matching

news headlines reporting the first price increase/decrease), precision score was 1 and the

recall score was 0.9 (only 2 events were missed1718). The 0.03 fixed threshold resulted in

the detection of even more events (22 events) than the dynamic threshold (20 events),

but 10 out of those 22 DC events were detected either significantly before or signifi-

cantly after the news event was published, precision and recall score was 54%. The use

of the 0.04 fixed threshold, on the other hand, resulted in more DC events being false

than “true” events (only 5 out of the 14 detected DC events were true events, precision

score was 35%). Thus, the use of this threshold resulted in 9 out of the 14 DC events

11http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35470062
12http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35520828
13http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35530328
14http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35558163
15http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35577308
16http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35593629
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Threshold
Type

Detected
DC Events

True
Events

False
Events

Precision Recall

Dynamic 20 20 0 20/20=1 20/22=0.9

Fixed
(0.03)

22 12 10 12/22=0.54 12/22=0.54

Fixed
(0.04)

14 5 9 5/14=0.35 5/22=0.22

Fixed
(0.05)

12 5 7 5/12=0.42 5/22=0.22

Fixed
(0.06)

10 3 7 3/10=0.3 3/22=0.14

Table 4.2: Dynamic and Fixed Thresholds Detected DC Events Analysis

detected being unmatched by news reports. In addition, only 2 out of those 9 events

were late detected, in that they matched news events but not items which corresponded

to the first release of news regarding a price increase or decrease. With the use of the

0.05 fixed threshold, more than half of the known DC events were false — 7 out of the

12 attested DC events were incorrect (only 3 out of those 7 events were late detected,

in that they matched news items but not items which corresponded to the first news

published regarding a particular price increase or decrease). Both fixed thresholds 0.04

and 0.05 missed the same number of news events, recall score was 22%. Finally, the use

of the 0.06 fixed threshold missed 70% of the detected DC events (precision score was

30%), 7 out of the 10 detected DC events were false events (6 out of those 7 events were

late detected, in that they matched news events but not an item which represented the

first published news regarding a particular price increase or decrease).

We have shown that in most cases the use of fixed thresholds fail to detect DC events

which directly correspond to published news events. Fixed thresholds often result in the

detection of a DC event either before or after its occurrence, because only the fixed

threshold criteria is considered. On the contrary, the use of our dynamic threshold was

able to detect DC events on the same day that news events were released. The dynamic

threshold is defined daily and is flexible, it sometimes takes a low value and at other

times it takes a large value. Furthermore, using dynamic threshold values events were

generally detected on the same day as they were when small fixed threshold values were

used (or even before), and at other times events were detected on the same day that the

17http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34785068
18http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35966896
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use of big fixed threshold values caused them to be detected (or even after). However,

the main determinants of the daily dynamic threshold values are the previous day’s and

the overnight price changes.

4.4 Summary

This chapter presented the dynamic threshold DC definition algorithm, which can

replace the fixed a-priori given threshold, and is suitable for markets that are operating

over specific opening and closing times. The defined dynamic threshold is flexible and is

more suitable for dynamic and volatile environments such as financial time-series data

streams. A fixed threshold has always been the case in the DC [6, 36–38,42–50,134].

In more detail, we have shown the applicability of the DC approach on price time-

series data streams, especially, when employed with daily dynamic defined thresholds.

An event is detected by DC when a price change between two relatively extreme values

(the current price p(t) and either (ph/pl), depending on the type of DC event) exceeds

the given threshold value. Our dynamic threshold is defined on a daily basis once the

current day’s opening price has been received, and is used on that day for detecting DC

events. The dynamic threshold is basically defined on the basis of the previous day’s

price transitions and the current day’s first 5 minute-by-minute prices. Depending on

the previous day and/or overnight price change the suitable dynamic threshold definition

method is used. A decision tree using a labelled training dataset is built to set the values

for the previous day and overnight extreme price changes.

Experiments were conducted on a minute-by-minute price time-series stream to de-

tect the occurrence of DC events using different fixed thresholds and also our daily

dynamically defined one. The events which were detected were evaluated against what

was published on the same day by a major news outlet regarding the particular stock

or share in question. If the detected event was found on the same day that a relevant

news headline was published, then it was said a true event, otherwise it was said to be

a spurious or false event.

The results show that the use of a dynamic threshold leads to more accurately

identified events than does the use of various fixed threshold values. Our dynamic

threshold, used with the DC approach, facilitated the detection of DC events with

different magnitudes, which is not applicable to the use of fixed thresholds, and so
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this is inherently an improvement. This work extends and further enhances the DC

approach and is new with regards taking into account additional pertinent information

to set up a dynamic threshold instead of a fixed one which facilitates more accurate

event identification in a continuously changing market environment.



Chapter 5

DC Based Trading Strategy with

Dynamic Thresholds

5.1 Introduction

Identifying significant price movements is crucial in financial markets as these price

changes represent investment opportunities. Traditional methods for observing price

fluctuations in financial markets are based on changes as related to physical time; such

measures depend on a fixed time period of the trading session (e.g., daily closing price),

however this fails to capture the full nature of the price movement activity, and hence

important fluctuations may be missed which could present an opportunity to trade

[34, 131]. This is so despite financial data (i.e. transactions) being recorded at higher

level of detail ––– described as HFD.

Thus, it is very difficult and challenging to observe and track price movements in

high frequency time-series data streams consisting of intraday prices (HFD) when using

a physical time scale. This is because such a time-scale depends on a fixed time period

(a chosen time unit). A more flexible approach to time intervals should be taken.

Furthermore, it is difficult to review the entire market’s history, when streams of time-

series data are arriving in almost real-time and at high velocity. Such analysis is made

even more difficult by the fact that such data streams are essentially of an unbounded

size.

As the experimental work has shown in the previous chapter, when using fixed

threshold values with the DC approach, some events may be missed, or inaccurately

identified (perhaps at the wrong time). This in essence means that the use of fixed

104
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thresholds could result in the missing of trading opportunities, and would therefore

have an impact on the profits generated by a strategy based on them.

Hence in this chapter, we want to further evaluate the daily dynamically defined

threshold value (presented in chapter 4). Using the dynamic threshold with the DC

approach has led to the detection of events in a timely manner; this means that the

DC events were detected on the same day that a news headline relating to them was

published. The next natural step would then be to consider if the DC dynamic threshold

algorithm can be used as part of a trading strategy. Thus, when a DC event is detected

(a price change is spotted), then a trading opportunity (buying or selling) is opened up.

A successful trade is one which takes place at the right time, at an advantageous

final price. The determination of the most profitable threshold value has always been

an issue in relation to the DC approach when applied with trading strategies. Different

studies have considered a number of different ways for specifying the best threshold

value: for example, as in [37, 38, 52]. The authors of [38] proposed a trading strategy

which combines the DC approach with a Genetic Programming (GP) algorithm. More

specifically, the GP algorithm combines the use of a number of different threshold values

to present a trading strategy. They found that a combination of multiple thresholds

helps to focus buy or sell strategies at more favourable times.

Another effort was a trading strategy named the Directional-Change Trading (DCT1)

which was proposed in [37]. The main idea was based on a learning process from his-

torical data; where the most profitable trading strategy (Trend Following or Contrarian

Trading) and threshold value are found before actually trading in the market.

Trend Following (TF) [182] is a rule-based trading technique where buying and

selling orders are made according to the market trend; it neither forecasts nor predicts

the market movement. The TF requires that the trading rules are set up prior to

trading; once a trend is identified, the trading rules are activated until the next trend is

identified. Basically a TF trader makes a buy order when the prices are increasing, and a

sell order when the prices are falling. The Contrary Trading (CT) is a rule-based trading

technique; however, it acts in the opposite way with regard to the trend direction. More

specifically, a CT trader makes a sell order when the prices are increasing, and a buy

order when the prices are falling.

More recent work in [36] presented a contrarian trading strategy based on the DC

concept named the Backlash Agent (BA). Instead of finding the most profitable thresh-
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old value, they introduced two new threshold values (Down− ind and Up− ind). In a

downward run, if an Overshoot Value (OSV ) is less than a threshold called Down− ind,

then a buy order is made. The order is closed when the DC of the next upturn event is

confirmed. The opposite happens when there is an upward run; if the OSV value exceeds

a given threshold (Up− ind) then a sell order is made; while the order is closed when a

new DC event (downturn event) is encountered. Equation 5.1 describes how the OSV

is defined, where theta is the static threshold value, and PDCC∗ is the highest/lowest

price during an upward/downward OS event.

OSV =
( (Pt−PDCC∗)

PDCC∗
)

theta
(5.1)

As it was difficult to find the most profitable value for the thresholds Down−ind and

Up−ind, the authors tried to automatically set it by applying 100 Down−ind/Up−ind

values on a training dataset prior to trading. The value whose adoption resulted in the

highest profits was chosen as the most suitable value for the threshold Down−ind/Up−

ind and was then used when actually trading in the period under consideration.

In this chapter, we present a trading strategy that is based on the DC approach along

with using a daily dynamic defined threshold value (based on what has happened the

previous day) to replace the fixed given one. We consider a DC event as an opportunity

for trading – as a price change is identified by such an event. Thus, once a DC event is

detected and a price increase/decrease is noticed, then a trading action is activated. The

trading decision, either buying or selling, depends on the previous day’s price transitions.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, (Section 5.2) we

show how the DC approach and the previous day’s price change (short term history) are

used to define the trading strategy trading rules. Section 5.3 presents the experimental

work, where we describe, discuss and analyse both the experiments conducted and the

findings. The chapter ends with a summary and conclusions in Section 5.4.

5.2 The Dynamic Threshold-Trading Strategy Rules

We introduce a trading strategy that is based on the DC approach, our dynamically

defined threshold, and a consideration of what happened the previous day (the short
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term history). We wanted to take advantage of what has occurred the previous day

before trading; thus we consider the previous day’s price change as an indication of the

type of trading to be adopted (either CT or TF). For example, when we are experiencing

an upward run and the previous day’s price change (price increase) was large, then it

is a selling opportunity rather than a buying opportunity, since the price has already

increased significantly. Hence, we consider a large price change as a contrarian trading

strategy opportunity.

If the price change that occurred the previous day or overnight was extreme, then

we follow a CT strategy (as prices are becoming too high or too low depending on the

trend, and we do not want to miss that opportunity), and if not, then we follow a TF

trading strategy.

Whenever an OS event starts during either a downward run or an upward run, we

keep track of every price change within that trend (every ph/pl price change). If the

change in either ph/pl has been tracking an extreme event during the previous day, then

the change of price is assumed to be large, and so we adopt a CT trading strategy. In

particular, if the price change was in pl (price decrease), then it is a buying opportunity

as prices are becoming excessively low, otherwise if it is in ph (representing a price

increase) then it is a selling opportunity as price are becoming excessively high. In

contrast, if a price change was only identified in ph/pl with nothing special identified

during the previous day, then we follow a TF trading strategy. Finally, if the price

change was in pl (a price decrease), then it is a selling opportunity, otherwise if it is

in ph (a price increase), then it is a buying opportunity. Consider for instance in a

downward run the previous day closing price was 5954 and the current day’s opening

price is 5885 (overnight price change was 1.14%). So, once the pl value is changed (pl

is updated whenever the current price p(t) is lower than the last pl value), a buying

trading action is triggered rather than selling, this is because the overnight price change

was big and the prices are decreasing sharply.

In general, if all the money and shares available are used when trading, only a single

trading action can take place for every trend (no sequential trading actions, i.e., 2 buy

or 2 sell trades), since all the money or shares have already been used. However, a

positive thing about our trading strategy is the ability to continue trading even if all

the money or shares have already been used, as the next trading action might be the

opposite way. Hence, if we have already traded and then suddenly the prices sharply
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decrease or increase, we may still be able to take an action and benefit from that price

change. This is in contrast to other trading strategies which use the whole amount of

money or shares, and cannot take further advantage of a big price change opportunity, as

the trading rule that they are using has already been satisfied, and the money or shares

available have already been consumed. In summary, when using our trading strategy,

more trading actions can continue to be executed, even if the same trend is continuing

and the previous action has used all the money or shares available.

The previous day’s price change is said to be extreme if the percentage change in re-

lation to what happened the previous day (between the previous day opening and closing

price, previous PC) or happened overnight (between the previous day closing price and

current day opening price, overnight PC) was greater than previous v/overnight v.

The previous v is a value that determines whether the price change encountered the

previous day is significant or not, the overnight v, on the other hand, determines the

significant overnight price change. They are set by building a decision tree on a training

dataset, more details regarding the training phase are shown later in the experimental

work.

The DT-TS trading rules are as follows:

In a Downward run and during an OS event:

Rule 1: If (overnight PC > overnight v) or (previous PC > previous v) then

generate a buy order.

If the percentage change between the previous day closing price and current day opening

price is greater than overnight v or the percentage change between the previous day

opening and closing price is greater than previous v, then generate a buy order.

Rule 2: If (p(t) < pl), then generate a sell order.

If the current price is less than the lowest reached price, then generate a sell order.

In an Upward run and during an OS event:

Rule 1: If (overnight PC > previous v) or (previous PC > previous v) then

generate a sell order.

If the percentage change between the previous day closing price and current day opening

price is greater than overnight v or the percentage change between the previous day

opening and closing price is greater than previous v, then generate a sell order.

Rule 2: If (p(t) > ph), then generate a buy order.

If the current price is greater than the highest reached price, then generate a buy order.
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Algorithm 4 shows the DT-TS trading rules, which are triggered with every price

change in ph/pl during the course of the DC approach. Lines 2-11 relate to being in

a downward OS, while lines 13-22 relate to being in a an upward OS. In summary,

through the DT-TS, a trading action is opened up, if there is a price change during the

OS period, if not then the next incoming price is examined. The type of trading to be

applied (either CT or TF) depends on the previous day’s circumstances. A trading rule

is satisfied, if there is a sufficient number of monetary units or shares. The trading rule

is closed when the confirmation point of the next DC event is encountered.

Algorithm 4: The DT-TS Trading Rules

Input : TSstream: Time-series stream
1 for each incoming price p(t) in TSstream do
2 if (Downward OS) then
3 if p(t) < pl then
4 if (overnight PC > overnight v or previous PC > previous− v)

then
5 trading = CT
6 else
7 trading = TF
8 end

9 else
10 examine Next p(t)
11 end

12 else
13 if (Upward OS) then
14 if p(t) > ph then
15 if (overnight PC > overnight v or previous PC > previous v)

then
16 trading = CT
17 else
18 trading = TF
19 end

20 else
21 examine Next p(t)
22 end

23 end

24 end

25 end
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5.3 Experimental Work

In this section, we want to demonstrate the applicability of our trading strategy

(the DT-TS) when used in conjunction with the DC approach on a minute-by-minute

prices stream. We want to show that using dynamic thresholds when trading is more

profitable than using fixed thresholds.

We have collected the FTSE 100 minute-by-minute prices from Reuters Thomson

One [177] from July 2015 till end of October 2016. FTSE 100 is the index of the 100

largest companies in the LSE. The LSE operates on week days from 8 am until 4:30 pm.

We obtained the opening, high, low, and closing prices on a minute-by-minute basis. As

there are generally no large differences between these four prices (opening, high, low,

and closing), we take their average.

In this research and for simplicity, the same money management approach in [36,37,

51,183] is adopted, which is the following: whenever a buy order is activated we use the

entire amount of money available (use 100% of cash available when buying), and with sell

orders we sell all the available shares (use 100% of shares available when selling). In the

applied experiments, we initially start trading with 100k monetary units and zero shares.

Additionally at this stage transaction costs (if any) are not taken into consideration. We

name our trading strategy, when combined with our dynamic threshold, the DT-TS,

and when it is combined with a fixed threshold, the Fixed Threshold Trading Strategy

(FT-TS).

Next, we employ the DT-TS trading rules on a training phase and a testing phase.

Using the training dataset, we set the values of when something extreme has been

noticed the previous day and/or overnight. By the testing set, on the other hand, we

test these values with our dynamic defined threshold (the DT-TS) and different fixed

threshold values (the FT-TS) along with applying that time-series stream to other

trading strategies (CT, TF, and Backlash Agent (BA) [36]) in order to further explore

their behaviour. We conclude this section by evaluating the performance of the DT-TS

against different fixed thresholds and other trading strategies.

5.3.1 Training phase

In order to set the previous v and overnight v values, we trained our trading model

on a training dataset extracted from the FTSE 100 stream from July 2015 until end
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Figure 5.1: Detected DC Events from July 2015- March 2016

of March 2016. Figure 5.1 illustrates the training period and the events which were

detected using the DC approach along with our daily dynamic defined threshold. We

were able to detect 22 DC events using thresholds values ranging from (0.014-0.071).

In the figure, each DC event is represented by a black dot.

Thus, the previous v and overnight v values were determined as a result of building

a J84 Decision Tree to the training dataset. J48 is the Java implementation of C4.5 [181]

in WEKA [180]. WEKA is an open source data mining toolbox written in JAVA and

consisting of a collection of machine learning algorithms. We used more than 36 weeks

of FTSE 100 minute-by-minute prices as our training dataset (from July 2015 until

end of March 2016), refer to Figure 5.2 for a snapshot of the training dataset. Each

minute of the training dataset has the following information: date and time, share price,

percentage change between previous day’s opening and closing prices (previous PC),

percentage change between previous day’s closing and the current day’s opening price

(overnight PC), whether this datum is an event confirmation point or not, whether this

datum is an overshoot period and ph/pl has changed, and finally the trading decision.

The trading decision can be either “next p(t)” (which means no trading takes place and

wait for the next minute price), or TF, or CT. Figure 5.3 shows the decision tree which

was built for extracting our trading strategy trading rules from the training dataset.

From the built decision tree in figure 5.3, we can conclude that the overnight v
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Figure 5.2: The DT-TS Training Dataset for Building the Trading Strategy Decision
Tree

Figure 5.3: Trading Strategy Decision Tree

was set to 0.7% and the previous v was set to 0.8%. Hence, the overnight and/or the

previous day’s price change is said to be extreme, if the overnight PC was greater than

0.7%, or if the previous PC was greater than 0.8%.

In addition, we ran the found trading strategy rules using different fixed thresholds

(FT-TS). We tried a small fixed threshold (3%), some medium sized thresholds (4%

and 5%), and a larger fixed threshold (6%), Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 in the previous

chapter (Chapter 4) show the DC events which were detected from July 2015-Feb 2016

using the static thresholds 3%, 4%, 5%, and 6% respectively. In addition, we tried

different trading strategies (CT, TF, and BA [36]) to further compare the profitability

and the number of trading actions taking place — between our proposed trading strategy
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and the other strategies. The profitability is measured at the end of a trading period by

removing the gross loss (Gloss) of all losing trades from the gross profit (Gprofit) of

all winning trades, see Equation 5.2. In the last section of the Experimental Work, we

use other performance evaluation metrics to further measure the DT-TS performance.

TNprofit = Gprofit−Gloss (5.2)

Table 5.1 reveals the profitability of each threshold, along with the number of de-

tected DC events, the applied trading strategy, and lastly the number of trading actions

taking place. It is clear that the dynamic threshold when used with our trading strat-

egy (DT-TS) outperforms all the fixed thresholds which were examined and all other

investigated trading strategies (FT-TS, CT, TF, and BA) —- with a profitability per-

centage of 65%. In general, using the DC approach, low threshold values lead to the

detection of more events than larger thresholds, as the former are more easily exceeded

than the latter. The more events which are detected, the more the trading actions which

could take place, and so the higher the profits which could be reached.

Furthermore, Table 5.1 shows that the same number of detected DC events were

yielded by the use of the dynamic threshold and by the use of the 0.03 fixed thresh-

old (22 events), and when using our trading approach the number of trading actions

facilitated by the use of the 0.03 threshold (FT-TS) were greater than the number fa-

cilitated by our dynamic threshold (DT-TS); 42 trading actions were facilitated by the

DT-TS in contrast to 45 trading actions facilitated by the 0.03 FT-TS. However the

dynamic threshold used with our trading strategy DT-TS was more profitable (65%)

than the 0.03 fixed threshold FT-TS (62%) even though, using our dynamic threshold,

the number of trading actions which took place were less. This was due to events being

detected in a more timely fashion with our dynamic threshold, and so trading actions

took place at better points in time and with better prices. Other fixed thresholds (0.04,

0.05, and 0.06) used with FT-TS, as shown in table 5.1 were less profitable because

the number of detected events were less. However, the FT-TS still performs well com-

pared to the other investigated trading strategies (CT, TF, and BA) when using fixed

thresholds. The 0.03 threshold had the highest profitability percentage of 62% using the

FT-TS, while the 0.04 threshold had the highest profitability percentage of 52% (with

14 detected DC events) using the FT-TS. The highest profitability percentage yielded
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Threshold No. events Trading No. Tradings Profits

Dynamic 22

DT-TS 42 65%

CT 23 34%

TF 23 33%

BA 23 38%

0.03 (Fixed) 22

FT-TS 45 62%

CT 22 13%

TF 23 42%

BA 23 38%

0.04 (Fixed) 14

FT-TS 38 52%

CT 14 12%

TF 15 21%

BA 12 44%

0.05 (Fixed) 12

FT-TS 30 41%

CT 12 17%

TF 13 7%

BA 12 44%

0.06 (Fixed) 10

FT-TS 23 38%

CT 10 21%

TF 11 -2%

BA 9 40%

Table 5.1: Training Period Analysis Using the Minute-by-Minute Prices Stream

by the use of the 0.05 threshold was 44% (with 12 detected DC events) using the BA

(the FT-TS profits was 41%), and the highest profitability percentage yielded by the

use of the 0.06 threshold was 40% (with 10 detected DC events) using the BA trading

strategies (the FT-TS profits was 38%).

Table 5.1 demonstrates that the CT trading strategy performs better with high

threshold values rather than with lower ones. While the TF trading strategy, on the

other hand, performs better with low threshold values rather than with higher ones.

This is because with the TF it is preferable to detect an event as early as possible

(which is possible with small threshold values), as the trend is expected to continue in

the same direction, thus the trading action taken tries to prevent losses when the prices

are decreasing and increases the profits when the prices are rising. Using the CT in

contrast, it is preferable to detect the event when the peak has almost been reached

(which is possible using big threshold values), which means a sell action when prices are
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rising, and a buy action when prices are dropping. CT performed best with the 0.06

threshold and TF performed best with the 0.03 threshold value.

The BA trading strategy [36] was applied to our training set to find the most prof-

itable down-ind and up-ind threshold values, which then were used to trade on the

testing dataset.

Using our dynamic threshold it was not possible to find the most profitable value (as

a single value) of down-ind and up-ind from the training dataset to be used when trading

on the testing dataset. This is because we have a different threshold value every single

day, which results in there being a different value for the down-ind and up-ind every

single day as well. In order to deal with this issue, we first calculate the mean of the

dynamic threshold values, which were in the range 0.014-0.071 (the dynamic thresholds’

mean was 0.0281), then for that mean, we found the value of down-ind and up-ind.

Accordingly, the values of down-ind and up-ind for the mean of the daily calculated

threshold values were -0.16 and 0.28 respectively.

Using the 0.03 fixed threshold, the down-ind and up-ind values were -0.11 and 0.18

respectively. While using the 0.04 fixed threshold, down-ind and up-ind were -0.35 and

0.43 respectively. The 0.05 fixed threshold down-ind and up-ind values were -0.17 and

0.14 respectively. Lastly the 0.06 fixed threshold down-ind and up-ind values were -0.54

and 0.17 respectively.

5.3.2 Testing Phase

In order to test our trading strategy, we applied the trading rules which were discov-

ered, alongside our dynamic threshold (the DT-TS) on a testing dataset of the FTSE

100 minute-by-minute prices for the period from April 2016 until the end of October

2016, and we also, once more, tested with four different fixed thresholds FT-TS (0.03,

0.04, 0.05, and 0.06) as well. Furthermore we evaluated our trading strategy’s profitabil-

ity against the CT, TF, and BA trading strategies. We initially started the trading

strategy with 100k monetary units and zero shares. Figure 5.4 illustrates the DC events

detected during the testing period using our dynamic threshold; DC events are shown

as small black dots.

It is clear that the number of detected DC events across the testing period is small;

this is because the market prices were almost going in the same direction (prices were

gradually rising), refer to figure 5.4. However half of the detected events (8 out of 16
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Figure 5.4: Detected DC Events from April-Oct 2016 (Testing Period)

events) took place in June 2016 –––the month of the EU Referendum. This explains

why the profitability percentage is generally not high, as Brexit fears were growing.

Figure 5.5 shows a bar chart comparing the profitability in the training set with the

profitability in the testing sets and how our trading strategy, when used with a dynamic

threshold (DT-TS), outperformed the other trading strategies which were investigated.

In addition, with respect to the testing dataset, our trading strategy with our dynamic

threshold (DT-TS) once more outperformed the use of the fixed thresholds which were

trialled and the other investigated trading strategies (FT-TS, CT, TF, and BA) with

47% profits, refer to Table 5.2.

Figure 5.5: Profitability Comparision between Training and Testing sets

Figure 5.6 provides a bar chart showing the profitability in the testing period for all

investigated thresholds and trading strategies. It is noticeable that our trading strategy

with our dynamic threshold (DT-TS) gained the highest profits among all the thresh-
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Threshold No. events Trading No. Tradings Profits

Dynamic 16

DT-TS 33 47%

CT 16 23%

TF 16 23%

BA 16 21%

0.03 (Fixed) 10

FT-TS 16 35%

CT 10 18%

TF 10 20%

BA 10 20%

0.04 (Fixed) 10

FT-TS 15 14%

CT 10 29%

TF 10 8%

BA 10 20%

0.05 (Fixed) 4

FT-TS 9 17%

CT 4 13%

TF 4 10%

BA 4 12%

0.06 (Fixed) 4

FT-TS 8 16%

CT 4 17%

TF 4 10%

BA 0 0%

Table 5.2: Testing Set Analysis Using the Minute-by-Minute Prices Stream

olds and all the trading strategies. Our trading strategy with fixed thresholds (FT-TS)

performed also well and was more profitable than most other trading strategies. This

was so except in relation to the CT trading strategy when used with a 0.04 fixed thresh-

old. The latter set-up was more profitable with 29% profits (an outlier). Using the 0.04

fixed threshold with our trading strategy (FT-TS), 3 out of the 10 detected DC events

triggered the TF trading actions, and 7 DC events on the other hand triggered the CT

trading action. Three sequential events which triggered CT trading actions (all influ-

enced by the EU referendum and Brexit) were not actioned since there was insufficient

cash for buying or shares for selling. After each CT trading action (the unsatisfied CT

trading action), on the next day, prices were still rising or falling depending on the event

but with nothing special happening the previous day, hence this triggered a TF trading

action to take place, which in turns prevented the next CT trading action (belonging

to the next DC event) from being satisfied.
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Figure 5.6: Profitability Comparision between Trading Strategies in the Testing set

In general, we do not want to miss a CT trading action because we are certain

something has happened the previous day, and so it is an opportunity to trade. However

if in the course of the same trend (a downward run or an upward run), a CT trading

action is triggered but not satisfied (because of insufficient cash or shares), and this is

followed by a single TF trading action (and the TF trading action is satisfied). Then in

the next trend, another CT trading action is activated, this (the CT trading action) will

also not be applied. In another words, in the same trend if there is an unsatisfied CT

trading action followed by a single, satisfied, TF trading action, then if this is followed

in turn by another CT trading action (belonging to the next trend), it will also not be

satisfied as money or shares available have already been consumed.

5.3.3 Performance Evaluation Metrics

In this section, we measure the performance of the DT-TS trading strategy in com-

pared fixed thresholds (the FT-TS) by applying the trading strategies performance

metrics adopted from [184], to provide a more comprehensive view of our trading strat-

egy’s performance. We apply the total net profit, the profit factor, the percent profitable,

the maximum drawdown, and the average trade net profit metrics.

Total net profit is the net value of the profits yielded by a trading strategy over a

specific period of time. It is calculated by subtracting the gross loss of all trades which

made a loss (i.e. losing trades) from the gross profit of all the trades which made a

profit (i.e. winning trades). Gross profit is the sum of the returns from of all the trades

which made a profit, while gross loss is the sum of the return from of all the trades

which made a loss — in a specified period of time (this metric was used to measure the

profitability when we applied the DT-TS), refer to Equation 5.2.
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Profit factor is mainly for measuring the amount of profit per unit of risk, e.g. in

the DT-TS (from Table 5.3) for every 1 monetary unit that is invested (unit of risk),

5.97 monetary units is returned (amount of profit). It is calculated by dividing the gross

profit of all winning trades by the gross loss of all losing trades over a specific period

of time, refer to Equation 5.3. Profit factor is always a positive value between zero (no

wins) and infinity (no losses), a profit factor of value 1 means a break-even (wins are

exactly equal to losses). In addition, the profit factor does not consider the number

trades taking place, it only considers the amount of money gained or lost.

Profit− F =
Gprofit

Gloss
(5.3)

The percent profitable measures the percentage of profitable trades in relation to

all trades over a specific period of time; it provides no context to do with real net

profits. It is calculated by dividing the number of winning trades by the total number of

trades, refer to Equation 5.4. A high profitable percentage strategy can be found when

more winning trades take place regardless to the amount of money gained. Thus a high

profitable percentage is not always desirable, as it only considers the number of trades

taking place, not the returns/profits gained.

Profit− P =
Wintrade
totaltrade

(5.4)

The maximum drawdown is the greatest price drop from the current maximum, in

other words, it is the maximum losing streak that has been experienced. It represents

the worst case scenario over a specific period of time. This metric is calculated by

subtracting the peak value before the largest drop peakvalue from the lowest value before

a new peak is achieved lowvalue, then divided by the peak value before the largest drop

peakvalue, refer to Equation 5.5. The maximum drawdown measures the size of the

largest loss, but says nothing about the frequency of that loss.

MDD =
peakvalue − lowvalue

peakvalue
(5.5)

Average trade net profit is the average amount of money gained or lost per trade.

It is calculated by dividing the total net profit by the total number of trades, refer to

Equation 5.6. This means, looking at DT-TS (from Table 5.3), each trade taking place
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is expected to average 3088.33.

AvgNetProfit =
TNprofit

totaltrade
(5.6)

Trading
strategy

Threshold
DC
events

Total
Net
Profit

Profit
Factor

Percent
Profitable

Maximum
Drawdown

Average
Trade Net
Profit

DT-TS Dynamic 22 65% 5.97 76% -5.18% 3088.33
FT-TS 0.03 22 62% 8.41 83% -6.21% 2704.35
FT-TS 0.04 14 52% 15.46 84% -2.03% 2721.37
FT-TS 0.05 12 41% 4.72 73% -5.49% 2706.33
FT-TS 0.06 10 38% 6.37 67% -1.83% 3112.75

Table 5.3: DT-TS Performance in Period 1 (from July 2015- March 2016), According
to the Evaluation Metrics

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the investigated periods: Table 5.3 refers to the period

from July 2015 to March 2016 and Table 5.4 refers to the period from April 2016 to

October 2016. Each table shows the threshold which was used as either a dynamic or a

fixed threshold, and it also shows the number of detected DC events. It also presents the

evaluation metrics we have adopted: the total net profit percentage, the profit factor,

the percent profitable, the maximum drawdown, and lastly the average trade net profit.

It is noticeable that the DT-TS achieved the highest Total net profit in both peri-

ods. In period 1 (Table 5.3) it achieved 65%, and in period 2 (Table 5.4) it achieved

47%. For other evaluation metrics it is not possible to clearly say which trading strat-

egy performed best, as none of the above metrics scored high with any of the trading

strategies across both investigated periods. However DT-TS generally performed well,

and always ranked in the highest three places with all evaluation metrics.

In addition, it is worth mentioning that the percent profitable metric records higher

scores for lower threshold values: for example, the 0.03 fixed threshold in comparison

to the 0.06 fixed threshold. This is because, with lower thresholds more DC events are

detected and so more trading actions can take place, which in turns may lead to a high

percent profitable score. On the other hand, the maximum drawdown evaluation metric

may perform better with higher threshold values rather than lower ones, as with the

0.06 fixed threshold in comparison to the 0.03 fixed threshold; the latter has the worst

maximum drawdown scores across both investigated periods. This is because with high

threshold values fewer DC events are detected, which in turn can lead to fewer trading
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actions taking place, and so the amount of risk in trading is minimized.

Trading
strategy

Threshold
DC
events

Total
Net
Profit

Profit
Factor

Percent
Profitable

Maximum
Drawdown

Average
Trade
Net Profit

DT-TS Dynamic 16 47% 6.60 80% -3.40% 3136.27
FT-TS 0.03 10 35% 6.00 85% -3.48% 2522.36
FT-TS 0.04 10 14% 3.28 54% -3.15% 1230.27
FT-TS 0.05 4 17% 5.15 71% -2.20% 2383.14
FT-TS 0.06 4 16% 3.90 71% -2.73% 2280.43

Table 5.4: DT-TS Performance in Period 2 (from April 2016- October 2016), According
to the Evaluation Metrics

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced a new trading strategy based on the Directional

Change approach but with using a daily dynamically defined threshold, named the

Dynamic Threshold Trading Strategy (DT-TS). Apart from using a dynamic defined

threshold, the DT-TS is a flexible strategy, in which it considers the previous day price

transitions as an indicator for the type of trading (either CT or TF) to be followed,

which also makes it different from other strategies that use the DC [36–38,51,52].

We applied the DC approach with a dynamic threshold that is defined daily based

on the previous day’s (between the previous day’s opening and closing prices) and the

overnight (between the previous day’s closing price and the current day’s opening price)

price transitions. Such a dynamic threshold was used instead of a fixed threshold set a-

priori. A DT-TS trading rule is opened up with every price increase/decrease during an

upward/downward OS event. The trading decision to be taken depends on the previous

day’s and the overnight price transitions. The trading rule is closed when the next DC

event is confirmed.

The DT-TS trading rules were constructed by building a decision tree based on

a training dataset of the FTSE 100 minute-by-minute prices. If the previous day or

overnight price change was greater than previous v/overnight v (overnight v was set

to 0.07 and previous v was set to 0.08), then a CT trading strategy is followed (i.e.

buying when it is a downward OS event and selling when it is an upturn OS event).

Otherwise, if nothing extreme was noticed the previous day and overnight, then a TF

trading is followed (i.e selling when it is a downward OS event and buying when it is
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an upturn OS event).

An experiment was conducted to evaluate the DT-TS trading rules using various

fixed thresholds (0.03, 0.04, 0.05, and 0.06). Various trading strategies were also tested

(CT, TF, and BA). The DT-TS trading strategy outperformed (gained more profits

than) both the same strategy with fixed thresholds (FT-TS) and the other investigated

trading strategies. Furthermore we evaluated the DT-TS trading strategy performance

by applying the following key metrics: total net profit, profit factor, percent profitable,

maximum drawdown, and average trade net profit. The DT-TS strategy scored highest

in comparison to the use of fixed thresholds in terms of total net profit, and was always

ranked in the top three places with respect to the other evaluation metrics.



Chapter 6

Exploring the Effectiveness of the

DT-TS Approach on Financial

Streams of Variable Frequencies

6.1 Introduction

Investors seek to identify price movements from price time-series data streams, as

it may represent an investment opportunity. In the previous chapter (Chapter 5), we

presented a trading strategy based on the DC approach which used a dynamic thresh-

old which was set daily, we named this approach DT-TS. A DT-TS trading rule is

activated with every price change in pl/ph during an OS event. The type of trad-

ing to be considered (either CT or TF) depends on the previous day’s price transi-

tions. If the previous day price transitions were extreme (overnigh pc > overnight v

or previous PC > previous v), then we follow a CT trading strategy. This is because

the price change is assumed to be big and so we do not want to miss the opportunity

(selling when prices are too high, and buying when prices are deeply down). Otherwise,

if the previous day price changes were not extreme (overnight pc ≤ overnight v and

previous pc ≤ previous v), then we follow a TF trading strategy (buying when prices

are increasing, and selling when prices decreasing).

One interesting question that arises in research on trading strategies is whether the

same strategy can be equally effective on data streams of varying granularity: i.e., high

frequency versus lower frequency streams. Hence, in this chapter, we aim to explore

further the effectiveness of DT-TS as a trading strategy by applying it to two different

123
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time-series data streams, to see whether DT-TS performs better (achieves higher prof-

itability) with higher frequency streams (minute-by-minute) or lower frequency streams

(day-by-day).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we show how

the dynamic threshold was defined for a low frequency time-series data stream (daily

frequency). Section 6.3, shows how the dynamically defined threshold was applied with

the DT-TS to such data streams. In Section 6.4, we discuss the performance of DT-

TS from a profitability point of view in relation to both investigated streams: the

higher frequency (minute-by-minute) and the lower frequency stream (day-by-day). The

chapter ends with a summary and some conclusions in section 6.5.

6.2 Threshold Definition in a Daily Time-Series Stream

In the day-by-day prices stream, four prices are given at the end of each day, the

opening, the high, the low and the closing price. The previous day’s closing price is

equal to the current day’s opening price (in contrast to the situation with regard to

the minute-by minute prices stream), which in consequence means that the percentage

difference between the previous day’s closing price and current day’s opening price (the

overnight price change) is always zero. As a result, it is clearly inappropriate for the daily

dynamic threshold value to be set on the basis of the percentage difference between the

previous day’s opening and closing prices, and the percentage difference between the last

high/low price and current day’s high/low price, as this is how the threshold is defined

if something is discovered the previous day. Therefore, we need to look at alternative

ways of defining and setting the dynamic threshold.

As the daily stream provides four prices each day (opening, closing, high, and low),

there are a number of indicators that we may want to take into account in setting the

threshold value. For instance, we can consider the current day’s opening and closing

prices along with the high and low prices and/or the previous day’s opening and closing

prices along with high and low prices. Next, we will show some approaches in defining

the dynamic threshold in the daily time-series stream.

The first approach (Approach 1) at defining a threshold value for the daily stream

was undertaken by considering the percentage change between the current day’s opening

and closing prices (current PC), and the percentage change between the current day’s
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high and low prices (currentHL− PC), along with the percentage change between the

last high/low price (ph/pl) and the current day’s high/low price (up/downward PC),

see Equation 6.1.

Threshold1 = up/downward PC + current PC + currentHL PC (6.1)

Another approach (Approach 2) was undertaken by considering the percentage change

between the previous day’s opening and closing prices previous PC, and the percentage

change between the previous day’s high and low prices previousHL PC, along with the

percentage change between (ph/pl) and current day’s high/low price up/downward−PC,

refer to Equation 6.2.

Threshold2 = up/downward PC + previous PC + previousHL PC (6.2)

The third approach (Approach 3) at setting the dynamic threshold value for the

day-by-day stream was undertaken by considering the percentage change between the

previous day’s opening and closing prices previous PC, and the percentage change

between the current day’s opening and closing prices current PC, along with the per-

centage difference between (ph/pl) and current day’s high/low price up/downward PC,

refer to Equation 6.3.

Threshold3 = up/downward PC + previous PC + current PC (6.3)

More approaches at setting the dynamic threshold value in lower frequency streams as

follows. In Approach 4, the previous day high and low percentage change previousHL PC,

and the current day high and low percentage change currentHL PC, along with the

percentage change between (ph/pl) and current day’s high/low price up/downward PC,

refer to Equation 6.4. Approach 5 on the other hand, considers the previous day opening

and closing price change previous PC, and the current day high and low percentage

change currentHL PC, along with the percentage change between (ph/pl) and current

day’s high/low price up/downward PC, refer to Equation 6.5. Finally, in Approach 6,

the dynamic threshold is set by considering the previous day high and low price change

previousHL PC, and the current day opening and closing price change current PC,

along with the percentage change between (ph/pl) and current day’s high/low price
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up/downward PC, refer to Equation 6.6.

Threshold4 = up/downward− PC + previousHL PC + currentHL PC (6.4)

Threshold5 = up/downward− PC + previous PC + currentHL PC (6.5)

Threshold6 = up/downward PC + previousHL PC + current PC (6.6)

6.3 Experimental Work

In the day-by-day prices stream, four prices are given at the end of each day, the

opening, the high, the low and the closing price, we examine the daily closing price when

trading. We have collected the FTSE 100 day-by-day prices from Reuters Thomson

One [177] from July 2015 till end of October 2016.

6.3.1 Setting the Dynamic Threshold in Daily time-series stream

In this sub-section, we examine each of the approaches set for defining the dynamic

threshold in the previous section (Approaches 1-6), and see how they will behave. Table

6.1 lists the dynamic threshold definition approaches in the daily stream.

Approach 1 (Equation 6.1) was able to detect 5 DC events, and 5 trading actions

took place, and it yielded an 11% profit, refer to Table 6.1. For this approach, in

most cases the daily defined threshold value was high, and so did not facilitate the

detection of all the “true events” (the price change did not satisfy the threshold value

criterion). Generally, a high threshold value may lead to the strategy missing events;

furthermore, with a high threshold value, even when an event is detected, in most

cases it is detected too late (i.e., not on the same day the corresponding news event is

published). Some examples of events missed in this way or detected too late, from the

daily stream and from the minute-by-minute stream, are as follows. An example of a

missed event occurred on the 25th Aug 2015. Using the minute-by-minute stream an

upturn event was detected on the same day 25th Aug (its threshold was set to 0.043),

while using the day-by-day stream (on the same date) the threshold value was 0.052,

and this was too high to allow the detection of any event (it still indicated a downward

run until the 28th Oct, when an upturn event was finally detected). An example of

late event detection on the other hand, took place on the 3rd Dec; a downturn event
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was detected using the minute-by-minute stream with a threshold of 0.015. However,

using the daily stream on the same day (3rd Dec), the threshold was set at 0.029 (i.e.,

the threshold for the daily stream was higher than that set for the minute-by-minute

stream), thus no event was detected with respect to the daily stream since the price

change did not satisfy the relatively high threshold value. It was not until the 14th Dec

that a downturn event was detected for the daily stream. As a result this form of the

threshold calculation was rejected.

By Approach 2 (Equation 6.2) the DC events were detected more effectively (fewer

events were missed in comparison to Approach 1); this was because the threshold was

calculated based on the previous day’s price transitions rather than the current day’s.

The number of DC events which were detected was 14 which was a significant improve-

ment. Nevertheless, 8 events were still missed in comparison to those flagged as news

events; moreover, 6 out of the 14 detected events were detected late. The number of

trading actions which took place was 22, and a 24% profits was yielded, refer to Table

6.1.

The number of detected DC events, using Approach 3 (Equation 6.3), was 13; these

generated 22 trading actions, and these in turn yielded a profitability of 37%, refer to

Table 6.1. The threshold values which allowed the events to be detected were in the range

0.016-0.051. Even so, nine DC events were missed by this strategy in comparison to the

events reported in the news. However, the DC events were detected more effectively

(and detected in a more timely manner) than in approaches one and two. Consideration

of both the previous day’s and the current day’s price transitions led to more effective

calculated threshold values.

More approaches at defining effective threshold values are shown in Table 6.1. This

table shows the approach number, a basic description of how the threshold was cal-

culated, the number of detected DC events, the number of these that were detected

late (Late events are events which are detected on the same day a news item regard-

ing a price change was released, but was not the first news item reported that price

change), the number of trading actions which took place, and finally the profitability

(as a percentage). The highest profitability was achieved by Approach 3, while the low-

est profitability was yielded by Approach 1. Figure 6.1 shows the DC events detected

via all 6 approaches at defining an effective threshold value; each identified DC event

is shown as a black dot on the prices graph. In addition, this figure demonstrates how
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Approach# Description DC
Events

Late
Events

Trading
Actions

Profits

Approach 1 Current day opening and close
price, and high and low price.

5 5 5 11%

Approach 2 Previous day opening and clos-
ing price and high and low
price.

14 6 22 24%

Approach 3 Previous day opening and clos-
ing price, and current day
opening and close price.

13 5 22 37%

Approach 4 Previous day high and low
price, and current day high and
low price.

8 6 10 17%

Approach 5 Previous day opening and clos-
ing price, and current day high
and low price.

10 5 12 25%

Approach 6 Previous day high and low
price, and current day opening
and close price.

9 5 12 21%

Table 6.1: The Daily Stream Threshold Calculation Approaches

each approach detected the DC events which occurred, and where events were missed

or detected late. It is noticeable that Approach 3 was able to detect DC events in a

more comprehensive and timely fashion than other approaches.

In general when using a daily prices stream, the calculated threshold values missed a

large number of events; Approach 1 missed more than 75% of the events which occurred

(which were the subject of published news items), while Approaches 2 and 3 missed more

than 35% of events; Approaches 4, 5 and 6 were even worse in this respect, missing more

than 50% of events. This was mainly because only a single price per day was compared

against the threshold value, so if this price did not exceed (negatively or positively) the

threshold, then no event was detected. In contrast, using the minute-by-minute stream,

510 prices (a price per minute) each day were compared to the threshold which had

been calculated, and so there were far more opportunities whereby the current day’s

threshold value could be exceeded.

The dynamic threshold for the daily stream was defined more effectively when both

the previous day’s and the current day’s price transitions were considered. In addition,

the opening and closing prices were better calibrators than the high and low prices, as

the percentage change between the high and the low prices were usually higher than

the percentage change between the opening and the closing price — the higher the
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Figure 6.1: The Detected DC Events in Different Threshold Calculation Approaches
Using the Daily Prices Stream from July 2015- March 2016
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Figure 6.2: The Detected DC events using the daily prices stream in the period from
July 2015 till end of March 2016

percentage change the higher was the threshold value, and the higher the threshold

value the higher was the possibility of missing a “true” event (because the threshold

criterion was less likely to be satisfied). As a result, the calculation tested in Approach

3 (in Equation 6.3) was adopted for calculating the threshold value for the daily stream.

6.3.2 Applying the DT-TS on Lower Frequency Streams

Figure 6.2 shows the events detected (represented as black dots) for the period from

July 2015 until the end of March 2016, using both the daily stream and the daily defined

threshold value. In this scenario, we were able to detect 13 DC events using threshold

values ranging from (0.016-0.051). An analysis of the daily stream dynamic threshold

(Approach 3) is shown in Table 6.2. We compare the results (i.e., the profitability) of our

trading strategy using a dynamic threshold (DT-TS) and the results using a number

of different fixed, a-priori thresholds (FT-TS for 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, and 0.06), and also

those yielded by using a number of different trading strategies (CT, TF, and BA). The

profitability is defined using the formula in Equation 5.2, where Gprofit stands for the

gross profit of all winning trades at the end of a trading period, and Gloss is the gross

loss of all losing trades in the same trading period.

Table 6.2 shows the type of threshold used (either dynamic or fixed), the trading

strategy applied, the number of DC events detected, the number of trading actions which

took place, and finally the profits made. The values of the calculated dynamic thresholds
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for the investigated period were in the range 0.016 to 0.051. The highest profits were

yielded using DT-TS and the FT-TS with considerably low thresholds (0.03 and 0.04),

regardless. The profits obtained via the BA strategy were not considered at this stage,

since we were concerned, here (i.e. when using the BA), primarily with testing to find

the most profitable values for the Down-ind and Up-ind values, so that these could then

be used in the testing set.

The most profitable values for the Up-ind and Down-ind variables were found as

follows. Using the dynamic threshold we first calculated the mean of the dynamic

threshold values (which were in the range 0.016-0.051). The mean of the dynamic

threshold values was 0.029. Then, for that mean, we found the value of Down-ind and

Up-ind. Accordingly, the values of Down-ind and Up-ind calculated via the mean of the

daily calculated threshold values were -0.01 and 0.25 respectively. Using the 0.03 fixed

threshold, the Down-ind and Up-ind values were calculated as -0.71 and 0.93 respectively.

Using the 0.04 fixed threshold, the Down-ind and Up-ind values were calculated as -0.16

and 0.129 respectively. The 0.05 fixed threshold yielded Down-ind and Up-ind values

of -0.37 and 0.17 respectively. Lastly, for the 0.06 fixed threshold, the Down-ind and

Up-ind values were -0.18 and 0.23 respectively.

In Table 6.2, it is noticeable that the number of DC events which were detected using

the dynamic threshold was less than the number of DC events which were detected using

the 0.03 threshold: there were 13 events detected using the dynamic threshold and 16

events detected using the 0.03 fixed threshold. In fact the more DC events which are

detected, the more the chances are that trading actions can take place, and more trading

actions can lead to more profit. However this is not the case with respect to the dynamic

threshold and the 0.03 fixed threshold, as the profits yielded by using each of these are

nearly equal (37% with the dynamic threshold and 38% with the 0.03 threshold); this

is because, using the dynamic threshold, events are detected in a more timely fashion

than they are when using a fixed threshold.

Figure 6.3 shows the detected events (represented as black dots) for the period from

April 2016 until the end of Oct 2016, from the daily share-prices stream. We were able

to detect six DC events using thresholds with values ranging from (0.015-0.058).

Table 6.3 illustrates the daily stream analysis for that period as well. Again, this

shows the type of threshold used (either dynamic or fixed), the trading strategy applied,

the number of DC events detected, the number of trading actions which took place, and
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Figure 6.3: The Detected DC events using the daily prices stream in the period from
April 2016 till end of Oct 2016

finally, the profits gained. Once more the use of the dynamic threshold with DT-

TS, and the use of the 0.03 fixed threshold with FT-TS outperformed other threshold

values/trading strategies. The dynamic threshold enabled the detection of 6 DC events

and triggered 13 trading actions, while with the 0.03 fixed threshold, the numbers of

DC events detected and the number of trading actions triggered were even higher (8

DC events and 19 trading actions). However, with both threshold schemes, the profits

gained were equal to 33%. Furthermore, the use of the dynamic threshold and the 0.04

fixed threshold detected the same number of DC events (6 DC events) as the use of

the dynamic threshold, but the profits yielded by the use of a fixed 0.04 threshold were

only 24%. Thus the profits yielded by the use of a dynamic threshold were more than

one-fourth higher than those yielded by using a 0.04 fixed threshold, even when the

number of detected DC events were the same. One of the reasons for the higher profits

when using a dynamic threshold, was that the use of dynamic thresholds result in events

being detected in a more timely manner than does the use of fixed thresholds, which

in consequence leads to a trading actions taking place at a more advantageous price

situation.

The FT-TS, when used with a fixed threshold and when used for examining daily

prices achieves better results than the other trading strategies, just as it does when

looking at minute-by-minute prices. The use of the fixed 0.04 threshold (for FT-TS)

achieved the highest profitability percentage, of 24%, and resulted in the detection
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Threshold No. events Trading No. Tradings Profits

Dynamic 13

DT-TS 22 37%

CT 10 12%

TF 11 12%

BA 10 43%

0.03 (Fixed) 16

FT-TS 23 38%

CT 14 25%

TF 15 3%

BA 11 39%

0.04 (Fixed) 12

FT-TS 20 37%

CT 12 36%

TF 13 -4%

BA 13 47%

0.05 (Fixed) 10

FT-TS 16 32%

CT 8 19%

TF 9 -4%

BA 8 43%

0.06 (Fixed) 8

FT-TS 15 26%

CT 6 18%

TF 7 -5%

BA 7 27%

Table 6.2: Daily Stream: July 2015 until End of March 2016 Stream Analysis

of 6 DC events, while the highest profitability percentage achieved by the use of a

0.05 threshold and FT-TS was 18% (with 4 DC events detected), and the highest

profitability percentage using the 0.06 threshold (and also FT-TS) was 19% with 2 DC

events detected.

In summary, when using a daily prices stream, both DT-TS and FT-TS with small

fixed threshold values yield almost the same in terms of profits. Refer to Table 6.2 for

the period from July 2015 until March 2016 and to Table 6.3 for the period from April

2016 until the end of October 2016; these show the results achieved by the use of a

dynamic threshold for those periods, and by the use of a fixed, 0.03, threshold.
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Threshold No. events Trading No. Tradings Profits

Dynamic 6

DT-TS 13 33%

CT 4 20%

TF 5 3%

BA 4 13%

0.03 (Fixed) 8

FT-TS 19 33%

CT 8 32%

TF 9 3%

BA 4 17%

0.04 (Fixed) 6

FT-TS 15 24%

CT 2 4%

TF 3 12%

BA 2 4%

0.05 (Fixed) 4

FT-TS 11 18%

CT 2 7%

TF 3 10%

BA 0 0%

0.06 (Fixed) 2

FT-TS 11 19%

CT 0 0%

TF 1 13%

BA 0 0%

Table 6.3: Daily Stream: April 2016 until End of Oct 2016 Stream Analysis
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Source Events Trading
Actions

Profits

Daily prices stream 13 DC events 22 37%

Minute-by-
minute prices
stream

22 DC events 42 65%

BBC News 54 News events NA NA

Table 6.4: Event Detection Source Summary from July 2015-March 2016

6.4 Discussion

In this section, we look at the results (the profits gained) from both price time-series

streams (the minute-by-minute and the daily prices streams) as a result of trading.

Table 6.4 shows the sources considered for event detection (the day-by-day stream, the

minute-by-minute stream, and the BBC News); the number of trading actions taking

place (in the price streams only); and the total profits yielded (for the price streams

only) for the period from July 2015-March 2016. The daily prices stream (the low

frequency stream) yielded 13 detected events and a 37% profit; in comparison, the

minute-by-minute stream (the higher frequency stream) yielded 22 detected DC events

and a 65% profit. The BBC News on the other hand published more than 54 news

articles regarding the FTSE 100, during the investigated period. In point of fact, it

was possible that on some occasions more than one news article related to the same

price increase or decrease, in the days following the first reported news event – as prices

went even further lower or higher. An example of such repeated reporting regarding the

same price decrease or increase, was that related to the price decrease which happened

in early December. The first news article released was on the 3rd December1, then the

second article was published on the 10th December2, and finally a third was produced

on the 11th December3; thus three news articles were published which essentially related

to the same price decrease event. This explains why, in general, the number of news

articles exceeds the number of detected DC events.

Refer to Table 6.5 to see the average of the profits gained from the minute-by-minute

stream for the whole period from July 2015-Oct 2016, and to Table 6.6 to see the average

of the profits gained from the day-by-day stream for the same time period. Tables 6.5

1http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34992913
2http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35059626
3http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35070184
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Threshold Trading Profits

Dynamic

DT-TS 56%

CT 29%

TF 28%

BA 30%

0.03 (Fixed)

FT-TS 49%

CT 16%

TF 31%

BA 29%

0.04 (Fixed)

FT-TS 33%

CT 21%

TF 15%

BA 32%

0.05 (Fixed)

FT-TS 29%

CT 15%

TF 9%

BA 28%

0.06 (Fixed)

FT-TS 27%

CT 19%

TF 4%

BA 20%

Table 6.5: Average profits in the minute-by-minute Stream Using Different Trading
Strategies

and 6.6 show the threshold values which were adopted (either dynamic or fixed) with

the different trading strategies (DT-TS, FT-TS, CT, TF, and BA).

Furthermore, the bar charts in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 summarize the profits gained

across both price streams for the same investigated period. It is clear that the DT-

TS out performs all the other trading strategies in relation to both the high and lower

frequency streams. However, the use of the minute-by-minute stream (the high frequency

stream) resulted in higher profits than those yielded from the daily stream (the low

frequency stream) almost regardless of the trading strategy adopted. This is because

events (price changes) can be detected in a more timely fashion when the minute-by-

minute stream (showing intra-day prices) rather than the day-by-day stream (daily

closing prices) is in use. The more timely an event detection is (since better timing

leads to better opportunities in terms of price), the more profitable a trading action can
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Figure 6.4: Profitability Comparision between Trading Strategies By the Minute-by-
Minute Stream

be.

All the events detected from the minute-by-minute stream were found the same day

as the news event was published, refer to Table 4.2. While for the daily stream in

contrast more than 35% of the detected events (5 events of the 13 detected ones, refer

to Table 6.1) were detected late. In addition, more events were missed in relation to the

daily stream in comparison to the minute-by-minute stream; 38 events were detected

in total for the minute-by-minute stream and 19 events for the daily stream, so almost

half of the events which occurred were missed in the daily stream. An event is missed

or detected late in the daily stream when the threshold value is not satisfied when

examined against the daily streamed price. Each day a single price is examined for

the daily stream (daily closing price), while for the minute-by-minute stream 510 prices

are examined every day (a single price each minute); thus the chances of detecting an

event in the minute-by-minute stream is a lot higher than it is for the daily stream. As a

result, DT-TS works better (gains higher profits) with data streams of higher frequency

levels than it does with lower frequency ones.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we explored the application of DT-TS in relation to financial time-

series data streams with different data flow levels (different frequencies) to investigate

whether DT-TS performs equally well on data streams of different frequencies and

whether it achieves good results.

The DT-TS is a trading strategy based on the DC approach and a daily dynamically
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Threshold Trading Profits

Dynamic

DT-TS 35%

CT 16%

TF 8%

BA 28%

0.03 (Fixed)

FT-TS 36%

CT 29%

TF 3%

BA 28%

0.04 (Fixed)

FT-TS 31%

CT 20%

TF 4%

BA 26%

0.05 (Fixed)

FT-TS 25%

CT 13%

TF 3%

BA 22%

0.06 (Fixed)

FT-TS 23%

CT 9%

TF 4%

BA 14%

Table 6.6: Average profits in the Daily Stream Using Different Trading Strategies

Figure 6.5: Profitability Comparision between Trading Strategies By the Daily Stream
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defined threshold; the trading action to be taken depends on the previous day’s price

transitions. When a DC event is detected (a price change is identified), a trading

action is triggered. The type of trading action taken (CT or TF) is determined by the

behaviour of the prices on the previous day.

For the daily stream, before applying the DT-TS, we had to define the dynamic

threshold to be used for spotting price transitions according to the DC approach. Dif-

ferent threshold definition methods were considered, and the one which was most ef-

fective at spotting the DC events was then chosen. Experiments were carried out on

two FTSE 100 time-series streams (a day-by-day prices stream and a minute-by-minute

prices stream) for more than 60 weeks; this was in order to further investigate the

applicability of DT-TS on time-series streams of differing frequencies.

DT-TS, applied to a day-by-day stream, performed well in comparison to other

trading strategies. However when looking at both streams, the daily stream and the

minute-by-minute stream, we found that the DT-TS performs better (gains higher

profits) with the higher frequency stream (the minute-by-minute stream) rather than

lower ones.



Chapter 7

Investigating Interrelationships

Across Data Streams

7.1 Introduction

In chapters 3 and 4 to 6, we developed methods for detecting events from social

network streams and from financial market time-series data streams. The main thing

we were aiming for was to develop and extend event detection methods so that they could

function effectively on streams of data. As a result, we were able to detect the occurring

events from text streams (Twitter) and price time-series data streams (stock prices).

One of the questions that has arisen in particular in the domain of financial data is

whether and to what extent events, as detected from social media, affect market prices.

In this chapter, we bring the two strands of work together and we consider whether

indeed we can cross-reference over both streams and see what relations could be found

between them. Furthermore, we are interested in discovering whether the magnitude of

the studied events — in terms of them being on a regional or on an international level,

for instance — would have an effect on the relationships between streams, if any. The

magnitude of the GE 2015 event in relation to the FTSE 100 is regional, the Greece

Crisis on the other hand, is on an international or global level in relation to the FTSE

100.

As a preliminary step before going on to cross-referencing over both streams, a

comparison summary is conducted in terms of the event identification process between

the text stream (Twitter) and the time-series data stream (stock prices) starting from

the stream data type and ending with when events can be found. In more details, Table

140
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7.1 provides a comparison between the text stream and the time-series data stream: it

shows both streams’ data types; how and when the thresholds are set; the length of the

threshold’s validity; the method used to identify events; when events can be found; and

finally, the overall structure of event detection in relation to each stream.

Social network stream Time-Series stream
Data Type Text data Financial (prices) data
Data used
to calculate
threshold

Current day data
Previous day data plus
current day opening price

When
threshold
is set

End of current day Beginning of current day

Duration of
threshold
usage

Threshold is used for a single
day only

Threshold is used for a
single day only

Method used FP-Growth DC approach
Events found
if any

End of day Once they occur

Overall
Structure

Table 7.1: Comparison between Proposed Event Detection Methods Applied to Social
Network (Text) stream and Time-Series (financial) stream

In relation to the FTSE 100 prices stream and the GE 2015 tweets stream —

during the UK 2015 General Election period, and before we can put together and draw

inferences from the two streams (the social network stream and the time-series stream).

The FTSE 100 daily prices, over the same period as was covered by the GE 2015 stream,

were collected on a daily basis (the minute-by-minute prices were not available for that

period). We wanted to further investigate the relation between the events detected from
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the GE 2015 tweets stream and those detected from the FTSE 100 prices stream. To

do this, we downloaded the FTSE 100 prices for the period 1/3/2015-26/5/2015, and

ran our DC event detection framework for (roughly) the same period to see if we would

detect any DC events. We used 1/3/2015 as the beginning of our time-series stream

instead of 15/4/2015, which was the beginning of the GE 2015 social network stream,

in order to explore more price transitions, and so, set the values of pl, ph (lowest and

highest prices reached) prior to the GE 2015 period to be able to detect the DC events

during the GE 2015 period, if any. The period we explored is shown in Figure 7.1

(indicated within the vertical lines).

Figure 7.1: The FTSE 100 Daily Prices During the GE2015 Period (vertical red lines

indicate the GE 2015 investigated period from 1/3/2015-26/5/2015)

On running the DC approach, using our daily dynamically defined threshold, we

detected a downturn event on the 29th April (10 days prior to the elections day), where

the FTSE 100 prices dropped by 1.1%1. Subsequently, an upturn event was detected on

the 8th of May, after the announcement of the GE results; the FTSE 100 prices increased

by 2% after the Conservatives won (refer to Figure 7.2 for an article from the BBC News2,

released on Friday 8th of May). Figure 7.3 shows the downturn event detected (using a

daily dynamically defined threshold) on the 29th of April, while Figure 7.4 demonstrates

the upturn event detected on the 8th of May. In fact, when investigating the behaviour

of the FTSE 100 during the GE 2015 period via the news outlets, the only very large

price transitions found were as a result of the Conservatives Party winning (the price
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decrease on 29th April was a result of some caution ahead of an interest rate policy

meeting at the US Federal Reserve1).

Figure 7.2: FTSE 100 After Conservitives winning GE 20152

Figure 7.3: The Downturn DC event on 29th of April

1http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-32452206
2http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-32644523
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Figure 7.4: The Upturn DC event on 8th of May

There have been various efforts attempting to find a relationship between the fi-

nancial markets and the various different media sources provided by the World Wide

Web: news articles, weblogs, social networks, etc. In fact, the majority of those efforts

(including, but not limited to, [136,139,141,185–189]) considering an additional source

for studying the financial markets behaviours mainly depend on web-posts that mention

the investigated market’s data explicitly.

Tetlock in [186] measures the nature of the interaction between the media and daily

stock market activity. This was one of the earliest attempts at finding evidence that

news media content can predict stock market activity. More specifically, it was found

that high media pessimism predicts downward pressure on stock market prices, and high

or low pessimism predicts high trading volume in stock market.

The work in [190] found a positive correlation between the daily number of mentions

of a company in the news (the Financial Times) and the daily transaction volume of

that company’s stock both one day before the news was released, and on the same day

the news was released.

In [185], the authors wanted to assess whether emotions estimated from weblogs (the

LiveJournal) can provide information about future prices of the S&P 500 index on the

stock market. Using the Granger causality method they found that the anxiety emotion

index contains information about future stock market prices that is not yet available in
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the market data itself. Alternatively, the study in [136] investigated the relationships

between Twitter and the financial markets. They considered the sentiment and volume

of tweets relating to the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) index along with the

DJIA prices (market data). A relatively low Pearson correlation and Granger causality

was found between the two investigated time series over the time period which was

examined.

We are interested in putting together and drawing inferences from both streams; we

aim to explore the relation between the text stream and the time-series data stream, if

any. What we are specifically interested in is investigating whether events detected from

the FTSE 100 prices stream, representing the share index of the 100 companies with the

highest market capitalisation listed on the LSE, has an effect on events detected from a

text stream – at either a regional level (the UK GE 2015) or a European level (the Greece

crisis 2015). Unlike the previously mentioned studies, [136, 139, 141, 142, 144, 186–189],

our text stream (the Twitter stream) is not directly related to the financial market data

under investigation. In other words, the text stream does not generally explicitly discuss

any of the particular assets or shares being looked at, instead it relates to a major event

that is taking place, such as the UK general elections.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: the Correlation Coefficient is inves-

tigated in section 7.2; Section 7.3 explores the Granger causality method; and finally

the chapter ends with a summary and conclusions in section 7.4.

7.2 Measuring the Relationship Through Pearson

Correlation Coefficient

Correlation, in general, is a technique for investigating the relationship between

two or more quantitative [191] values. The Pearson correlation coefficient ( R ) [192]

measures the strength and direction of a linear relationship between two variables, X and

Y . The Pearson equation is shown in Equation 7.1, where X and Y are the examined

variables for the correlation and n is the number of values.

R =
n(
∑
XY )− (

∑
X)(

∑
Y )√

[n
∑
X2 − (

∑
X)2][n

∑
Y 2 − (

∑
Y )2]

(7.1)

The output, R, is a value between [1,-1]: a value of 1 or close to 1 indicates a positive
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linear relationship; a zero value means that no linear relationship was found; and a value

of -1 or close to -1 indicates a negative linear relationship.

The Pearson correlation method was applied to the data from both the GE 2015

period and the Greece crisis 2015 time period. As a starting point, we wanted to see

if there was correlation between the number of posted tweets and the daily FTSE 100

index prices. Thus the variable, X, was the number of tweets posted daily, and Y was

the daily FTSE 100 prices. Table 7.2 shows the values of X and Y throughout the GE

2015 period, where we had 29 windows, and Table 7.3 shows the values of X and Y

throughout the Greece crisis period, where we had 17 windows.

R in the GE period=0.0973

R in the Greece crisis= 0.0553

These values of R, both for the GE period and for the Greece crisis period, indicate

that no linear correlation was found between the number of tweets posted daily and the

daily FTSE 100 prices. A high number of posted tweets (a high tweet’ volume) on a

certain day could coincide with either a FTSE 100 price increase or a FTSE decrease.

This could be the reason for there being a poor relationship or no relationship found

between them.
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X Y X*Y X*X Y*Y

23836 7096.8 169159320.2 568154896 50364567.47

24294 7060.5 171527787 590198436 49850660.25

27210 6994.6 190323068.7 740384100 48924430.53

33622 7052.1 237105709.5 1130438884 49732115.79

27759 7062.9 196059038.4 770562081 49884555.03

23427 7028.2 164649646 548824329 49395597.98

22511 7053.7 158785845.1 506745121 49754686.44

22032 7070.7 155781666.7 485409024 49994801.25

29957 7104 212814528 897421849 50466816

27023 7030.5 189985201.5 730242529 49427930.25

35546 6946.3 246913172.9 1263518116 48251080.98

34281 6960.6 238616332 1175186961 48449953.72

34410 6986 240388260 1184048100 48804196

27052 6927.6 187405437.9 731810704 47991643.12

57347 6933.7 397626905.1 3288678409 48076198.39

73571 6887 506683477 5412692041 47430769

171829 7046.8 1210844564 29525205241 49657387.49

388966 7029.9 2734392045 1.51295E+11 49419492.63

13648 6933.8 94632499.74 186267904 48077579.74

7942 6949.6 55193723.98 63075364 48296941.52

5545 6973 38665285 30747025 48622729

4081 6960.5 28405800.5 16654561 48448560.25

3744 6968.9 26091561.23 14017536 48565565.84

2429 6995.1 16991098.14 5900041 48931425.38

2262 7007.3 15850512.16 5116644 49102250.56

1607 7013.5 11270694.5 2582449 49189182.25

2046 7031.7 14386858.6 4186116 49444807.63

2215 6949 15392035 4906225 48288601

1699 7033 11949067 2886601 49463089

Table 7.2: The values of X and Y in the GE 2015 period, where X is the number of

posted tweets in a day and Y is the FTSE 100 daily prices
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X Y X*Y X*X Y*Y

9294 6520.97998 60605987.93 86378436 42523179.9

19989 6608.58984 132099102.3 399560121 43673459.67

6888 6630.47021 45670678.81 47444544 43963135.21

3229 6630.47021 21409788.31 10426441 43963135.21

9287 6630.47021 61577176.84 86248369 43963135.21

1903 6585.77979 12532738.94 3621409 43372495.44

11241 6535.68018 73467580.9 126360081 42715115.42

6258 6432.20996 40252769.93 39162564 41373324.97

2219 6673.37988 14808229.95 4923961 44533999.02

6458 6673.37988 43096687.27 41705764 44533999.02

6058 6673.37988 40427335.31 36699364 44533999.02

17065 6737.9502 114983120.2 291214225 45399972.9

20083 6753.75 135635561.3 403326889 45613139.06

5357 6753.75 36179838.75 28697449 45613139.06

4695 6796.4502 31909333.69 22043025 46191735.32

3306 6775.08008 22398414.74 10929636 45901710.09

3143 6775.08008 21294076.69 9878449 45901710.09

Table 7.3: The values of X and Y in the Greece Crisis period, where X is the number

of posted tweets in a day and Y is the FTSE 100 daily prices

We then considered the relationship between the two data streams, the text stream

and the time-series data stream, by undertaking the number of tweets posted per day

against the number of DC events detected per day. We wanted to see if a high number

of posted tweets (a peak value), can increase the chances of identifying events in the

financial stream, or not. Thus X was set to the number of tweets posted each day and

Y was set to the number of DC events detected each day.

During the GE 2015 period we had 29 windows; refer to Table 7.4 to see the values

of X and Y for this period. There were two DC events in the GE 2015 period detected

from the daily FTSE 100 price stream: a downturn event on 29/4/2015 (Y is set to

1 in window 11), and an upturn event on 8/5/2015 (Y is set to 1 in window 18). As

a result, after applying the Pearson Equation in 7.1, the value of R=0.64; this means

that the number of detected DC events and the number of posted tweets in a day has
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a moderate positive relationship.

X Y X*Y X*X Y*Y
23836 0 0 568154896 0
24294 0 0 590198436 0
27210 0 0 740384100 0
33622 0 0 1130438884 0
27759 0 0 770562081 0
23427 0 0 548824329 0
22511 0 0 506745121 0
22032 0 0 485409024 0
29957 0 0 897421849 0
27023 0 0 730242529 0
35546 1 35546 1263518116 1
34281 0 0 1175186961 0
34410 0 0 1184048100 0
27052 0 0 731810704 0
57347 0 0 3288678409 0
73571 0 0 5412692041 0
171829 0 0 29525205241 0
388966 1 388966 1.51295E+11 1
13648 0 0 186267904 0
7942 0 0 63075364 0
5545 0 0 30747025 0
4081 0 0 16654561 0
3744 0 0 14017536 0
2429 0 0 5900041 0
2262 0 0 5116644 0
1607 0 0 2582449 0
2046 0 0 4186116 0
2215 0 0 4906225 0
1699 0 0 2886601 0

Table 7.4: The values of X and Y in the GE 2015 period, Where X is the Number of
Tweets and Y is the Number of Detected DC Events

Table 7.5 demonstrates the values of X and Y throughout the Greece crisis 2015 pe-

riod, where we had 17 windows. During that period the FTSE 100 prices were falling, on

average; refer to Figure 7.5 to see an overall picture of the investigated period (indicated

within the red vertical lines). In addition, the FTSE 100 released news items related to

the Greece crisis 2015, came out on 29/6/2015, on which day the FTSE 100 prices went

down 1.97%, a dramatic drop3, and on 7/7/2015, when the FTSE 100 prices slipped

again, by 0.8%4. However when applying the DC approach with our daily dynamically

defined threshold on the FTSE 100 price stream, a downturn event was detected earlier

(on 4/6/2015), so during the period relating to the Greece crisis which was investigated
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it was continuing on a downward run (downturn OS). Refer to Figure 7.6 to see a snap-

shot of the results of the DT-TS run on 29/6/2015, as the FTSE 100 prices went down

to a level at which a buying trading action was triggered. As no DC event was detected,

the value of Y for all the 17 windows was zero, and so the value of R was undefined.

Figure 7.5: FTSE 100 During the Greece crisis 2015 (vertical red lines indicate the

investigated period)

X Y X*Y X*X Y*Y
9294 0 0 86378436 0
19989 0 0 399560121 0
6888 0 0 47444544 0
3229 0 0 10426441 0
9287 0 0 86248369 0
1903 0 0 3621409 0
11241 0 0 126360081 0
6258 0 0 39162564 0
2219 0 0 4923961 0
6458 0 0 41705764 0
6058 0 0 36699364 0
17065 0 0 291214225 0
20083 0 0 403326889 0
5357 0 0 28697449 0
4695 0 0 22043025 0
3306 0 0 10929636 0
3143 0 0 9878449 0

Table 7.5: The values of X and Y in the Greece crisis 2015 period, where X is the
Number of Tweets and Y is the Number of Detected DC Events

3http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-33307810
4http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-33405583
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Figure 7.6: Trading action taken place on 29/6/2015 as prices go sharply down

The final correlation calculation, applied to the FTSE 100 price stream and the

Twitter stream, was one for which X was set to be the number of events detected from

the text stream (Twitter) each day, and Y was set to be the number of DC events

detected from the time-series data stream (FTSE 100 prices stream) each day — see

Table 7.6. To this end, we mainly wanted to find out whether the detection of an event

from one stream may be associated with the detection of an event from another stream.

The Pearson Correlation (R) for the GE 2015 period was 0.62, which means a moderate

positive relationship between the number of detected events in Twitter stream and the

number of detected events in the FTSE 100 stream exists. Again it was not possible

to calculate the Pearson correlation for the Greece crisis period as no DC events were

detected for that.

Mainly we used the correlation coefficient to assess whether there is a positive linear

correlation between events detected from the time-series data stream and events detected

from the text stream. We wanted to see if the detection of an event from one stream

was associated with an increased probability of detecting an event on the other stream.

We found a moderate positive linear relationship (R = 0.62) between events detected

from a Twitter stream (the GE 2015 tweets stream) and those detected from the FTSE

100 price stream in the GE 2015 period; this means that events from these streams

may have a moderate positive correlation with each other and that they generally move

in the same direction. However for the period of the Greece crisis, we could not apply

the Pearson correlation test as no DC events were detected. Thus this means the

correlation test can not be applied if no events are detected from any of the investigated

data streams.

Overall, no significant correlation was found between the events detected from the

financial time-series stream and those detected from the Twitter stream. Hence, the

conclusion that we can draw from this investigation is there may be no direct correlation,
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X Y X*Y X*X Y*Y
2 0 0 4 0
2 0 0 4 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
3 1 3 9 1
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
2 1 2 4 1
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

Table 7.6: The values of X and Y in the GE2015 period, Where X is the Number of
Detected Events from Twitter Stream and Y is the Number of Detected DC Events

or an easy to discern direct relationship between the two streams. Although we cannot

draw this as a definitive conclusion, our examination suggests that in general it is not

easy to identify such correlations.

7.3 Finding Possible Inter-links Using Granger Causal-

ity

Granger causality [148] is a statistical method for studying causal links between

random variables. Specifically, it is applied in order to assess whether there is any

potential predictability power in terms of one indicator for the other. Hence it is a
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method for investigating the flow of information between time-series; it said that X

Granger causes Y , if time-lagged values of X are significant in helping to predict values

of Y .

We applied the Granger causality test, not for testing true causality and prediction,

but for measuring the precedence and information content of one variable in relation

to another, if any such relation exists. Essentially, we wanted to see if events detected

from the time-series data streams, using the DC approach with our dynamic threshold,

precede events detected from the text streams, using the FPM approach and a dynamic

support value, or vice versa.

So, we wanted to apply the Granger causality test and see whether we could accept

or reject the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis was that X does not Granger cause

Y , and that Y does not Granger cause X. The standard significant p value level used

to accept or reject the null hypothesis is Fisher’s proposed level of 5% [193].

The following Granger causality analysis (named GC1) was undertaken in relation

to events detected from the text stream (Twitter stream) and events detected from

the time-series data stream (FTSE 100 prices stream) in the GE 2015 period. Refer

to Equation 7.2, where Xt represents the detected Twitter stream events on dayt, Yt

represents the detected time-series data stream events on dayt, and n represents the

maximum time-lagged values. The εt is the random error rate for dayt, α, βi, and λi are

the regression parameters. Table 7.6 shows the values of X and Y for all 29 windows in

the GE 2015 period.

GC = α +
n∑
i=1

βiXt−i +
n∑
i=1

λiYt−i + εt (7.2)

The Econometrics Views (Eviews 10) [194], which is a statistical package, was used

for applying the Granger causality test. As a preliminary step, non-stationary time-series

must be converted to stationary time series, as the Granger causality test is sensitive

to non-stationary time series [195]. In a stationary time-series, all statistical properties

remain constant over time.

The GC1 Granger causality test was applied using a number of different time-lag

values. Refer to Figure 7.7 to see the Granger causality results relating to time-lags

from 1 to 8 days. With a time-lag of 2 and 3, the first hypothesis was rejected, as the

p value equals 0.022, which is less than %5 (framed in red), and so the financial stream

events do, relatively, Granger cause the text stream events —but the opposite is not the
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case.

Figure 7.7: The Granger causality GC1 test results for 1-8 lags, where only lags 2 and
3 rejects the null hypothesis in the first regression (framed in red)

Another Granger causality analysis (GC2) was undertaken between the number of

tweets posted daily (the daily tweets’ volume) on the text stream and the daily FTSE

100 prices from the time-series data stream. Refer to Equation 7.2 where Xt represents

the number of tweets (the tweets’ volume) on dayt, Yt represents the FTSE 100 price
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as streamed on dayt (Table 7.2 shows the values of X and Y for all 29 windows), and n

represents the maximum time-lagged values. We wanted to see whether the FTSE 100

price changes Granger cause the tweets’ volume or the other way around, (that is, the

daily posted tweets’ volume Granger causes the FTSE 100 price changes).

The GC2 Granger causality test was applied using a number of different time-lag

values (from 1-8 days). Refer to Figure 7.8 to see a summary of the GC2 tests related

to time-lags of from 1 to 8 days. The first hypothesis was rejected with the first four

time-lag values (from 1-4 days), as the p value was less than %5 (framed in red), and

so the FTSE 100 daily price does Granger cause the Twitter stream daily tweet volume

with 1, 2, 3, and 4 days lag — but the opposite is not the case.
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Figure 7.8: The Granger causality GC2 results for 1-8 lags, where lags 1,2,3 and 4 rejects

the null hypothesis in the first regression (framed in red)

A third Granger causality analysis (GC3) was undertaken in relation to the number

of tweets posted daily (daily tweets’ volume) on the text stream and the DC events

detected from the time-series data stream. Refer to Equation 7.2,where Xt represents

the number of tweets posted on dayt (tweets’ volume),Yt represents the number of DC

detected events on dayt (Table 7.4 shows the values of X and Y for all 29 windows),
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and n represents the maximum time-lagged values. We wanted to see if the detection of

DC events Granger causes the tweets’ volume, or the other way around — the number

of tweets posted daily Granger causes the detection of DC events.

The GC3 Granger causality test was applied using a number of different time-lag

values (from 1-8 days): Figure 7.9 shows a summary of the results. For time-lags of

7 and 8 days the first hypothesis is rejected since the p value is less than 5% (framed

in red in Figure 7.9). Hence, the occurrence of DC events may Granger cause tweets

volume, with 7 and 8 days lags but not the other way around.
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Figure 7.9: The Granger causality GC3 results for 1-8 lags, where lags 7 and 8 rejects

the null hypothesis in the first regression (framed in red)

The Granger causality test was not applied to the period of the Greece crisis since no

DC events were detected for that period, neither GC1 nor GC3 were applicable. However

we attempted to see if the FTSE 100 prices stream Granger caused the number of tweets

posted daily (the daily tweets’ volume), which is the GC2, as it did for the GE 2015

period. Refer to Figure 7.10 to see the Granger causality test results for time-lags from 1-
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5 days (the maximum time-lag was 5 only since the number of observations (the number

of windows) for the Greece crisis period were less than the number of observations for

the GE period). Here, we could not reject the null hypothesis, which means that the

FTSE 100 daily prices do not Granger cause the number of tweets posted daily (in

contrast to the results for the GE period). An interpretation of this result could be that

this is because the UK GE was a regional event and so is more closely tied to the FTSE

100 index, while the Greece crisis, on the other hand, was a European matter and was

not much connected or tied to the FTSE 100.

Figure 7.10: The Granger causality GC2 results for 1-5 lags in the Greece crisis 2015

period

In summary, a low Granger causality was found between the daily time-series data

stream events and the text stream events (and only where there was a 2-3 day time-lag).

Thus no statistically significant evidence was found in terms of the Granger causality

test for there being a causal link between events detected from the financial stream and
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events detected from the text stream.

The Granger causality tests (GC2 and GC3) were carried out in order to gain more

insights into both streams, the time-series data stream and the text stream, and in

order to see which stream might be an indicator for the other. Similarly, a relatively low

Granger causality was found in, GC3, between the daily financial stream events (DC

events) and the daily tweets’ volume (with 7 and 8 day time-lags only). This means

there is no clear indication of precedence or derivation from one time-series to the other.

However in GC2, a significant dependence was found between the FTSE 100 daily price

change and the number of tweets posted daily (tweets’ volume), with time-lags of 1, 2,

3, and 4 days.

7.4 Summary

In this chapter, we tried to bring together and draw inferences from the two data

streams: the text (social network) stream and the price time-series data stream. We

applied the Pearson correlation and the Granger causality tests to investigate the re-

lationships between the events detected across both data streams. In the text stream,

we were looking for text-posts relating to a particular major event (such as the GE

2015 or the Greece crisis 2015), not for text-posts relating to the financial market data

under examination. Basically, we were curious about the relation between the identified

events from the text streams and the price transitions taking place in the time-series

data stream.

A relatively low Pearson correlation and Granger causality was found between events

detected from the price time-series data stream and events detected from the text stream.

One of the main reasons for this low percentage was that the text stream is not primarily

focused on the market data under examination; instead it is mostly focused on a major

event that is happening.

Another reason was a general issue which we found in relation to price time-series

data stream events: such events come in only two forms, a price increase or a price

decrease, and these kinds of events alternate (i.e., no downturn event follows a downturn

event). This is because, if a price decrease is spotted, and then after some time the prices

goes down even further, no additional price decrease event is identified (such was the

case with the FTSE 100 index price during the Greece crisis period). While in the text
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stream, on the other hand, events are detected without any consideration of previous

events.

In addition, another issue with respect to price time-series data streams is that

during a period of investigation, a number of different events may take place that are

not necessarily related to the same major (financial or other) event. In other words,

different shares or assets may be affected by different influences. This is unlike the text

stream from which we retrieve only text-posts related to the investigated event, and so

only related events (topics) are identified. In the GE 2015 time period for example,

more precisely on the 29th April (just 8 days prior to the election day), the FTSE

100 index went down by 1.1% because of cautiousness ahead of an interest rate policy

meeting at the US Federal Reserve 1, which was not related to the GE 2015. And so

linking over two different streams (a text stream related to a particular major event and

a price time-series data stream reporting on particular stocks or assets), and finding

relations between the events detected from both streams is not always possible.

In summary, we could not clearly identify a relationship between the investigated

data streams. There was no concrete relation or link found between the streams con-

sidered (the text stream and the price time-series data stream) in terms of the events

detected from each of them. This was in-line with the work in [136], where an event from

Twitter is said to be found if tweets volume peak is identified. The identified events

were related to stock prices using Correlation coefficient and Granger causality. They

found a low Pearson correlation and Granger causality across both time series for the

investigated time period. In addition, a recent work in [196], found that a correlation

between the public sentiment of local elections in Twitter and the FTSE 100 movements

does exist but is not determined as statistically significant, the same was also found for

evidence of causation.
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Conclusions and Future Work

A data stream is a continuous flow of data, produced at high and irregular rates.

The size of a data stream is unbounded; streams are of potentially infinite length [8].

This thesis has mainly focused on developing event detection methods so that they can

effectively operate on streams of data. The principal goal was to develop and extend

methods for detecting events for structured and unstructured data streams. The novelty

of the work presented lies in the way that the dynamic and changing nature of data

streams is adopted in order to develop event identification methods.

In the first section of this chapter, we summarize the work that we have undertaken

and the contributions we believe we have made. Then, the second section will examine

some potential areas for future research – which can be extensions of this work.

8.1 Summary

In this thesis, we investigated the challenge of event identification from different

streams of data. In particular, and motivated by the need to identify the occurrence

of events in the domain of finance, which is a dynamic and volatile domain that is

typically affected by a range of events, we investigated and developed event identification

methods for text and financial time-series data streams. Research main objectives listed

in Chapter 1 are revisited in Sub-section 8.1.1. In addition, the contributions of this

work have been described in the previous chapters are summarised in Sub-section 8.1.2.

8.1.1 Objectives

Three main research objectives were addressed as following.
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• Event detection from unstructured data streams was achieved by proposing the

Dynamic-FPM (D-FPM) framework which is based on employing a Frequent

Pattern Mining (FPM) method with a dynamic defined support value instead

of having a fixed given one. The proposed dynamic support measures the co-

occurrence and frequency of terms and better fits with the changing nature of text

data streams.

• Event detection from structured data streams was addressed by employing the

Directional Change (DC) approach on a structured time-series data stream using

a daily dynamic defined threshold value in order replace the use of a fixed, a-priori

threshold. The dynamic defined threshold has led to more effective detecting of

events (i.e. significant price changes) than a fixed threshold value that is used

throughout the whole stream (i.e. does not change).

• Cross-reference across various data streams in order to explore and further inves-

tigate the relationship between events identified from different data streams (the

structured and unstructured data streams). In general, a relatively low relation-

ship was found between events identified from price time-series stream and text

(Twitter) stream.

8.1.2 Contributions

We started our investigation thorough a literature review, in Chapter 2, of the do-

main of event identification and we identified a number of drawbacks and some problems

with existing techniques that have informed this work.

In Chapter 3, we developed and extended a method for detecting events from the

data yielded by unstructured text streams, using a FPM method. Applying FPM

methods on text streams requires setting the term selection criteria, in other words, it

requires setting of the support value. In [4], the authors set the minimum support value

to a fixed value (σ = 0.03). In [39, 41], the number of selected terms K was given in

advance by the users, and the selection of K terms was based on a reference independent

corpus. In [40] on the other hand, they used a very small fixed support value, but then

they limited the number of identified topics to a number given as an input. The authors

argue of that it was easier for users to indicate how many patterns they would like to see

than specifying a minimum support threshold. However, we think that in dynamic and
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changeable environments, such as data streams, it is very hard to specify the number of

selected terms nor the number of identified patterns in advance, hence we introduced a

dynamic support definition method (the D-FPM).

We employed the FP-Growth algorithm [3] on a social network stream (Twitter) to

identify events/topics which occurred from each window-batch, if any. In addition, we

dynamically defined the support value, which is a metric for terms retrieval in a text

stream. Generally, the support value for the FP-growth algorithm has been defined

a-priori, as a fixed value. Our dynamic support value directly replaces this fixed one.

This change allowed our event detection framework to cope better with the nature of

data streams. A different support value is assigned to each window-batch; the support

value is defined mainly based on the keyword co-occurrences and frequencies. In fact,

we proposed and tested two dynamic support definition methods: which one should be

selected for a particular batch depends on the window sizes (i.e., the numbers of tweets)

which are likely to be encountered. A logistic regression model was built to classify each

incoming window-batch for being either large or small sized window.

We collected tweets which were related to major events (the UK General Elections

2015, and the Greece Crisis 2015). We employed the FP-Growth algorithm, using our

daily proposed dynamic support value, to each of these major-event streams. The

topics we detected were evaluated with respect to what was being published by the

major news outlets at the same time. If a topic was found to be mentioned on the

same day that a news article was published, then the topic was said to represent a true

event – and to be a false or insignificant one otherwise. More than 88% of the topics

that were identified using our event detection framework were found on the same day

that news articles concerning that topic were released. In addition, we evaluated our

event detection framework against the SFPM framework [39], which is also a topic

detection framework, using the GE 2015 stream. For this comparison, we applied the

precision, recall, and F-measure [168–170] evaluation metrics. The results showed that

our event detection framework (the D-FPM) achieved a precision approximately three

times greater than that achieved by the SFPM framework. Recall was about the same

for both frameworks. The F-measure, which is a combination of both precision and

recall, was around two times higher for the D-FPM framework than for the SFPM

framework.

In Chapter 4, we showed how we developed a method for detecting events from struc-
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tured time-series data streams; in relation to this, we used a high frequency time-series

data stream (stock prices). We introduced a dynamic threshold definition algorithm in

order to replace the use of a fixed a-priori threshold in the DC approach. The DC ap-

proach [35] is an approach for summarizing market price movements. An event according

to DC is detected if the price change between two points exceeds or is below (depending

on the event being either a downturn or an upturn) the given threshold value. The DC

approach has always been used with fixed thresholds [6, 36–38, 42–50, 134]. Hence, this

work is a novel contribution as it shows how the DC approach can be used on streams

of data with a dynamic threshold which makes it more flexible and suitable for dynamic

and volatile environments that markets are.

The dynamic threshold is defined on a daily basis (after receiving the current day’s

opening prices) to be compatible with the operation of the stock market, which runs on

week days from 8 am – 4:30 pm. The threshold, essentially, is set on the basis of the

previous day’s prices and the overnight price transitions. Depending on the previous

day and/or overnight price change the suitable dynamic threshold definition method is

used. A decision tree was built to set the value of the previous day and overnight price

changes.

We performed experiments on the FTSE 100 minute-by-minute price stream, at-

tempting to detect the occurrence of DC events using different fixed thresholds and also

using our daily dynamically calculated one. The detected events were evaluated against

what was published on the same day on the BBC News regarding the FTSE 100 index.

If a detected event was found on the same day that a news headline was published, then

it was said to be a “true” event, otherwise it was said to be a spurious or false event.

The results showed that our dynamic threshold leads to a more accurate identification

of “true” events than the various different fixed threshold values that we tried. The daily

dynamic thresholds used with the DC approach were able to facilitate the detection of

DC events of various different magnitudes; such a criteria is not applicable to event

detection via fixed thresholds, and so the use of a dynamic threshold is clearly an

improvement.

From the litreture we noticed that finding the most profitable threshold value has

always been an issue when using the DC approach when trading [37, 38, 52]. Thus,

to further evaluate the use of our dynamic threshold, in Chapter 5, we proposed a

trading strategy based on the DC approach and our dynamically defined threshold,
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named the Dynamic Threshold-Trading Strategy (DT-TS). We found that, using a

dynamic threshold that is calculated daily, we were able to more effectively (i.e. in a

more timely manner) spot price changes. Once a DC event is detected, and with every

price increase/decrease, the DT-TS trading rule is opened up. The trading action to

be taken (either buying or selling) depends on the previous day’s price transitions. The

DT-TS is flexible and can cope with price fluctuation, hence when price transitions are

encountered, it considers the previous day price change as an indicator for the type of

trading to be taken (either buying or selling). A trading rule is closed when the next

DC event is confirmed.

An experiment was conducted on the FTSE 100 minute-by-minute prices stream to

evaluate the DT-TS trading rules using different fixed thresholds as well as different

trading strategies. The DT-TS outperformed (achieved better profitability than) the

use of fixed thresholds and all the other trading strategies investigated.

Furthermore, in Chapter 6 we explored the functionality of the proposed trading

strategy (the DT-TS) using another alternative data stream with a different level of

data flow. Thus, instead of using a higher frequency data stream (minute-by-minute),

we tried a lower frequency one (day-by-day).

An experiment was performed on the FTSE 100 day-by-day prices stream in order to

evaluate the DT-TS trading rules which we had constructed. For comparison purposes,

we tested various different fixed thresholds as well as various different trading strategies

against the DT-TS strategy using dynamically calculated thresholds. We found that

the DT-TS performs almost equally as well (from a profits point of view) as a strategy

using a low fixed threshold. In addition, when comparing the streams we were using, the

daily stream and the minute-by-minute stream, we concluded that the DT-TS performs

better (gains higher profits) when the higher frequency stream, the minute-by-minute

stream rather than the day-by-day stream, is used.

In Chapter 7, we were interested to know whether we can put together and draw

inferences across both streams, the text stream and the price time-series data stream,

to see what relationships could be found, if any. We wanted to see if the events detected

from the FTSE 100 prices stream had an effect on the events which could be detected

from a text stream. The text streams reflected events on both a domestic level (the UK

GE 2015) and a European level (the Greece crisis 2015).

Therefore, we applied the Pearson correlation and the Granger causality tests to
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investigate the relationships between events detected across both data streams. In

summary, we found relatively low Pearson correlations and Granger causalities between

events detected from the time-series data stream and those detected from the text

stream. Our findings were in-line with the findings in [136,196]

Hence, in conclusion, through the work in this thesis we have shown that methods

that are used for event identification on streams of data need to be flexible and be able

to cope with the dynamic nature of such streams and the underlying domains.

8.2 Future Work

Although the methods that we have developed can be deployed for event identifi-

cation on text and financial time-series data streams, our work and methods can be

extended in several directions.

In the text stream analysis and event identification, we used the FP-Growth and a

dynamic support value which was defined daily (i.e. for each window-batch) to identify

the topics/events which occurred. In the future, we would want to rank the identified

topics — where more than one topic is identified from a single window-batch. The

higher the rank of an event, the more the important the terms it include. Hence, along

with the general list of keywords used to retrieve relevant text posts (i.e. tweets) from

Twitter API, and in order to adapt to the dynamic nature of social network streams,

where tweets are retrieved in almost real-time. An additional list of keywords can be

created by including new emerging terms from the high rank identified events from

previous batches and can last for some time only, until a new additional list is created.

Creating an additional keyword list could help in identifying more true events and so

could increase the recall value.

We employed the DC approach in the high frequency time-series stream analysis

and event identification phase. This approach summarizes price movements based on a

fixed, a-priori threshold value which is used to identify and spot price transitions.

We defined a dynamic threshold to replace the fixed one — in order to make the

method more consistent with the nature of data streams. The definition of the dynamic

threshold requires a percentage value to be set, during the training phase, which is

related to something which has happened the previous day or overnight (previous −

v/overnight − v). The main source for setting that value was based on the release of
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news articles on the same day, or not. However, we may want to detect DC events from a

high frequency time-series data stream for any individual stock or share, with regard to

which major news outlets may not report events because of other more important news

items. In addition, some companies may wish to hide their performance from the news

outlets. As a result, in order to define the threshold value, we think that we should

consider an additional source for setting the values which are taken to indicate that

something significant has occurred the previous day or overnight. Looking at another

aspect such as the trading volume or the difference between the asking price and bid

price (in the case of individual shares) may help in defining the threshold value. In

fact, we did not face this issue in our experiments since we considered only the FTSE

100 index as whole, which is the share index of the 100 companies listed in the London

Stock Exchange with the highest market capitalisation. Hence the news outlets in the

UK (such as the BBC) will always give exposure to the FTSE 100 price fluctuations

and associated news.

Also, in terms of the high frequency time-series stream used, the dynamic threshold

definition method and our proposed trading strategy, the DT-TS, both essentially relay

on the previous day given data. In particular, they depend on the previous day closing

and opening prices (previous day and overnight price changes). Thus, in the future, we

plan to develop a strategy that can be applied to other financial markets whose nature

is different (i.e. does not have opening and closing prices), as the Foreign Exchange

Market, which operates 24 hours a day (continuous streaming).



Appendix 1: Tweets Collection

Using Twitter API

As 7th of May 2015 was selected to be the British Parliament Election Day, and

since this event happens once every five years, as well as being much discussed by all

classes of Britain citizens. We have chosen the 2015 British Parliament elections to be

the source of our data set. We started collecting tweets posted regarding that event

from 15-4-2015 using Twitter API stream.

First, we created a Twitter developer account, then created an application and gen-

erate the API keys to allow us connect to Twitter, as shown in the figure A1.1.

Figure A1.1: Twitter Application

Next, we downloaded the Eclipse IDE environment, and added the Twitter4j library

along with Mongodb java driver library to our project, as shown in figure A1.2.

In the same time we installed Mongodb for Windows and connect to it using Com-

mand Line Prompt. We have to connect to mongod server, and specify a path for our
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Figure A1.2: Add Java Libraries

database as shown in figure A1.3.

Figure A1.3: Connect to MongoDB

Once we are done from all the preparations, we created a new java project and

started by connecting to twitter API stream by setting up the Oath parameters from

the created twitter application.

We looked for tweets containing the following keywords “British Elections, GE2015,

VoteUkIP2015, GE15”, retrieved them and then store them in Mongodb collections.

For every tweet we saved the following parameters:

User name, followers count, retweet count, mention count, time tweet was posted, ge-

ographic location of the posted tweet, tweet id, and tweet text. The following figure
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(figure A1.4) shows us the collected tweets on the run console.

Figure A1.4: Run Console

Here in figure A1.5, we show the saved tweets in mongodb stream collection, this done

using Command Prompt Line. So, we first run the mongo.exe then ask for showing the

available databases by using the command show dbs, after choosing the desired database

by the following command use db name, then by using the show collections command we

can view all the available collections in the specified database. To view the saved tweets

in the collection of interest we use the following command db.collection name.find(). As

we should iterate over all the tweets we used the while command as following:

var myCursor = db.collection name.find( );

while (myCursor.hasNext())

print(tojson(myCursor.next()));

Finally, we will show statistics related to our stream154 collection using the following

command db.collection name.stats(), as showing the number of tweets saved since 15/4-

26/5-2015 (exceeds 1 million tweet), see figure A1.6.
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Figure A1.5: Tweets in MongoDB

Figure A1.6: Collection Statistics



Appendix 2: Gold Standard List

During the UK General Elections

2015

In Appendix 2, we demonstrate a gold standard list (in the following table) showing

a list of news articles published in the BBC News during the UK General Elections

2015. For each day we show the date, the event, and the linked news headline.

Date Event News Headline

15/4/2015

Leader Nick Clegg launched

his party’s manifesto.

Leader Nick Clegg launched his party’s

manifesto ”Every vote for the Liberal

Democrats matters”.

SDLP leader unveiled his

party’s manifesto.

In Northern Ireland SDLP leader Alasdair

McDonnell unveiled his party’s manifesto

at the Holiday Inn Hotel, Belfast.

UKIP leader Nigel Farage

launches his party manifesto.

UKIP leader Nigel Farage and

deputy chairwoman Suzanne Evans

posed with a copy of their party’s

manifesto at its launch in Aveley.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-pictures-

32315512

16/4/2015

David Cameron has launched

the Scottish Conservative

manifesto.

David Cameron launches the Scot-

tish Conservative manifesto calling

the Labour and SNP a ’coalition of

chaos’.http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-scotland-32320466
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Daily Express owner Richard

Desmond gives UKIP a £1m

donation.

Richard Desmond, whose publish-

ing company owns the Daily and

Sunday Express, has donated £1m to

UKIP.http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-32340976

TV election debate by the 5

leaders of Westminster’s oppo-

sition.

The leaders of five of Westmin-

ster’s opposition parties take part in

the latest live TV election debate

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-32331542

Launch of the Alliance Party

manifesto.

The Alliance Party will bring a ”unique”

voice to Westminster, ensuring the

people of Northern Ireland are heard,

the deputy leader has said at the

launch of the party’s manifesto.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-northern-ireland-32334446

17/4/2015
Labour is unveiling its Scottish

manifesto in Glasgow.

Labour is unveiling its Scottish man-

ifesto in Glasgow. The party also

launched its youth manifesto in

Lincoln and Ed Miliband called

for an end to unpaid internships.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-32348029

The UUP launched its mani-

festo and outlined tax reduc-

tions and extra money for men-

tal health as part of its price

for joining a coalition.

In Northern Ireland the Ulster Unionist

Party (UUP) launched its manifesto

and outlined tax reductions and ex-

tra money for mental health as part

of its price for joining a coalition.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-32348029
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20/4/2015 Nothing http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/general-

election-2015/11549094/General-

Election-2015-in-pictures-20-April-

2015.html

21/4/2015

John Major warns form a

labour-SNP government. He

claims the SNP would deliver

”a daily dose of blackmail” to

a Labour government.

Former Conservative PM Sir John

Major warned that a Labour-SNP

government would be ”a recipe for

mayhem”. He added that he supporter

of David Cameron as prime minister”.

https://www.bbc.com/news/election-

2015-32394684

Liberal Democrat launched its

Scottish manifesto.

Scottish Liberal Democrat leader Willie

Rennie, Jo Swinson and candidate Mike

Crockart launched the Scottish Lib-

eral Democrat manifesto in front of

the Forth Bridge in South Queens-

ferry. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-

pictures-32396621

More people register to vote

’than ever before’ for the GE

2015.

A record-breaking 469,000 people

registered to vote online in one

day for the 2015 general election -

as the deadline closed on 20 April.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-32401218

22/4/2015 Nothing http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/general-

election-2015/11554084/General-

Election-2015-in-pictures-22-April-

2015.html
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23/4/2015 The IFS report comes after

it analysed each of the party

manifestos.

Four of the major parties have not

provided ”anything like full details”

on plans to cut the deficit, the ISF

(Institute for Fiscal Studies) has said.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-32424739

24/5/2015 Ed Miliband took on for-

eign policy speech, and added

David Cameron has presided

over the biggest loss of UK in-

fluence in a generation.

Ed Miliband the Labour leader took

on foreign policy speech, and added

David Cameron has presided over the

biggest loss of UK influence in a gen-

eration. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-

pictures-32446027

27/4/2015
Labour would exempt first-

time buyers in England, Wales

and Northern Ireland from

paying stamp duty when buy-

ing homes.

Ed Miliband says Labour would ex-

empt first-time buyers in England,

Wales and Northern Ireland from pay-

ing stamp duty when buying homes

below £300,000, for three years.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-32481973

TNS survey suggests the SNP

is on course to win 57 out of 59

Scottish seats and Labour to 1

seat.

The TNS Scottish poll was conducted

face to face over a two week period.

It gave the SNP 54% - the party’s

highest rating since the 2014 referen-

dum, with Labour on 22% - its lowest

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/election-

2015-32476999

28/4/2015 Nothing http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/election-

2015-32487471
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29/4/2015
SNP leader Nicola Sturgeon

speech in Glasgow.

SNP leader Nicola Sturgeon delivered

a speech in Glasgow on the day a new

poll suggested that her party could

win all 59 Scottish seats in the GE.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-scotland-32523804

Jim Murphy took the Scottish

Labour message to Glasgow.

Jim Murphy took the Scottish

Labour Party message to Glasgow.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-pictures-

32515926

Labour and Green candidates

left off postal ballots.

More than 480 postal ballot papers have

been sent out without the names of the

Green and Labour Party candidates.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-32514019

30/4/2015
The Scottish Sun has endorsed

the SNP while the London-

based edition backed the Con-

servatives.

The Scottish Sun has endorsed the SNP

- while the London-based edition backed

the Conservatives.

David Cameron, Ed Miliband

and Nick Clegg are preparing

for the BBC’s Question Time

Election Leaders Special.

David Cameron, Ed Miliband and Nick

Clegg are preparing for the BBC’s Ques-

tion Time Election Leaders’ Special.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-32530833

1/5/2015 Ed Miliband said, he would

rather lose than doing a SNP

deal!

Miliband will struggle to form

a government if Labour is not

biggest party, warns McConnell

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/election-

2015-32543196
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4/5/2015 Jim Murphy and Eddie Izzard

were confronted by protesters

in Glasgow

Scottish Labour leader Jim Murphy

and comedian Eddie Izzard were

heckled by opponents during gen-

eral election campaigning in Glasgow.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-scotland-32581803

5/5/2015 No news, they are saying lead-

ers are relaxed, laughing and

taking selfies with crowds.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-pictures-

32593176

6/5/2015
Final day of campaigning be-

fore GE polls are open.

Final day of campaign-

ing before GE polls open.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/election-

2015-32603709

Polls suggest no party will win

the majority of seats.

Polls suggest no party will

win enough seats for majority.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/election-

2015-32603709

7/5/2015 Nothing

8/5/2015 2 news: Conservatives won, re-

signing of Ed Miliband, Nick

Clegg and Nigel Farage

Conservative Party won the GE Re-

signing of leaders Ed Miliband,

Nick Clegg and Nigel Farage

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-

2015-32633008

11/5/2015
Nigel Farage resignation re-

jected

Farage stays as UKIP leader

after resignation rejected

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-

32696505

BBC licence fee in doubt as

John Whittingdale is named

culture secretary.

John Whittingdale be-

comes UK culture secretary

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-

arts-32690777
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12/5/2015
The BBC will be forced to

slash its drama output if the

licence fee is cut.

BBC drama at ’a tipping

point’ with licence fee cuts

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-

arts-32702746

Cameron’s new cabinet meet-

ing.

Cameron’s new cabinet meets

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election/2015/england

13/5/2015 ’No electoral fraud’ in Nigel

Farage-contested Thanet

South seat.

”No evidence” of electoral fraud has

been found in the Thanet South

seat contested in the general election

by Nigel Farage, police have said.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-

32725167

14/5/2015
Nigel Farage vows to remain

UKIP leader.

Nigel Farage vows to remain UKIP leader,

despite a row over his leadership of the

party.

Mary Creagh and Yvette

Cooper announce bids to

become Labour leader.

Mary Creagh and Yvette Cooper an-

nounce bids to become Labour leader.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/uk-

politics-32726181

15/5/2015 Nothing

18-

22/5/2015

Nothing

Table A2.1: Golden Standard List



Appendix 3: FTSE 100 News

Articles from November 2016- May

2017

In Appendix 3, we demonstrate a list of FTSE 100 news articles in the period from

November 2016 until May 2017.

Date News

2/11/2016 Next jumps 4% despite sales slipping. The FTSE 100 falls 0.6%

https://www.bbc.com/news/live/business-37801333

7/11/2016 A strong day for stocks in Europe has seen London’s benchmark

FTSE 100 close the day up by 1.7%, or 113.64 points, at 6806.90.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-37869316

8/11/2016 FTSE 100 closes 0.5% higher as investors got over

their nerves about the US presidential election result.

https://www.bbc.com/news/live/business-37875270

9/11/2016 US Election 2016: Markets meltdown fails to materialise. In London the

FTSE 100 index dropped 2% at the start of trading before recovering to

end the day 1% up. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-37921036

10/11/2016 FTSE 100 dragged down by stronger pound. A new burst of volatility

has driven the pound up against the US dollar, triggering a late selloff

in London. The FTSE 100 index finished 1.2% lower at 6,827.98 points.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-37934624

14/11/2016 The FTSE 100 has closed higher despite paring earlier gains, the

index closed 0.34%, or 22.75 points, higher at 6,753.18 points.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-37949837
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17/11/2016 The London market ended higher on Thursday, but shares in Royal Mail

fell 7% after its latest results. The FTSE 100 share index finished 45

points higher at 6,794.7 points. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-

38010843

22/11/2016 FTSE 100 has closed up 0.57% or 38.86 points at 6,816.82. It

was boosted by the dip in the pound and higher commodity prices.

https://www.bbc.com/news/live/business-38024672/page/2

28/11/2016 The FTSE 100 has closed down by 41.28 points or 0.60% at 6,799.47.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-38103550

29/11/2016 At close, the benchmark FTSE 100 index was down 27.47 points, or 0.4%,

at 6,772. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38141953

2/12/2016 FTSE 100 closes down ahead of Italian referendum. The bench-

mark share index was down 28.21 points or 0.43% at 6,730.72,

with investors cautious ahead of Italy’s referendum at the weekend.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38180179

8/12/2016 The FTSE 100 closed up 0.42% to 6,931.55 points, led by a 4.6% rise for

WPP after shares in the advertising giant were upgraded to a ’buy’ by

broker Jefferies. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-38183110

9/12/2016 The FTSE 100 index closed up 52.66 points at 6,954.21, notching up

five consecutive days of gains. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-

38261236

13/12/2016 The FTSE 100 has held on to this morning’s gains. It’s trading 0.55%

higher at 6,928. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-38261853

28/12/2016 Strong gains for mining companies helped power the FTSE 100 to close

at a new record high. The FTSE rose 0.5%, or 37.9 points, to 7,106.08

points http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38449901

30/12/2016 London’s benchmark FTSE 100 index reached its highest level to date

on the last day of trading for 2016. The move upwards was - 32.5

points or 0.42% - it left the FTSE at an unprecedented 7,142.83.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38467258
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9/1/2017 Share prices in London rose to a new record high point,

with the FTSE 100 index closing 28 points up at 7,238.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38553048

10/1/2017 The FTSE 100 index has closed at a record high for the ninth day in a

row, the longest such streak in history. The UK’s benchmark share index

ended Tuesday’s trading session at 7,275.47, up 37.7 points on the day.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38567233

11/1/2017 The UK market opened lower as analysts digested a feast of Christmas

trading updates from retailers. After closing at its 10th record high in a

row on Wednesday, the FTSE 100 opened 22.03 points lower at 7,268.46.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38581030

13/1/2017 London’s FTSE 100 has chalked up its 12th consecutive record high as

shares in housebuilders led the way. The blue-chip index closed 0.6%,

or 45.4 points, higher at 7,337.8 - the 14th time it has ended higher.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38608250

23/1/2017 FTSE 100 closes lower as pound hits one-month dollar high. Mean-

while the benchmark FTSE 100 index shed 47.26 points to 7,151.18

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38715793

3/2/2017 By midday, the benchmark FTSE 100 share index was 37.05 points higher

at 7,177.80. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38852510

1/3/2017 The benchmark FTSE 100 index jumped 1.59% to 7,382.9 points

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-39125987

6/3/2017 By the close, the FTSE 100 was down 24 points at 7,350.12.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-39177346

16/3/2017 The benchmark FTSE 100 rose 47.31 points to a record closing high of

7,415.57 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-39289651

21/3/2017 At the close, the FTSE 100 was down 0.69% at 7,378.34 points, with min-

ing companies the top five fallers. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-

39337885
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18/4/2017 The pound rose strongly and share prices in London fell sharply after

Theresa May announced plans to call a general election on 8 June. The

benchmark FTSE 100 share index fell 180 points, or 2.5%, to 7,148.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-39627859

19/4/2017 London’s leading shares fell again on Wednesday but sterling was steady

as investors continued to digest the consequences of the UK’s snap elec-

tion call. The FTSE 100 share index ended the day down 33 points, or

almost 0.5%, at 7,114.3 points. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-

39639744

24/4/2017 The FTSE 100 index clawed back some of the losses triggered by last

week’s announcement of a general election, closing up 2% at 7,264.68.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-39691366

28/4/2017 Barclays pulls FTSE 100 lower. The FTSE 100 index closed almost 0.5%

lower at 7,203 https://www.bbc.com/news/business-39743647

16/5/2017 The FTSE 100 has closed above 7,500 for the first time despite inflation

being at the highest rate since September 2013. Closing at 67.66 points,

or 0.91%, higher at 7,522.03 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-

39895846

19/5/2017 At the close on Friday, the FTSE 100 was up 34.29 points at 7,470.71.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-39972658

24/5/2017 The benchmark FTSE 100 gained 29.6 points or 0.4%

to reach 7,514.90. FTSE 100 closes up led by Easyjet.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-40026733

Table A3.1: FTSE 100 News from November 2016 untill

May 2017



Appendix 4: FTSE 100 News

Articles from July 2015- February

2016

In Appendix 4, we present the list of News Headlines (in table A4.1) appearing in

the BBC News for the FTSE 100 index in the period from July 2015 until February

2016. There are 22 News events in total, news events with price change less than 1%

are not counted. We realised that news with price change less than 1% are transient

and published if the change in FTSE 100 was related to oil or mining sectors only.

Date Price

Change

News Headline

22/7/2015 Decrease The FTSE 100 falls, with shares in chip-designer Arm Hold-

ings down after Apple’s latest earnings forecast disappointed

the market. It closed down1.5% brought by miners and ARM

Holdings. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-33619756

27/7/2015 Decrease The FTSE 100 index closed down 74.68 points at 6,505.13.

Merlin Entertainments was the biggest faller on the FTSE

100 after the firm warned profits would be hit by the effects

of the rollercoaster crash at its Alton Towers theme park.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-33672315

5/8/2015 Increase The London market gained nearly 1% on Wednesday, with

mining shares among the top risers. FTSE 100’s risers board,

with the index up 65.84 points at 6,752.41. (less than 1% )

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-33784771
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19/8/2015 Decrease The FTSE 100 fell to its lowest level since January amid con-

cerns about the outlook for commodity prices and Chinese

growth. The FTSE 100 index closed down 122.84 points at

6,403.45. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-33984773

20/8/2015 Decrease FTSE 100 falls for eighth day due to global concerns. The

FTSE 100 index closed down 35.56 points at 6,367.89.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34000349

21/8/2015 Decrease The FTSE has fallen 5.2%, or 363 points, since Mon-

day. On Friday the index closed 2.8% lower, while

markets in Paris and Frankfurt saw falls of about 3%.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34015798

24/8/2015 Decrease FTSE 100 loses more than £60bn after China’s ’Black Mon-

day’. London’s FTSE 100 index closed down 4.6% at 5,898.87.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34038147

25/8/2015 Increase China has reduced its main interest rate to boost growth

in its economy. The move has boosted global share

prices further, with London’s FTSE 100 jumping 3%.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-34052618

27/8/2015 Increase The FTSE 100 gained £60bn in value today, the biggest one-

day rise in the index since October 2011. European markets

have jumped after stronger than expected US GDP figures

and a boost in US stocks, the FTSE 100 closed up 3.56%

at 6,192.03. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-

34006003

28/8/2015 Increase FTSE 100 ends the week on a high note after China-driven

carnage. The index of London’s biggest listed compa-

nies rose 55.91 points or 0.9pc on Friday to end at 6,247.94.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/markets/marketreport/11831650/FTSE-

100-ends-the-week-on-a-high-note-after-China-driven-

carnage.html
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1/9/2015 Decrease FTSE 100 hit by weak Chinese manufacturing data. The

UK’s FTSE 100 index closed down 189.40 points, or 3%, to

6,058.54. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34113452

3/9/2015 Increase London’s FTSE 100 maintained its opening gains

in mid-morning trade, 1.64% higher at 6,183.34

points, with Easyjet being the biggest winner.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-34087604

4/9/2015 Decrease The FTSE 100 extended its losses after the release of the lat-

est US jobs figures. The FTSE 100 index - which had been

down about 1.7% before the figures were released - dropped

further, closing down 151 points, or 2.4%, at 6,042.92.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34150161

9/9/2015 Increase FTSE ends day higher as market sentiment builds. Lon-

don’s leading shares ended the day in positive territory

as global investors regained confidence. The FTSE 100

index to close 82.91 points or 1.35% up at 6,229.01.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34195413

15/9/2015 Increase FTSE 100 stages afternoon rally to close higher. The FTSE

100 closed up 0.87%, or 53 points, to 6,137.6, led by engineer-

ing firm Weir Group. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-

34255127

18/9/2015 Decrease Not a great end to the week for the markets. The FTSE 100

is off 1%, while Paris and Frankfurt have sunk about 2.5%.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-34221507

22/9/2015 Decrease FTSE 100 slides as mining shares suffer. The FTSE

100 closed down 172.87 points, or 2.8%, to 5,935.84.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34322790

25/9/2015 Increase FTSE 100 rebounds on Janet Yellen comments. At clos-

ing, the FTSE 100 index was up 147.52 points, or 2.47%,

at 6,100.01. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34356486
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28/9/2015 Decrease The FTSE 100 closed 2.46% lower at 5958.86, com-

pletely wiping out the gains it made on Friday.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/business-34358976

29/9/2015 Decrease The London market closed lower but recovered initial sharp

falls helped by mining stocks. The FTSE 100 of 100 lead-

ing shares fell 49.62 points to 5,909.24, a fall of 0.83%.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34388563

5/10/2015 Increase The main UK market rose by 2.8%, with Glencore leading the

way on reports it was looking to sell some of its agricultural

assets to cut debts. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-

34441540

10/11/2015 Decrease Miners led the FTSE 100 lower on Tuesday as commodity

prices slid, with the FTSE 100 index fell 0.3% to 6,275.28

points. (less than 1%) http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-

34774577

12/11/2015 Decrease FTSE 100 lower as Rolls-Royce shares plunge. At close,

the FTSE 100 index was down 118.52 points, or 1.88%, at

6,178.68. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34785068

17/11/2015 Increase FTSE 100 rises as market recovery continues. At the end of

the day, the FTSE 100 index was up 122.38 points, or 1.99%,

at 6,268.76. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34841724

18/11/2015 Increase Mining companies helped push London’s lead-

ing shares higher, with the FTSE 100 closing up

10.21 points, or 0.2%, at 6,278.97. (less than 1%)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34855200

26/11/2015 Increase FTSE 100 bolstered by mining firms. The bench-

mark FTSE 100 index closed up 55.5 points at 6,393.13.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34930384

3/12/2015 Decrease At close, the FTSE 100 was 145.93 points lower at 6,274.00.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34992913
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10/12/2015 Decrease FTSE 100 falls as Sports Direct shares slump. The index

closed down by 38.63 points at 6,088.05. (less than 1%)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35059626

11/12/2015 Decrease The FTSE 100 index sunk 2.2% to close under 6,000 points -

its seventh consecutive daily decline. The FTSE 100 index fell

135.2 points to 5,952 - the lowest level since late September.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35070184

15/12/2015 Increase The FTSE 100 broke back through the 6,000 level as a rise in

supermarket shares helped to lift the UK’s benchmark index.

The FTSE 100 closed up 143.73 points, or 2.5%, at 6,017.79.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35100085

16/12/2015 Increase London’s top shares continued their renewed rise in Wednes-

day trading, the day after the benchmark index rose back

above 6,000. The FTSE 100 rose 43.4 points to close at

6061.19. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35110494

23/12/2015 Increase The market climbed strongly, with mining and energy-

related shares leading the way after prices of metals

rose and oil prices stabilised. The benchmark FTSE

100 index closed up 157.88 points, or 2.6%, at 6,240.98.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35166667

29/12/2015 Increase London’s leading shares ended the day higher as a modest re-

covery in oil prices helped to boost European and US markets.

The benchmark FTSE 100 index rose 59.93 points, or 0.96%,

to 6,314.57. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35192384

4/1/2016 Decrease FTSE 100 falls 2.6% amid global sell-off. The FTSE

100 index was down 161.83 points, or 2.6%, at 6,080.49

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35219846

5/1/2016 Increase FTSE 100 ends higher after erratic day. It

closed up 0.72% at 6,137.24. (less than 1%)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35230677
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6/1/2016 Decrease FTSE 100 dragged down by mining stocks.

The 100-share index lost 66.86 to 6,073.38

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35241049

7/1/2016 Decrease FTSE 100 down 2% on Chinese woes. The bench-

mark FTSE 100 index fell 119.30 points to 5,954.08.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35250182

14/1/2016 Decrease FTSE 100 falls as global sell-off resumes. The FTSE 100

closed 0.7% lower, it bounced off lows to close down 42 points

at 5,918. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35310093

18/1/2016 Decrease FTSE 100 closes at three-year low ended the day at its

lowest level for more than three years on Monday. It was

down 24.18 points at 5,779.92, amid continuing concerns

about the slowdown in China’s growth. (less than 1%)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35341826

20/1/2016 Decrease The FTSE 100 slumped 3.5% as investors fretted over

global growth prospects and falling oil prices. The UK’s

benchmark index closed down 203.2 points at 5673.58.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35359796

22/1/2016 Increase Shares up as global stock market have rallied for a second day,

boosted by rising oil prices. London’s FTSE 100 index closed

more than 2% higher. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-

35379549

25/1/2016 Decrease FTSE 100 closes lower as oil prices fall. Following a late sell-

off, the FTSE 100 index closed 23 points, or 0.4%, lower at

5,877. (less than 1%) http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-

35398845

27/1/2016 Increase The London market closed at its highest level since Jan-

uary 6 as oil prices ended above $32 a barrel. The

FTSE 100 index closed up 1.3%, or 78.9 points, at 5,990.3.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35417225
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28/1/2016 Decrease The London market closed lower but oil and mining companies

were showing good gains, as the price of oil rose. The FTSE

100 index fell 58.59 points to 5,931.78 points - a fall of 0.98%.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35426719

29/1/2016 Increase Strong FTSE gains after Japan rate cut. London shares rose

sharply on Friday, boosted by the Bank of Japan, which cut

interest rates to negative, and a strong start on Wall Street.

The FTSE 100 index rose 127.7 points, or 2.15%, to close at

6,059.5. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35437636

2/2/2016 Decrease Oil giants’ woes drag down FTSE 100. It

lost 2.3% or 138.09 points to close at 5,922.01.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35470062

8/2/2016 Decrease FTSE 100 slumps on weak bank shares. The FTSE 100 fin-

ished 2.7% lower at 5,689 points as analysts said investors

were turning against financial shares because of shaky global

growth. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35520828

9/2/2016 Decrease London’s leading shares closed at a three year low, giv-

ing up early gains after being dragged down by mining

stocks. By the end of the trading day, the benchmark

FTSE 100 index was down 57.17 points or 1.0% to 5,632.19

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35530328

10/2/2016 Increase FTSE 100 rises as banks recover. The FTSE 100

closed up 36.34 points, or 0.7%. (less than 1%)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35539475

11/2/2016 Decrease The index of London’s leading shares has fallen 2.4%,

The FTSE 100 closed down 124 points at 5,549 points.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35548117

12/2/2016 Increase FTSE rebounds as Rolls-Royce surges. By the close, the

benchmark FTSE 100 was up 170.6 points, or 3%, at 5,707.6.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35558163
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15/2/2016 Increase London’s leading share index ended the day 2.04% higher on

Monday after Tokyo posted its biggest one-day rise since late

2008. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35577308

17/2/2016 Increase The FTSE 100 was 2.87% higher - a gain of 168.15 points -

at 6,030.32. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35593629

18/2/2016 Increase London’s main share market closed lower on Thurs-

day, dragged down by oil and mining companies.

The FTSE 100 ended down 55.78 at 5974.54 points.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35602312

24/2/2016 Decrease Shares and the pound both saw falls on Wednesday amid un-

certainty over the global economy and the UK’s position in

Europe. The FTSE 100 fell 101.04 points to close at 5,861.27

- a loss of 1.69%. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-

35649100

25/2/2016 Increase The FTSE 100 ended the day with gains

of 145.63 points, or 2.48pc, at 6,012.81.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/02/25/ftse-100-

rebounds-but-china-stocks-plunge-6pc-ahead-of-g20-meeti/

Table A4.1: FTSE 100 News From July 2015 - Feb 2016



Glossary

fn False negatives. 65, 66, 71

fp False positives. 65, 66

tn True negatives. 65, 66

tp True positives. 65, 66

BA Backlash Agent. 108–112, 117, 126, 131

CEP Complex Event Processing. 10, 11, 14

CQL Continuous Query Language. 10

CT Contrary Trading. 101, 103, 105, 107–114, 117, 119, 126, 131, 135

D-FPM Dynamic-FPM. xii, 43, 60, 69, 71–74

DBMS Data Base Management System. 10

DC Directional Change Approach. v, vii, viii, xii, 5, 29–32, 75–79, 82, 83, 85, 86, 88,

89, 91, 97–102, 105–107, 109, 111–113, 115–117, 119, 123, 126–128, 131, 135, 137,

138, 144, 147, 149, 153, 156, 160, 161, 163

DSMS Data Stream Management System. 10

DT-TS Dynamic Threshold Trading Strategy. v, vi, x–xii, 105, 106, 108, 109, 111, 112,

114–117, 119, 120, 126–128, 131, 133, 135, 161, 163

EPL Event Processing Language. 11

FPM Frequent Pattern Mining. iv, v, 23, 26, 27, 35, 37, 39, 40, 45, 56, 66, 73, 74, 149,

159

192
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FPs Frequent Patterns. 39, 59–61, 64

FSD First Story Detection. 16

FT-TS Fixed Threshold Trading Strategy. 106, 107, 109, 111, 112, 114, 117, 126–128,

131

GE 2015 UK General Elections 2015. x, xi, 34, 44, 45, 48–51, 53–55, 61, 64, 66, 71,

74, 84, 137, 138, 142–145, 147, 149, 155–157, 160

GP Genetic Programming. 101

HFD High Frequency Data. 3, 10, 75, 100

HUP High Utility Pattern. 29

HUPC High Utility Pattern Clustering. 29, 72, 73

JMA Japan Metrological Agency. 20

LDA Latent Dirichlet Allocation. 17

LR logistic regression. x, 52–55, 61

LSE London Stock Exchange. 84, 106, 141

LSH Locality Sensitive Hashing. 16

LTT Location-Time Constrained Topic. 16

MDW Milano Design Week. 11, 12

NLP Natural Language Processing. 20

OS Overshoot Event. 31, 78, 89, 102–105, 117, 119, 146

OWL Web Ontology Language. 9

POI Point Of Interest. 12, 13

POS Part Of Speech Tagging. 20

RDF Resource Description Framework. 8, 9, 11–13
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SFPM Soft Frequent Pattern Mining. 27, 28, 61, 65, 66, 69, 71–74, 160

SIOC Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities. vii, 9, 11, 12

SN Social Network. 36–39, 43–45, 57, 60

SSA Social Set Analysis. 14

SVM Support Vector Machine. 19

TF Trend Following. 101, 103, 105, 107–114, 117, 119, 126, 131, 135

TF-IDF Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency. 15, 16, 22

WWW World Wide Web. 6, 8, 50, 61

XML Extensible Markup Language. 9
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